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A8STRACT

The first part of this thesis, divided into two

chapters, deals with the early backgLOund of European

Romanticism; the reasons behind its appearance and

problems of definition. There follows a discussion on

the question of the orginality of Arabic Romanticism,

with ,a brief review of the roots and main literary groups

of this movement in Arabic poetry.

Part two examines the influence of English poetry

and thought on three Arab Romantic poets: Nazik Sadiq

al-Mala'ika, Abu al-Qasim al-ShabbI and ~Abd aI-Rahman.
Shukri. This is discussed parallel with the channels of

this influence.

The main focus of this research is however, to show

the ways in which al-Mala'ika, - -al-Shabbi and Shukri

perceived and reflected nature and death in their poetry.

Their attitudes towards certain phenomena in nature

such as the countryside, night, the sea, childhood and

moral and social lessons of nature are compared with

certain attitudes of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats and

Shelley.

Themes such as life and death, fear of death,

fatalism, immortality and death as a welcome experience

are also the concern of this thesis, with a comparison of

these themes in the poetry of the Arab and English



Romantic poets.

However, owing to the popularity of Keats and

Shelley with the three Arab Romantic poets, this thesis

concentrates on their poetry.

This research has selected only certain phenomena

and themes from nature--and death because of the dominance

of these subjects in the poetry of al-Mala'ika, al-Shabbi

and Shukri.

The translations of Arabic poetry in this thesis are

intended to convey the general sense of the source texts,

rather than to give a precise rendering of these texts

into English.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE EARLY BACKGROUND OF EUROPEAN ROMANTICISM (1)

Literary movements do not appear sUddenly but rather

they emerge gradually as a result of a variety of

factors. In this, Romanticism is like other literary

movements. We cannot say when or where Romanticism

-began. However, we can indicate"facts" or "events" which

contributed to or had a close link with, the growth, rise

and spread of Romanticism not only as a literary movement

but also as an "attitude" in the widest sense of the

term. In its latter sense, Romanticism is bound up with

social life and change. We should therefore examine

those factors which helped pave the way for the rise of

Romanticism (2).

The rise of Romanticism is connected with the rise

of the liberal movements in Europe. In France, the reign

of king Louis XIV and all the subsequent monarchs was

characterised by absolutism. This served to restrict

people's tastes, aspirations and potential. Harsh laws

governed all aspects of life in this country, so much so

that even architectural forms, the movement of people and

the~r dailY behaviour were more or less 'governed' by

rig~d rules and conventions. Even art and literature

were expected to

- 1 -

conform to rigid and stifling



standards (3).

This situation weighed heavily on the people,

whether artists, men of letters, architects or gardeners.

It is reported that a farmer sought to demonstrate that

freedom was far superior to rigidity and conformity by

showing that the orderly arrangement of plants and

flowers is far less appealing and beautiful than the

informal and 'natural' style of landscaping.

Gradually art and literature in France, as well as

in other European countries, began to free themselves

from the exacting and stifling rules of acceptable

composition and style which reigned therein for a long

time. The main impetus behind this process was the

French Revolution which broke out in 1789 and called for

"liberty, equality, and fraternity" in human societies.

In a sense, the French Revolution came to embody the

ideals which many people longed for inside and outside

France. The ideals of individual and social freedom

which emanated from this revolution replaced the

absolutism of the previous era. This newly-found spirit

of freedom found its most pronounced expression in the

arts. Freed from the shackles of the past and its

restrictive traditions, the artist sought to express

himself more freely, forging a new relationship between

himself and his society in the process (4).

- 2 -



This newly won freedom, and the spirit it engendered

in French society and literature, soon spread throughout

Europe as a result of the improvements in communication

which obtained at the time. In other word~, the French

Revolution was an important catalyst, in transforming the

conditions which prevailed in Europe in various spheres.

However, the conditions in European societies outside

France made the assimilation of the ideals of the French

Revolution feasible.

Nevertheless, the hope and optimism which prevailed

in Europe were, to a large extent, short-lived. Perhaps

people expected too much too soon. In his early days,

Napoleon was almost universally regarded as the champion

of the Revolution, and the man who, more' than anyone

expectations.

symbolised the ideals of the newly emerging socialelse,

order. However, Napoleon did not live up to these

His failure to maintain and further the

momentum of the cause of the French Revolution caused

much disappointment to many people, including poets and

writers.

Another factor which contributed towards the rise of

Romanticism, albeit indirectly, was the Industrial

Revolution. One of most significant and visible results

of this revolution was the expansion of many cities in

the industrial heartlands of many European countries.

Farmers, peasants, artists and craftsmen left their

villages to find work and live in the citie~ in the

- 3 -



belief that they would have a better life than that which

they previously l~d in the countryside. . These people

found employment in factories more economically rewarding

than work on the land. Many soon lost their jobs owing

to the introduction of more efficient and cheaper methods

of production which heavily depended on machinery. The

condition of the new working classes in the cities

deteriorated. Disease and illness spread among them;

this situation was made more acute by the fact that the

population in some cities more than doubled in a

relatively very short period of time.

The shift from a largely agricultural economy to an

industrially based one led to the emergence of a powerful

and increasingly vociferous middle class in European

societies. This bourgeois class consisted principally of

the owners of the new businesses, traders, merchants and

entrepeneurs, and others whose wealth was founded on

newly acquired money. Members of this class exploited

the working classes who resented this exploitation.

However, they were strongly resented by the old

aristocracy which previously controlled the economy and

enjoyed all the privileges in society, including

education. This reaction is not surprising, partlcularly

as the newly emergent middle classes grew more aware of

their importance in society and of their role in managing

the economy,

indispensable.

a role which was fast becoming

The middle classes began to usurp many of

- 4 -



the privileges which were previou~ly almost entirely

allotted to the aristocracy. They cultivated expensive

tastes in personal possessions and made inroads into

spheres of life previously barred to them, for example

education and the arts. This situation was, perhaps,

nowhere more strongly pronounced than in England.

The rise and expansion of many cities as a result of

the immigration of many people to the city from the

countryside, led to a degree of polarisation in society.

The cities were associated with 'the industrial economy

which was brought about by the Industrial Revolution,

whereas the countryside continued to be associated with

the aristocracy and the old,

agricultural economy.

though not· unimportant,

The benefits which accrued from the Industrial

Revolution were obtained at a very high price. In

addition to the polarisation of society,

classes particUlarly suffered heavily.

the working

As far as this

class was concerned, the Industrial Revolut10n brought in

its wake fear and anxiety as a result of the long hours

of work, the atrocious working conditions and the

pressure of hav1ng to adjust to a new life style and new

modes of work and conditions.

Romanticism may be seen as a response to the new

conditions which prevailed in European countries as a

result of both the French Revolut10n and Industrial

- 5 -



Revolution. The idealisation of the countryside, and all

that is connected with it, is but an expression of the

rejection of the new oppressive city life. The ordinary

man, living a simple life in natural surroundings became

the hero.

Romanticism to flourish through their patronage

arts, which previously were the sole domain

Ironically, the new middle classes helped

of the

of the

aristocracy. This and other related points will be

amplified later in this thesis.

In France Voltaire's criticism of Shakespeare for

having ignored the three unities of time, place and

subject matter produced the opposite effect. By

criticising Shakespeare in this way, Voltaire gave him a

favourable introduction into French culture and literary

scene which was trying to break away from the classical

standards of literary composition in drama. The French

subsequently approved of what Shakespeare did in his

plays by not following the old traditions. Shakespeare

combined tragedy with comedy in his plays because he

thought life was a mixture of the two. Yet this clashed

with the classical norms of dramatic construction which

insisted on keeping the two, tragedy

separate (5).

- 6 -
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Although Shakespeare's works appeared well before

the rise of Romanticism in France, they indirectly helped

create the literary conditions which allowed this

movement to thrive later. As we have hinted abov~

Shakespeare's ideas proved to be in tune with the general

trend in Romanticism to break away from the rigid norms

which obtained in one sector of the arts, namely drama.

In short, Shakespeare became a hero to many of the

Romantics.

The style of the early Romantics, both poets and

prose writers, was characterised by a strong sentimental

and emotional tone. Their works express a feeling of

melancholy, yearning, sadness, nostalgia, a longing to

return to childhood, and a feeling of alienation or of

being at odds with society. In many of Shakespeare's

plays the protagonists are depicted as being at odds with

their society and surroundings. In a sense, this

writer. seem to have reflected the feelings of sadness

and despair experienced by ordinary people who suffered

from social evils in much the same way as the poets had

suffered spiritually.

In its early stages, Romanticism was not an isolated

movement, with well-defined aims and objectives. Rather,

it was part of a very widespread and general movement,

which had both a social and an economic dimension. It

reflected the feelings of general unease and unrest,

which obtained at the time. In response, it demanded

- 7 -



and features of Romanticism within the frameworke of an

all-inclusive definition.

Some writers and critics maintain that it is

pointless to try and give precise definition of the term

'Romanticism' , since writers who are labelled as

'Romantic' do not exhibit uniform features of style and

content in their works (7). In other words, they claim

that not all features of Romanticism may be found in all

of the poets. Barzan, (1975), for example, mentions that

none of the definitions given by writers and critics to

this movement have been precise{8}.Rodway (1963) agrees

with Barzan that it is very difficult to give an exact

definition of Romanticism, because some of the features

found in Romantic poets are similar to some which can be

found in poets at the time who were not regarded as

Romantics. The following quotation illustrates Rodway's

view (ibid:38):

"It is probably impossible to frame a
satisfactory definition of European
romanticism, {even when anchored to a limited
period... Even for English romanticism
alone, limited to the same period '1780-1850'
it is not easy to go much farther without
omitting what ought to be in or including
what ought to be out ... He continues (ibid)
"Cer t.a LnLy most current defini tions of
English romanticism are open to objection.
We cannot sum [Romanticism] up as liberal
idealism since the romantics are different
from other liberal idealists, particularly
the utilitarians. On the other hand, it is
not merely a literary reaction to previous
literature, since it takes non literary forms
(especially in its earlier stage} ...

- 9 -



Definition by enumeration will not do, for
doubts immediately arise. Smart, Chatterton,
Cowper, Beckford, Lewis, Macpherson,
Maturin, Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats,
Shelley, Byron, Smith, Godwin and Burns? And
what do writers so different possess in
common to distinguish them from such
contemporaries as Sheridan, Johnson,
Churchill or Jane Austen? Similarity of
opinion c~nnot be a determinant, since their
opinions are similar. Smart's religious
outlook, for instance, is far nearer to
Johnson's than to Shelley's."

In spite of all these difficulties, it is necessary

for the purposes of this thesis, to give an overall

delineation of Romanticism (9).

Romanticism here will be taken to refer to an

artistic creative movement which appeared in Europe at

the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of

the nineteenth century. It is characterised by its

distinctive attitude towards imagination - as will become

clear later in this thesis by its preference for

emot~on over reason, by its appeal to freedom, and its

Wish to liberate the arts, particularly poetry, from the

shackles of the preceding normative prescriptions of

standards of excellence. It is also characterised by its

call for a return to nature which is generally seen as

the anti-thesis of the oppressive city. Sadness and

melancholy permeate the poetry of those poets who are

generally called 'Romantics' (10).

- 10 -



NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

(1) The word 'Romanticism' in English gives two meanings.
In this connection, Barzun states, (1975:7):

"In England, the noun " Romanticism" gives
two adjectives-romantic and
romanticist. They are not commonly
differentiated, but it is to be desired that
they should be. We should then be able to
tell apart the two distinct field.s of
application 1 have begun to distinguish:
romanticism as an historical movement and
romanticism as a characteristic of human
beings. We should then say: "My friend X is a
romantic" and "the poet Byron is a
romanticist." When we say the romanticists at
large we should mean a number of men who
lived at a particular time and place, and who
did certain things that fixed them in the
mind of posterity. However much they differ
ideally or fought among themselves, Byron,
Wordsworth, Shelley, Victor Hugo, Leopardi,
Mickiewicz, and Schiller were romanticists.
They received the name whether they liked it
or not. Indeed, many romanticists vigorously
disclaimed the title, like Delacroix, or
accepted it for only half their work/like
Goethe. In this sense, romanticism is a mere
tag and not an adequate description. You
cannot infer a man's personal
characteristics, much less his opinions, from
his correct labeling as a romanticist."

The same views concerning the word
expressed by the Egyptian critic
(1968:39-40).

'Romanticism" is
Muhammad Mandur;

(2) It is worth mentioning here that the word "factor"
does not mean . reason ' in the full sense of the term,
but rather it refers to phenomena and events which
intermingle, and create an atmosphere which may give rise
to a literary movement. It is also worth pointing out
that it is impossible to study each of these factors
separately and in isolation from other factors as such an
approach would be too simplistic.

- 11 -



(3) For more information about the psychological state of
people during this period, see:-Rodway (1963:4-5) also:

Strickland and Thacker in Ford (1982, pp209-225).

(4) Rodway also refers to the strong link which holds
between the French Revolution and Romanticism. He writes
(1963:66) ftthe effect of the French Revolution, was not
only to arouse the enthusiasm of these poets but in its
later phase to arouse conflict which caused them to
explore f~rst principles and thus made possible an
imaginative audacity impossible earlier. ft

(5) Strickland and Thacker, in Ford (1982) state,
(1982: 21 1) : "Vol taire was no romantic, yet his
recommendation of British liberty and his introduction of
Shakespeare to the French helped, willy-nilly, to further
different aspects of Romanticism-the French Revolution,
which was itself in some respect the culmination of early
Romantic aspirations, and Romantic drama, inconceivable
without Shakespeare as example and excuse. ft

(6) According to this view, Mandur's (1968:54)opinion,
that the "early Romantics called their movement
Romanticism... " is unfounded.

(7) Barzun considers a large number of definitions or
delineations, but he concludes that none of them is exact
enough as a characterisation of the totality of the
phenomenon called romanticism. He (1975:14) concludes
that "romanticism is first of all constructive and
creative; it is what may be called a solVing epoch, as
against the dissolving eighteenth century."

(8) See also Saunders and Hugo in Halsted (1965:1-8).

(9) See Gleckner (1962:102).

(10) The reader may also consult Furst,
more information concerning the
Romantic~sm.

- 12 -
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CHAPTER TWO

ARABIC ROMANTICISM
The Early Roots

Arabic Romanticism first appeared in Egypt towards

the end of the nineteenth century. Its appearance as a

literary movement may be linked with the then prevalent

political and social conditions of Egypt.

At this time, a "middle class" consisting of

artisans, tradesmen, shop owners and government officials

began to emerge. This newly emergent class gained ~ome

influence in society and, in due course, began to have an

effect on everyday life in the country.

This class had its own political aims and hopes,

such as the abolition of the colonial administration, the

establishment of political autonomy and a parliamentary

form of government. Members of this class also called

for social and economic justice, and for the abolition of

the power and cruelty of the rampant feudalism in Egypt.

With the passage of time, this class consolidated

its newly won position in Egyptian society. It also

sought to develop people's awareness of how feudalism and

successive unrepresentative governments had sought to

block their hopes and deprive them of their freedom of

expression and political activity and organisation.

- 13 -



However, most of the aim3 and hopes of this class were

frustrated, partly as a result of the failure of the many

uprisings which took place, especially the 1919 uprising.

The events and factors which led to the appearance

of Romantici3m in Arabic literature in Egypt are not

unlike those which led to the appearance of European

Romanticism at the end of the eighteenth century. The

differences between them are in the details of the two

movements and in certain of the attendant factors.

Broadly speaking, feudalism in Europe was more powerful

than its Egyptian counterpart. The Egyptian aristocracy,

including the landed gentry, were mainly concerned with

preserving their political and economic privileges,

almost completely ignoring the importance of the social

inequities which prevailed in their country. The main

reason behind this is the fact that this class was

ignorant of the need to play an active part in preparing

the Egyptian people, both intellectually and culturally,

for assuming their role in the development of their

country. In every respect, this class put self-interest

above national interest.

It has been said above, that Egypt was the birth

place of Romanticism in the Arab world. The obvious

question is: Why did Romanticism begin in Egypt, rather

than elsewhere in the Arab world?

- 14 -



The answer mu~t be Sou9ht in the .30cial, political

and economic conditions of Egypt which encouraged the

emergence of Romanticism and, later, fostered it. These

conditions, which we outlined briefly above, did not

obtain in other parts of what later came to be known a~

the Arab world, mainly as a result of the Napoleonic

expedition into Egypt. Napoleon brought With him the

first Arab press and a group of intellectuals and

experts. Even after the fail ur e of Napoleon's

expedition, Egypt continued to foster good relations with

France through scholarships, cultural exchanges and the

translation movement.

Rorr~nticism in Arabic literature appeared a

years after its European counterpart. This

hundred

is, of

course, due to the differences in the ~ocial, political,

and cultural conditions of the two movements, and to the

entrenc~~nt of the classical modes in Arabic literature.

The conservative attitude of the Arab poets towards their

classical heritage and civili~ation i~ an important and

contributing factor in delaying the emergence of

Romantic~sm. Coupled with this is the mini revival of

classicism in modern Arabic poetry at the hand of such

poets as al-JawahirI from Iraq and Ahmad Shauq} from

Egypt.

- 15 -



It is very difficult to ascertain the extent to

which modern Arabic poetry has been influenced by

European Rornantici~m. Was Arabic Romanticism no more

than a blind imitation of European Romanticism? Or, was

it an original movement in Arabic literature?

Many writers have dealt with the issues raised in

these two questions. However, any survey of their views

will reveal that there is a large measure of disagreement

as to whether or not Arabic Romanticism is an 'original'

movement in Arabic literature. Ahmad Amin expresses the

view that Arabic Romanticism is a mixture of originality

and imitation. He declares (1967:81) that this movement

was not a mere "imitation" of European Romanticism, but

that it "combined both imitation and originality". He

believes that, in this respect, Arabic Romanticism is

similar to French Romanticism which combined an original

element, reflecting its social and native literary

setting, situation and an imported element representing

ShaKespeare's influence on French literature as a whole.

A dlfferent position is adopted bY~Alwan in his book

Development of Modern Arabic Poetry in Irgq.
, 
Alwan

asserts that most Arab poets in the first half of the

twentieth century were attracted to Romanticism merely

because they had seen it as a new movement, which they

strove to follow. As such, their interest in Romantlcism

could not be described as the result of internal forces

- , 6 -



peculiar to Arabic literature. To support his view,

c -Alwan points out how modern Arab poets exchanged

Romanticism for Realism, and how they more or less

slavishly adopted Symbolism and Surrealism when these

trends became fashionable in European literature. In

other words, ~lwan holds the view that most movements in

modern Arabic poetry arose as a result of the influence

of European literature on Arabic literature.

c -In our opinion Alwan's view is far too extreme.

The charge of "imitation" levelled by 'Alwan against

Arabic Romanticism cannot be fully accepted because it

fails to recognize that Arabic literature, throughout its

history, has displayed features similar to those found in

Romanticism, although not all the features of Romanticism

can be found in any poet or poetic genre in pre-modern

Arabic poetry.

Our position concerning the issue under discussion

-here is closer to that advocated by Amin. It is safe to

say that Arabic Romanticism was imitative of European

Romanticism in its inception, but that it later developed

a moffi€ntum of ~ts own WhlCh integrated it, in one form or

another, in its literary milieu. In other words,

imitation of European Romantlcism gave way to originality

in Arabic Romanticism in this century.

- 17 -



Romanticism was not the only movement to which Arab

poets adhered in the first half of the twentieth century.

Other movements, such as symbolism, made their presence

a myriad of features:

felt in

therefore

contains

Arabic poetry during

not unusual to come

this period. It is

across a poem which

romantic features,

symbolic features and features of the classical tradition

in Arabic poetry all mingled together.

Arabic Romanticism in its early stages was not very

innovative with respect to the subject matters it dealt

with. Traditional topics persisted and very few new ones

were added. Furthermore, the influence of Arab

Romanticism on Arab social life did not match the

influence of European Romanticism on its societies. This

may be partly due to the fact that Arab writers and poets

did not aim at a particular group of readers, unlike

European Romantics, who, initially, addressed the members

of the growing middle class.

- 18 -



-KHALIL MUTRAN

According to some critics, for example Man~ur (1977)

Khalil Mu~ranisfOberegarded as the earliest pioneer of

Romanticism in Arabic literature in the first half of

this century. Mutran was born in Lebanon in 1872. His

family decided to go to Egypt towards the end of the

nineteenth century (1). This explains why his writings

mostly appeared in Egyptian magazines and newspapers.

As has been mentioned above, MansUr regards Mutran

as the earliest pioneer of Romanticism in Arabic

literature; he (1977:Int ) states:

"Mu~ran is a genuine Romantic poet
who laid down the foundations of
Romanticism in modern Arabic
literature, through composing love
poetry which expresses his true
personal experiences and through his
description of nature in a way which
reflects his true personality and his
desire to be united with nature."

This view is shared by al-RamadI (1958:302) who

states that "Mutran was the first pioneer of Romanticism

in modern Arabic poetry.
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Badawi disa9rees with this assessment of the role

and place of Kutran in modern Arabic literature. He

re9ards Mutran as a

(1975:82) that

pre-romanticist and declares

"There is generally some tension
between the old form and the new
content in his poetry and it is this
tension which leads me to call him a
pre~romantic, in spite of the
Possible misunderstanding to which
the term may 9ive rise besides, there
is much in Kutran's poetry that is in
no way different from the
conventional output of the
neOClassicists."

-
Badawi (ibid) also argues that Mutran· could not be

legitimately considered as a Romantic poet because he

wrote "poems written on or for specific occasions".

Jayyus1 (1977) holds the same view as Badawi with

regard to the nature of Mu~ran's poetry. Jayyusi accepts

the commonly reiterated Position that Mutran's poetry

contai~s some romantic trends but declares (ibid:63) that

"Mu~rin's Romantic tendencies were
offset to an extent by his Classical
sense of balance, by too much
deliberation and by an occasional
tepidity of tone and emotion He
was unable therefore, to generate a
current of Romanticism in Arabic
poetry.
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MandUr (1954) takes a middle position. He (ibid:12)

regards Mutran as a "genuine Romantic poet", but

maintains that his Romanticism is watered down by a

feeling of "excessive sensibility" and his "constant

self-examination" which led to the suppression of his

-deep romantic nature.

Implicit in the position of some critics is the view

that Mutran was more of a critical theorist who provided

some of the literary insights of the Romantic movement

than a Romantic poet himself. It is generally agreed

that Mutran called for the renewal of both the content

and form of the classical Arabic Qasida. In particular,

he called for abandoment of the unity of the line, which

is generally taken as a-feature of the organic unity of

the Qasida in favour of the organic unity of the Qasida

as a whole. While this call is seen by some as

sufficient to brand Mutran as a modernist, but not as a

romanticist, other features of his poetry justify

attaching the label romanticist to him in a very loose

sense. One such feature is his sensitivity which

pervades many of his poems. Another romantic feature to

be found in his poetry is the love of nature in all its

aspects. Nature provides him with inspiration and is the

source of his creativity. He also personifies nature,

and , on reading his poetry, one senses his strong desire

to achieve unity and harmony between himself and nature.

This desire for achieving unity with nature is most
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clearly illustrated in hi8 poem ftal-Masa'" (The Evening)

in which he describes the s~~set and the tear8 which

8tream down hi8 face like pearls.

Mutran's poetry often displays his deep passion for

life and his genuine concern for his surroundings. Some

of hi5 poems have a distinct ~lodic quality, so much so

that they are 5et to music in the Arab world .
..

famous poem in this reqard is "Hal Ta~~urin?"

The most

(Do You

Remembe r ? ) addressed to his cousin Najla aI-Sabbagh.

This poem is full of nostalgia, and in it the po-et

.reminds Najla of their chil~~ood together and of their

lcve for nature (1908:18):

.. ,__......5..,;'\ ··L .~~
,.r- v--' -J v -

Do you reme~~r the time we were children
in ( Zahla), whose memory i~ rich

Do you remerr~er our great effort
at the time of picking the chOlcest grapes

Whe~ we were like shadows in the vineyard,
laughing I WIliie the vineyard er-"joyed cur company

Paying in it by srrules
and exper~encin9 a pleasu=e resembling its joy.
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However, Mu~ran's Romanticism -is diluted with a

strong strain of classicism. He often employs the

traditional form of the Qasida with its metres and

rhymes. In his poetry he expresses traditional values

and adheres to traditional subject matters. It is

therefore not possible to regard him as a fully-fledged

Romanticist, although he deserves to be regarded as a

precursor of Romanticism, mainly through his critical

pronouncements and, to a lesser extent, through the form

and content of certa~n of his. poems (2).
'-'
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THE MAHJAR GROUP

The early roots of Arabic Romanticism also 90 back

to the mainly, North American WMahjar groupW, which was

established by emigrants to the United . States from

the area now called Syria and Lebanon (3). Jibran Khalil

Jibran was the most distinguished member of this 9roup,

although such

'ADd al- Kas1h Haddad and Rashid AyYUb are no less

eminent(4). The members of this group, particularlY

J~ran, were famous for the strong Romantic vein in their

works. By contrast, the South American "~hjar group"

was generally more interested in the nationalist issues

of the motherland. Its members include FawzI Ka'luf, AbI

al-Fadl Walld and AmIn al-RayhanI whose poetry displays a
• • I

strong romantic flavour.

The difference between these two groups is spelled

out by al-Jundi (1968). He points out that the North

American group was strongly critical of the rigid norms

of classical Arabic literature, and he speculates that

this may have been the result of the intensive contacts

the members of this group had with the west and its

literatures. By contrast, the South American group

largely retained the time honoured albeit rigid

norms of classical Arabic literature and insisted on

purity of stYle in poetry. As a result, their poetry
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maintained a strong classical flavour.

The poetry of the North American is

characterised by an intense feeling of nostalgia which

permeates their poetry. Long residence in America, with

its advanced materialistic cUlture, enhanced rather than

severed their connection with their homeland which came

to represent simplicity, innocence and security. Their

poetry is full of references to their motherland, the

scene of their childhood memories. They also often

express their loneliness in their adopted homeland and

talk about the pain of separation from their original

motherland. Furthermore, this group is distinguished by

its ftreflective" attitude which mainly centres on the

attempt. to come to a better understanding of the self and

its inner complexities. To propagate their ideas, the

Northern group established a literary guild, called

ftal-Rabita al-Qalamiyya", in New York. The aim of this

group, as stated by Fa~l (1963:32) was to:

ftspread a new spirit in Arabic
literature... in order to rescue it
from the abyss of inactivity and
imitation into which it had fallen,
so that it becomes an active
revivalist force in the life of the
nation. ft
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It has been mentioned earlier that Jibran was the

most prominent member of the Northern group. In his

poetic works as well as in his prose, Jibran expresses

the feelings of the immigrant in his new country and his

longing for home. His poetry evokes memories of the

motherland, and conjures up a picture of its green and

dreamy countryside (5).

Jibran is generally seen as an influential figure in

the emergence of the Romantic movement in Arabic

literature. A good discussion of Jibran's role and

-leadership in this regard is to be found in Jayyusi's

authoritative work: Trends and Movements in Modern

Arabic Poetry (1977). According to Jayy\isl (ibid:91):

"It was Gibran, in fact , and With
him the rest of the poets of
"al-Rabi~a al-Qalamiyya" in the North
who formed the first Romantic school
in Arabic poetry and let loose the
forces of Romanticism. Gibran's
pervasive influence on the other
poets of" al-Rabita" was such as to
cause a profound change in them
towards several aspects of
Romanticism especially in their
enchantment with nature."

Jayyusi is not alone in adopting this position.

Earlier, Ihsan. c -Abbas puts forward the same views in his

book Fann a I - Shier ( 1955 : 46) .

asserts that
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·We cannot find a fully-fledged
romantic school in Arabic literature
except in the modern period, and its
founder ~s· Jibran. Jibran was a
romantic right down to his finger
tips, and his imagery is hardly
different from the imagery of the
Romantic poets in France and
England."

The similarity between Jibran and the English

Romantics is most clearly evident in his love of nature

and in his views concerning death. Like Keats and

Shelley, Jibran extols the beauty of nature and sees a

direct connection between beauty and truth. More

specifically, he shares Keats' views concerning

reincarnation and the unity of all creation.

Furthermore, when Jibran declares (1966:33) that he had

fallen in love several times and that he called death

·with secret names", he is directly reiterating Keats'

words in "Ode to a Nightingale-, which will be discussed

later in this thesis.

Jibran's enchantment with nature permeates all his

literary works, whether in poetry or in prose. Nature

comes to represent for him all that the city is not:

simplicity, purity, and freedom from the oppressive and

restrictive norms which prevail in the city.

seen as the ultimate teacher and healer.

Nature is

-Jibran's

preoccupation with nature in his writings truly reflects

his love for it as a living thing. Not surprisingly,

therefore, Jibran spent a great deal of his time in the
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countryside, and his happiest moments were those he spent

walking in forests and ga~dens, climbing mountains or

contemplating the secrets' of the universe on a quiet and

deserted beach, watching the sun set. Jibran's love for

nature may be illustrated by the following lines in his

poem "al-Mawakib" which, incidently the Lebanese singer

Fayrouz made famous when she recorded it in song

(1964:363):

~ J.j ;. ~ r I . - i I ,-, .j . -,. ,..,-. i

~ .",..-..J I . -, ,I?, JA

:a ; , I ,- ;, J -'.J ~'.!:'·'I ~~ JA

Have you - like me - taken the forest
instead of palaces as a home ?

Have you followed the streams in their courses
and climbed rocks?

Have you - like me - sat between the eyelids
of the grapevine in the afternoon ?

While the bunches of grape have hung down
like golden chandeliers

Have you taken the grass as a mattress at night
and taken the sky as quilt

Not coveting that which will corne,
forgetting that which has passed? (6).
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Jibran did not shun suffering and pain, but

characteristicallY regarded them as. essential human

experiences.

SUffering

In this, he behaved like a "true" Romantic.

and pain have a cleansing and purifying

influence, according to Jibran, who believed that through

them alone great men are created. His views in this

respect are most clearly presented in his book "Dam~a wa

Ibtisama"(A Tear and a Smile).- It must, however, be

pointed out that Jibran rejects the pain inflicted on

helpless people by unjust and tyrannical rulers.

Jibran's "revivalist" contribution also extended to

his use of language. The simplicity of his language -

which is sometimes imbued with sufi symbolism - and the

immediacy of his style exercised a great influence on

modern poets in general, and on Romantic poets in

particular. His attitude towards language as a means of

artistic expression is most beautifully illustrated in

the following quotation, (1966:132):

" Keep your own language and I will
keep mine... Keep to yourselves its
dictionaries and lexica, and I will
keep what the ear chooses and
approves of, and what the memory
retains by way of familiar and
entertaining speech which people use
in talking about their happiness and
sadness."
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Two Mahjar writers whose contribution is worthy of a

brief consideration in the present context are llya

Abu MadI and Mlkha'Il Nu(aima. Abu Madl's poetry amply

reveals the poet's enchantment with nature which he

regards as the source of ultimate beauty. It also shows

the poet's commitment to a new conception of Arabic

poetry in which rhYme and the use of words as an end in

themselves are not given the pride of place which is

given to them in the rigid imitations of classical Arabic

poetry,(1927:4):

You are not related to me if you reckon poetry to be
merelry words and metres

Your way differs from mine; that which belonged to us
both has disappeared.

So leave me alone lest you cause me to die of anxiety
and sadness

Take someone else as a friend and a place other than
my world as a place of enjoyment.
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In his book Al-Gh-irbal (The Sieve). (' 923) , Nu ima

attacks the strict application in modern poetry of

traditional Arabic prosody as set out by al-Farahldi.

Nucaima does not deny the 9reatne5s of al-Farahldl's

achievement, but regards it as primarily suitable for hi5

time and the literary norms prevalent then. He also

calls on poets to employ a modern form of language which

would confer a sense of immediacy and relevance on their

message. Furthermore, he (ibid:95) declares that "rhyme

and metre are not necessary for poetry, in the 5ame way

as mosques and churches are not a necessary precondition

for prayer and worship." Equally important in his view of

the nature of poetry is the necessity of imagination and

emotion and the importance of concentrating on the inner

self.

Clearly, the Mahjar group, especially Jibran, was

instrumental in the emergence of Romanticism in modern

Arabic literature. Its influence covered both sides of

poetic composition: form and content. They were a

revivalist movement which had the good fortune of having

first hand experience of western literature. The Kahjar

group served as a channel of communication between Arabic

literature and Western literature, with the flow being

mostly from the latter to the former.
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THE DIWAN GROUP

Another group which is often claimed to have been

instrumental in the emergence of Romanticism is the

"Diwan group". This group was contemporaneous with the

"Mahjar group". However, there is no evidence that they

had influenced each other. The three major figures in

c
this group are Abd aI-Rahman Shukri,

We will briefly

deal with the latter two figures here. As Shukrl will be

discussed in detail later, I will refrain from dealing

with him at this stage in the thesis.

Like ShukrI, al-'Aqqad and al-Mazini were influenced

by English poetry, and called for a renewal in Arabic

poetry. However, these poets failed, in varying degrees,

in applying what they had preached regarding the form and

content of poetry in their words. Their poetry is

characterised by the application of the rigid norms of

classical Arabic poetry, as well as by the employment of

a poetic diction which belonged to a by-gone age. As

such, their poetry contained a strong classical flavour

in form, style, diction and, even subject-matter.

- - ,Clearly the importance of the Diwan group vis-a-vis

Romanticism in Arabic literature resides in its

pronouncements concerning the issue of renewal in Arabic
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poetry rather than in the quality of their poetry itself.

In other words, their influence was mainly as theorists

and not as poets, with the exception of Shukri. Such

critics as JayyusI (1977) and BadawI (1975) rightly

- -regard the Diwan group as pre-Romantic, because of the

sustained classical character of their poetry.
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THE APOLLO GROUP

We have previously mentioned that the Mahjar group

and the Diwan group were instrumental in preparing the

ground for the emergence of Romanticism in Arabic poetry.

The Apollo group went further in that it contributed

directly to the establishment of the main features of

Romanticism in modern Arabic poetry.

The Apollo magazine was the mouthpiece of the Apollo

group. This magazine which appeared between 1934-35, was

launched by Abu Shadi, the head of this group. Other

members of this group are 'Ali Mahmud ~aha, -Ibrahim

- - -Naji, al-~ayrafi, al-Shabbi and Mahrnud Hassan I sma'il.
The materials published in the Apollo magazine were

contributed by like minded poets from Syria, Lebanon,

Sudan and Egypt. Most of these poets were influenced by

Mutran's poetry and his call for renewal in Arabic

poetry. Their poetry is full of self~examination and is

characterised by a sense of helplessness, sadness and a

strong outpouring of emotions. The relentless search for

an idealistic world pervades their poetry thematically.

At times, these poets call and welcome death in their

poetry. These poets also call for the espousal of the

principle of organic unity in poetry.
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Abu-Shad1's poetry expresses his intense feelings

and emotions. In his collection al-Shafaq al-B;kl (The

Weeping Da~), he expresses the view that his poetry is

nothing but the expression of his feelings, (1927:776):

My throbbing heart accompanies my breath;
my poetry is nothing but my feelings

Abu Shadi lived in Britain for ten years and this

explains his sound knowledge of English poetry and his

admiration of English Romantic poets, particularly

Wo~dsworth. He shares with Wordsworth his love for

nature which he considers as a real mother to man,

(1927:305):

f' 4-J ':..J I ii' - ;. I J"..;-J I ~ ..,..4-' I ~~ \ ~ ~' -,. " • 1

\..;U,

I fortified my heart which yearns for the infatuation
of inspiration with the infatuated dawn of the spring

And I looked at mother Nature, smiling
and 10 and behold, kindness in her smiling lips.
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foremost

Romantic poet among this group. A feeling of nostalgia

and a strong sense of melancholy permeates his poetry.

The poet often feels lonely and lost in this world which

is full of worries and anxieties. Jayyusi (1977:106)

regards 'Ali Mahrnud Taha as a "more robust Romantic than.
his contemporaries". In his authoritative study cAli

- -
Ma~ud Iaha:al-Sha~ir wa al- Insau, al-Mahdawi describes

Taha's poetry as an unending stream of sighs".

-Al-Hamshari associated happiness with death; this

feature of his poetry has been recognised by Nazik

al-Mala'ika who goes so far as to say that his poetry

comes closer to that of Keats in this respect than

- -al-Shabbi's poetry does. This is no trivial assessment

considering the fact that al-Shabbi's poetry is imbued

with the strong aroma of death. However, the association

of happiness with death in al-Hamshari's poetry is not

complete, as is clear from the follOWing two lines of

poetry in which al-Hamshari expresses his negative view

of death:-(1963:113):

~ I .,J I 0~ I I$..J-.:! 1 ". I '-'.J
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Tomorrow, 0 my life, our laughter will come to an end
and our pain will become extinct, as'will our feelings

Life will hand us over to destrution
and Death will rule over us, and Death is unjust

Finally, it is worth mentioning here that the

Eqyptian writer al-Manfa~!t exercised some influence on,

the emergence of Romanticism in Arabic literature in

general, and Arabic poetry in particular. His two novels

al-Nazarat and al-~Abarat contain much suffering and

grief which appealed to the hearts of his readers. These

two novels are well-known amonqst the Arabs for their

excessive romanticism. In his other writings

al-Manfaluii describes the condition of hopeless and

unhappy people who are deprived of their rights and are

treated unjustly by society. He also idealises

faithfulness, sacrifice and pride in his novels. His

popularity derives from the fact that his readers found

in his novels and other literary works an expression of

their own pain and suffering, i.e.

they could identify.
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ROMANTICISM IN IRAQ

In the previous section, we dealt with Romanticism

in Egypt indirectly by talking about the Apollo and Diwan

- -groups. We have also mentioned that Shabbi and Shukri

belonged to the Apollo and Diwan groups respectively.

In this section, we will deal with Romanticism in

Iraq. The discussion in this section will serve to

demonstrate that Romanticism did not appear at the same

time and with the same intensity in all Arab countries.

It will also serve as a background for our discussion of

Nazik al-Mala'ika later in this thesis.

Romanticism in Iraq did not appear until the 1940s

and 1950s. According to some critics this is due to the

late emergence of a bourgeois class in this country. It

is also to a certain extent due to the fact that the

"classicism" was deeply entrenched in Iraq. Young poets

continued to imita te the guardians of the classical

tradition in Iraq such as al-Zahawi, al-Rusafi and

al-Jawahiri. The delay may also be related to the fact

that during the nineteenth and early twentieth century,

Iraq was, in certain ways, isolated from the rest of the

Arab world for a long time. While Egypt was undergoing

great social and intellectual upheavals as a result of

its contacts with the West,
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standstill. Its only contact was with Turkey.

This delay in the appearance of Romanticism in Iraq

had its advantages. Firstly, it enabled the Iraqi

Romantic poets to absorb the experience of their

counterparts in Egypt as well as the equally important

experience of the Mahjar group. Secondly, the Iraqi

poets were largely spared the wrath of those classically

minded critics who unsuccessfully opposed the appearance

of the Romantic movement in Egypt and in the Mahjar. In

other words, by the time Romanticism made an appearance

on the Iraqi poetic scene, critics in that country were

accustomed to reading Romantic poetry as produced by the

various groups we have mentioned earlier in this thesis.

This has also been facilitated by the fact that one of

the champions of the classical tradition, namely

al-Zahawi, saw some advantages in using blank verse, as

is demonstrated by his poem -AI-Shier al-Mursal a •

However, it must be" pointed out that al-Zahawi's attempt

paved the way for such Iraqi poets as al-Sayyab and

al-Mala'ika.

In its early stages Romanticism in Iraq was

influenced mainly by the Egyptian experience and by the

experience of the Mahjar group. Amongst the poets and

writers belonging to the latter group, Jibran had the

greatest influence on the Iraqi poets. The fact that the

Iraqi Romantics based th~elves on the models provided

by the above two movements, does not mean that they had
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no access, at least throuqh translation, to European

Romanticism.

Romanticism,

However, by basinq themselves on Arabic

Iraqi Romantic poets could claim that they

had followed an "indigenous" movement in Arabic

literature, thus warding off any attack from their

critics to the effect that they had been following a

colonially inspired attempt to infiltrate Arabic

literature and Arab culture.

Romanticism in Iraq is somewhat linked with the name

of Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, the most famous modern Iraqi

poet - particularly in his first two collections:

Dhabila (1948) and Asatir (1950).

AI-Sayyab's Romanticism may be partly attributed to

the tragic events of his life. He lost his mother at a

very early age, and with that he lost her love and

affection. He was also deeply affected by the fragmented

state of the Arab countries which had been imposed upon

them by the colonialist powers of the day. Furthermore,

al-Sayyab was a country person and his life in Baghdad

filled him with a feeling of strong rejection of city

life and, from the point of view of Romanticism, a

feeling of nostalgia towards and idealisation of country

life as symbolised by his native village of Jikur.

-Al-Sayyab's love of the countryside and his dislike of

city life may be illustrated by the following lines of

- - -poetry quoted from his poem "Jikur wa al-Madina- - (Jikur

and the City) (1971:414)
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visitor who could relieve him of his pain by putting an

end to his life. At other times'i t is an unwelcome

visitor.

poetry.

The first attitude prevails in his later

...
In the following lines al-Sayyab urges death to

come qUickly to put him to sleep, (1971:706):

oL...:aJ.. I <i._dol ~ L:....A..J I . I.. u

:("~--'I.$,).) ~ ,"'.,'.: ......\

~"~I ~ ~ o~ ii·,.:;' ••

Is it not sufficient , 0 God
That extinction is the ultimate end of life
And 'life is wrapped in darkness at its dawning
Reridertna me, without the incidence of Death,

like a wreck
Of a damaged ship floating on the water?

Bring Death, I want to sleep
Among the scattered graves of my people
Behind the darkness of the graveyard
Give me the Bullet of Mercy, 0 God.
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In his Romanticism, al-Sayyab was·influenced by the

English Romantic poets, particularly Keats and Shelley,

whom he had read while training for the teaching

profession at Baghdad Teacher Training College.

Considering his love of nature and the countryside, the

tragic conditions of his life and his preocc~pation with

death in his poetry, it is not at all surprising that

al-Sayyab was influenced by these two poets.

There is also a strong romantic element in the first

two collections of poetry bY- al-Bayyati, namely Abariq

Muhashsbmd.!Broken Water Jug*)

Shayatfp (Angels and devils)

(1955) and Mala'ika wa

(1967). However, unlike

- - -al-Sayyab, al-Bayyati was not influenced by the English

Romantic poets. The main influence on al-BayyatI was the

Turkish humanist poet Nazim Hikmat.• •

In his early poetry, al-Bayyati complains about his

exile and about the many worries and anxieties he has to

endure in his exile. His poetry is full of woeful cries

and is permeated by an intense feeling of melancholy as a

result of his homelessness. In the following lines from

"Ila SahJra-" (To a Sleepless Woman) (1971:100-101), he

says:
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~I~ . l~ .l.JI

Don't ask the stars about my homelan4
My homeland is
Nothing but this sky :
Don't ask me who I am
Or bewail our fortune-
For I am , like this wing ,
A fugitive
Who , even wounds , shed tears over -him .

This feeling of homelessness is expressed in an

AI-Bayyati shares with

effective manner in his poem "Musafir bila Haqa'ib".
(Traveller Without SUitcases).

al-Sayyab his rejection of city life and his yearning for

the feelings of security, purity and innocence which the

countryside imparts to mankind. He describes the city as

a "black cat" in one of his poems, (1971:428):
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In the nights of death and creation and i~ the depths
~he depth of the city,
She remain~ like a black cat,
Like a 8ad mother
Giving birth to living things,
In 8ilence.

-Al-Haydari also shares some of the thematic concerns

which preoccupied his colleagues. Like them he was

influenced by the political and social events of his time

which caused traumatic changes in his country and beyond.

The most important event to exercise an effect on his

poetry and intellectual development in the early stages

of his poetic development was the Second World War. The

destruction and deprivation which this war left behind in

Europe and other parts of the world left the Iraqi poets

completely stunned. It is therefore not surprising to

-find in al-Haydari's poetry a sense of despair and
•

homelessness, as clear from hi~ poem ·Khu~uwat fi

-l-Ghurba" - (Footsteps in Strange Landsi1973:32):

..,::.. I~ ~";'.J.),J I . - • I i--,
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Where are you qoinq ? 0 woe to you ... don't ask
Like you, my leqs are inquiring .
I disappear with the niqht in my contemplative moods
And I get up , there is nothinq but time
There is no place behind my isolation
The earth had shrunk under my footsteps.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO

(1) For more information on Hutran'8 life and education
the reader may refer to Hansur.s i(1977:pp 59-127).

AI-Ramadi~J. in his Khalil Hutran
al-~abiyya, (1958:pp 13-56). al-Aqtar

(2) qaif (1959i140)
Hutran's poetry.
al-Hucasir (p:140).

also mentions this feature in
see Dirasat fi -l-Shier al~Arabi

(3) Their emigration was due, to some extent, to the
political, social and economic conditions which pertained
in their home countries.

(4) In connection with this pOintCAwaq (1961 :209) say
Those who laid down the foundation of the Romantic school
in modern Arabic literature between the two World War~ ,
were... the Mahjar writers and poets, such as 'Iliyya
Abu Madl, followed by the Apollo group. ft

(5) For more information on this
attitude towards nature see Ihsan.

group's love of and
cAbbas ( 1966:131).

-(6) For more information on this poem see Fahmi.
(1970:pp 174-181).
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CHAPTER THREE

NAZIK AL-MALA' IKA (, )

The influence of European literature, in general,

and English Romanticism, in particular, upon Arab writers

and poets at the beginning of this century was neither

arbitrary nor sUdden. The introduction of European

literature to the Arab world was the result of many

gradual events and factors. Such events date back as far

as Napoleon's expedition to Egypt, for not, only did he

take arms to Egypt, but scholars as well. Another channel

of influence was through students whQ were then sent to

Europe by the Khedive and returned with greater knowledge

of culture, civilisation, language and literature.

These were powerful factors which cannot be denied.

Similarly, translations of English

literature into Arabic at the beginning of this century

facilitated the quick t~nsference of European ideas into

Arabic literature.

The a1m of this chapter is to shed some light on the

sources or channels which brought the poets with whom we

will deal in this thesis into contact with European

literature, especially
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generally agreed that there are similar elernent~ in the

poetry of al-Mala'ika and Shukri and that these

similarities to a large extent spring from their

acquaintance with English lanquage and literature. Both

poets had direct contact with English literature, oWing

to their knowledge of the languaqe. This contact was not

shared by al-Shabbl, as he did not speak English, even

though there are certain thematic similarities between

his poetry and that of Keats and Shelley.

We will start by looking at the manner in which

al-Mala'ika received her knowledge of European

literature. Al-Mala'ika had English lessons as part of

her curriculum at ~econdary school, which she finished in

1939 (2). Five to seven classes of English language are

taught in Iraq to twelve and thirteen year olds: it is

the only foreign language taught at this stage. In 1940

she was admited to the Teacher Training College in

Baghdad. She showed a keenness to learn more English,

alongside a passion for the Arabic language, history,

music and the various sciences. It was durinq her time

at the College of Education, Arabic section, that her

poetic talents became visible. She was influenced by her

mother who was a well-known poet at that time (3); she

was also encouraged by her father who wrote on a number

of subjects, and indeed wrote poetry himself. Both were

writing and publishing poetry in Iraqi magazines and

newspapers. However, the difference between mother and
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daughter was that al-Mala'ika's attention was not only to

Arabic, but to French and English literature as well, for

soon she began to learn these two languages and Latin

while she was at the College of Education.

It is interesting to note how she came to learn

Latin in this period. While she was studying English

language in the Arabic section of the College of

Education, her English teacher mentioned on several

occasions the advantage of knowing Latin for those who

wished to specialise in English. This suggestion
.

appealed to her, but her desire to study the language

remained hidden until 1942, when she heard that the

College administration had decided to add Latin to the

first year curriculum in the English section. Although

al-Mala'ika was not officially entitled to join the

course, which was specifically mounted for the first year

students in the English section, she managed to pursuade

the Dean of her faculty to allow her to attend this

class. Al-Mala'ika seems to have enjoyed the challenge

of learning this classical language, and soon started to

read Latin. She even used it in writing her memoirs (4).

Al-Mala'ika also started learning French during this

period. In 1949, she began to study French at home with

her brother, who was studying English in the College of

Education. They both depended on a book which taught

French through English. In 1953, she attended a course

in the Iraqi Institute to read French literature.
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Although al-Mala'ika was able to read critical works in

French, and even translated a French poem into Arabic, it

seems she was not fluent in the language. Apart from

this one poem, there is no concrete evidence that she was

influenced by French literature. The same situation

applies to Latin, for there is very little evidence in

her poetry which indicates that classical culture played

a role in influencing her thoughts during this formative

period of her life (5).

There is no doubt that the most influential foreign

language al-Mala'ika carne into contact with was English.

We have already mentioned that al-Mala'ika learnt English

throughout secondary school, and that she continued to do

so at the College of Education. The English curriculum

here included the study of Shakespearian sonnets and

plays. Among the latter was A Midsummer Night's Dream,

which al-Mala'ika claims to have translated into Arabic,

although no existent text of this translation is

available. During this time at College, al-Mala'ika's

attention was drawn to some of the English Romantic

poets, especially Byron, Shelley and Keats (6).

In 1950, al-Mala'ika attended a course in the

British Educational Institute in Baghdad to study English

literature and modern drama. The purpose of this course

was to enable her to sit the examination for the

Cambridge University Proficiency Certificate. The

standard of this certificate was high, but she passed the
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examination. This examination should have been followed

by further examinations in Cambridge itself for greater

proficiency, but al-Mala'ika did not sit these.

Al-Mala'ika's contact with English language and

literature was given a qualitative boost as a, result of

her being granted a scholarship by the Rockefeller

Foundation to study literary criticism in the University

of Princeton, New Jersey in 1950. It is worth mentioning

here that at that time Princeton was an all-male

the only

institution.

University, and that al-Mala'ika was

student in attendance at that

female

Most

beneficial to her was that she was able to study under

the most eminent literary critics in the United States of

America, such as Richard Blackmore, Alan Donner and

Donald Stalfar. As her scholarship was for one year

only, al-Mala'ika returned to Iraq in 1951 upon its

expiry. Three years later she was sent to the United

States by the Iraqi government on a full scholarship to

enable her to study comparative literature for the

Master's degree. She was very enthusiastic about this

trip, rightly believing that it would enrich her knowledge

of European literature and languag~s, in particular

English (7). AI-Mala'ika was a diligent student, and she

spent a great deal of her time reading literature in the

library of the University of Wisconsin.
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-AI-Mala'ika (1970:15) describe~ her experience as

follow~:

ftI spent a great deal of my time in
the western library of the
univer~ity, which had the greatest
influence on my life at that time.
My life was also enriched with
various sweet thoughts and my life
was enriched considerably by this
experience. My values, ideas and
standards all changed, and my whole
personality was transformed. ft

AI-Mala'ika found the system of writing brief

literary eS3ay~ rather than long theses at the University

of Wisconsin most advantageous. The training, this

system gave her made her more proficient at writing short

essays on a variety of literary subjects. In addition to

all this training and the opportunity to make use of the

contents of a well- stocked library, al-Mala'ika used her

time at Wisconsin to write her memoirs about her

experience in America, about the people she met and about

her ideas concerning American women.

research on American writers.

She also did some

Al-Mala'ika's direct contact with English literature

and with Western culture and civilisation had a great

effect on her outlook on life, literature and social

issues, particularly on the position of women in Arab

society. Therefore I will examine her attitude to women

first, and secondly, her attitude to literature.
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After her first trip to America, it appears that

al-Mala'ika was greatly influenced by. what she had seen

of the life enjoyed by American women-particularlly their

freedom and independence of personality. As a result of

this experience she started to make comparisons between

American and Arab women. Two years later, in 1953, she

wrote an article entitled Ral-Mar'a, Ba~n~al-~arafain

-al-Salbiyya wa al-AkhlaqR (Woman Between Two Extremes:

Negativism and Morality), which she delivered as a

lecture to the Iraqi Women's Union in Baghdad. In this

article, al-Mala'ika criticized the position of women in

Arab society, and indeed Arab society its~lf for the way

it treated women. Al-Mala'ika proclaimed that the

position of Arab women in their society approached that

of slaves, and she called for their material, as well as

spiritual, liberation in an attempt to release their

potential for the good of their societies (8).

Arab society, being male dominated, places heavy

restrictions on women: culturally, emotionally and

financially. In order to be fully accepted by her

society, a woman must adhere to an extremely restricted

code of conduct in which the operative concept is

'honour'. The Arab woman turns out to be the true and

ultimate guardian of the concept of honour imposed upon

her by a male-dominated society. If she carries out her

'duties' in this respect, she is not rewarded, for she

will have done what is expected of her by her society_
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If, however, she does not, then she exposes herself to

the wrath of her society in general, and the cruel

punishment of men, in particular. Other women would take

part in this punishment, adding a psychological

element (9).

Financially, women in Arab society are dependent on

their husbands or male relatives who are the

breadwinners in their family. It is the man's duty to

ensure the economic welfare of his family. A woman's

contribution is restricted to the home, doing the

household 'chores' and bringing up the family. Her work

in this very important sphere is regarded as a duty which

earns her the respect of her society, but which does not

give her any economic independence. Being dependent on

men economically, women are regarded as appendages to

men. As such, they are expected to take their husbands'

name upon their marriage. Furthermore, women suffer from

double standards, in the sense that they are normally

punished for an error, whereas men are normally forgiven.

The heavy moral restrictions placed on women, as

well as their economic dependence on men, mean that women

have very little freedom, and almost

indulge in self-expression and

no opportunity

self-fulfilment

to

in

whatever spheres they may choose, or may prove to be

congenial to them. Women, therefore, seem to lack the

creativity displayed by their male counterparts. Their

personalities are not well-developed, and, in this
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respect, they all seem to be 'cut to the .same mould'.

Language, al-Mala'ika observes, is man made in Arab

society. Witness, for example, the use of the masculine

to refer to both the masculine and the feminine when

expressing generic concepts. In a show of objectivity,

al-Malai'ika observes that women, in their obsession with

the trivialities of life, such as their excessive concern

with their beauty and appearance invite criticism from

their male colleagues. Men withhold respect from them

because of this excessive concern with beauty and

appearance, although, ironically, the highest compliment

a man may pay a woman centres upon her beauty (10). This

is yet another example of the hypocrisy which women are

called upon to endure (11).

-Al-Mala'ika's concern with women's issues is

reflected in her prose work. It is also reflected in her

'victims'

poetry, particularly in that poetry which belongs to what

the present writer has chosen to refer to as the Romantic

-Period in the career of al-Mala'ika. For instance, the

- - ~in her two poems "Al-Na'ima fi l-Shari"-

(The Woman Sleeping in the Street) and "Marthiyya l~.

Imra'a la Qimata laha" - (An Elegy to a Worthless Woman)

are women. The restricting code of honour which controls

a woman's life in Arab society, and the double standards

which pervade this society, are most clearly expressed in

her poem "Ghaslan li-l-'Ar"lTo Wash away the Shame).In

this poem, al-Mala'ika describes the scene of a murdered
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woman who is in her twenties. The chillling picture of

the blood gushing from her wounds, and her plaintive and

helpless cries in the darkness of the night have a great

impact on the poet, but none whatsoever on the

perpetrator of the crime, (1979:351):

~~.J " "Lol "

~I

~)l .... '1 .lJ1 1=4 • Q '.Y

iJ.J ", • oJ 1

.) L.tt..J.J

"0 Mother", ( and there was) a rattle in the throat,
tears and darkness

The blood gushed out and the stabbed body quivered
Mud nested in her wavy hair
"0 Mother" , but no one heard her but the executioner
Tom row, the dawn will come and the roses will open up
The twenty years and the enchanted hopes are calling
And the meadows and roses reply:
She has left us to wash away the Shame .
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Having carried out his criminal act, the

executioner, the victim's brother, returns to the 'pub'

where his 'mates' are waiting for him. He proudly

informs them of his deed, and declares that the stigma on

the family's honour, brought about by the dishonourable

deed committed by the girl, has been removed.

Triumphantly, and with great relish and pleasure, he

orders drinks for his 'mates' and asks for the services

of one of the prostitut who hangs about the place. He

even goes so far as to declare his readiness to give her

the Qur'an in return for her services, (ibid:352):

u_-.Aii....' ~.! .J ~.jJ I ,), I '?" J I

~.J "\'.) l.A.J I "

n .) I~ T •• 0 " I J' .: .J ,&.~
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n .) I ..u '.lJ L.:-» .J

o.,rb l.A.J I u I ·5 J I
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.)I~ ~ ~L....LS '~j

.) w.J I ~ ;w".:';; oJ I ~.J

The savage executioner return, and meets the people
"Dishonour!" And he wipes his knife clean [ saying]

"we have torn this dishonour to pieces;
And have become honourable people again, with a fine

pure reputation.
nO, lord of the tavern: where i~ the wine?

where is the drinking cup?"
Summon the lazy songstress with the sweet breath, ~

"I give the Qur'an and the Destinies as ransom for her eyes.
Fill your cup, a slaughterer
The slain woman ha paid for the washing away ,the Shame~
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The death of the girl does not only free the family

from the stigma which previously stuck to them, but also

acts, first, as a positive testimony to their ability to

act honourably to protect their honour, and also as a

deterrent to other women who will have a gruesome

reminder of the fate which would await them if they were

to break the code of honour within their society,

(ibid:352-353):

" ~ I ., J It .J
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The dawn will come , and the young women will
ask about her:

" Where is she, we wonder?"
The savage beast replies: "We killed her!"
"She was a dishonourble blot on our forehead and we

washed it away"
The female neighbours will relate her dark story
As will the date-palm trees in our part of the town
The wooden gates will not forget her
And the stones will whisper:
Let the dishonour be washed away!
Let the dishonour be washed away!
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In the la~t part of the poem, al-Hala'ika cea3e~ to

be an ob~erver and a~sume~ the role of the participant.

She mock~ the" double e t aride r d s of men and deplore:s the

unjust position ot women in their Society, or, more

acCurately, male-dcffilnated ~ociety in which they have to

~uffer (ibld:353-354):

t..J-<>~ o'!~"" ~ I "
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o , female neighbours of our quarter!
o , young women of the village,
" We will knead the dough with the tears of our eyes
"We will cut off our plaits and remove the skin off our hands"
" So that their clothes will remain White

and pure "
" No smiles, no happinnes, glances
" For the knife, in the hand of our fathers and brothers,

is watching us "
" Tomorrow, Who knows what Wilderness will conceal our bodies
" To wash away the Shame, (12).
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In spite of her criticism of the value~ of her

society, -al-Hala'ika often advocate~ posit~on~ which she

calls on her fellow women to renounce. This pOlnt may be

exemplified by her call on women to be proud of their

men. She also shows the typical Eastern woman's reserve

in relating to her lover, as may be exemplified by her

reluctance to admit that she ha~ a lover.

explain al-Mala'ika's references to her

This may

lover as her

"Sha C ir" (poet). However, this term is appropriate for

two reasons. On the one hand, it emphasises the identity

of al-Mala'ika as a poet. On the other hand, it plays on

the meaning of the root sh- -r as something to do with

feelings (1981: 610-611) :

~1 ·1
~ v

e L.:---J I

A year has passed , 0 my poet, since I have seen you
On that depressing morning

A year has passed I but I haven't met you
How on earth did anxieties preserve my life?
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The poet misse~ her 'poet' and wishes to see him.

But when she sees him,. even after an absence of a year,

she finds herself unable to relate to him in the normal

way which would be expected of her in this situation.

She maintains her pride and reserve by hiding her love of

her sorely missed lover (1981:557):

J..,.J I ",! ". 0 '., I. ~~ I L+-J 1

~ ~, '" , I J~ e

We always meet, but I turn away, bewildered
although my sad heart is full of the yearning
of one who is smitten with love

Pride does usurp the soul
making the lover appear to be unloved

And also (1981:555):

Whenever my eyes reveal my love
I punish them with deprivation
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Al-Mala'1ka even regards love as a kind of weakness.

In order to overcome this feeling of. weakness, and to

demonstrate to herself that she is a strong female,

-al-Mala'ika puts an end to her 'love'; however, she soon

realises that by putting an end to her love, she

extinguishes the flame of life in her. AI-Mala'ika is

confused: she ~ants the spiritual side of love and the

feeling of elation love generates in her, but at the same

time she rejects the concomitant physical side of love.

The physical side of love holds no appeal to her.

Furthermore, it causes love to lose its attractiveness

and glory. Wome~., she proclaims, are attracted by the

'spiritual' or 'platonic' side of love, whereas men are

attracted by its physical side. She even regards sex as

something akin to animal behaviour, and blames the

frustration experienced by so-called lovers on their lust

and on their strong tendency to give in to it.

physical manifestations love is like 'mud':

In its

it is a

dirty and filthy thing which human beings would be

well-advised to get rid of. This explains the abundant

-use of the word fttin ft - ftmud ft - in her love poetry during

her Romantic Period (1981:608):

My heart is attached to the stars
But his heart rolls in the mire, as the mud
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testifies to that

And also (1981:137):

When sweet dreams become a reality
they turn thei~ faces away from its magic,
full of hatred

And the day turns into a dark gloomy night
and the flower3 turn into thorns .and mud

-Al-Mala'ika's stay in the West has, as we have seen

above, shaped her attitude towards such social issue3 as

the position of women in Arab society. More l.mportant

from the point of view of this thesis, however, is the

influence exercised by certain European poets on her

poetry. Amongst these poets we may specificlly mention

Keats, Shelley and Byron.

Al-Mala'ika admired Keats. The influence of his

odes and sonnets is clear in more than one place in her

poetry. Her admiration for Keats i3 reflected in her

poem Keats" - (To the Poet Keats) - in
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which she refers to the latter poet's poem "Ode to a

Nightingale". AI-Mala'ika returns to Keats in her

article "aI-Shier wa al·Maut." - (Poetry and Death) in

which she discusses Keat3' views on death; she also

claims in this article that Keats' early death is almost

a prophetic fulfilment of his preoccupation with death.

Al-Mala'ika goes even a step further in her admiration

for Keats, predicting, like Keats that she would die

young.

AI-Mala'ika's poetry often echoes the atmosphere of

melancholy and sadness which are characteristic of Keats'

poetry in general. AI-Mala' ika al so admits to writing

long odes in imitation of Keats (.13).

Al-Mala'ika was also influenced by Shelley, although

Shelley's influence on her poetry was not as extensive as

Keats. His poems "Ode to the West Wind" and "Adonis"

influenced her. She was influenced by Shelley's yearning

for death and his glorification of sadness. The extent

of the influence Of Keats and Shelley on al-Mala'ika will

be dealt with later in this thesis. Similarly, we shall

discuss later in this thesis the influence of Byron on

al-Mala'ika mainly through his poem "Childe Harold's
,

Pilgrimage" .

In her preoccupation with the theme of deat~ in her

waarticleherInBrooke.

al-Mala'ika found a kindred spirit in the poet

"al-ShiC: r

poetry

Rupert
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al-Maut "(Poetry and Death) al-Mala'ika refers to Brooke's

early death and regards this as a prophetic fUlfilment of

his interest in this theme.

In her second collection wa

al-Mala'ika incorporates two poems which she claims to be

translations of two poems by Brooke. The first one is

entitled "al-Safar" (Travel). However, upon

investigating Brooke's poetic collection, we discover

that Brooke has not written a poem under this title. The

second poem is meant to be a translation of Brooke's "It

is not Going to Happen Again". However, a comparison of

this poem with al-Mala'ika's 'translation' quickly

reveals that the two poems have very little in common.

AI-Mala'ika retains Brooke's theme of the two lovers,

Romeo and Juliet, replacing them with the famous Arab

pair of lovers: Jamil Buthayna and Kuthayr 'Azza on the

one hand, and Qays wa Layla on the other. claim

that al-Mala'ika's poem is not a translation of Brooke's

poem can be established by the reader upon reading these

poems (1952:162):

I have known the most dear that is granted us here,
More supreme than the gods know above,

Like a star I was hurled through the sweet of the world,
And the height and the light of it, Love.

I have risen to the uttermost Heaven of Joy,
I have sunk to the sheer Hell of Pain

But- it's not going to happen again,my boy.
It's not going to happen again.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

It's the very first word that poor Juliet heard
From her Romeo over the Styx;
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And the Romeo will tell Cleopatra in hell
When she start~ her immortal old tricks;

What Pari~ was tellin ' for good-by~ to Helen
When he bundled her into ~he train-

Oh, it's not going to happen again, old girl,
It's not goinq to happen again.

Al-Mala'ika's so-called translation: ( 1979:473-474):

o~ I on,.'. L. ~ 1 ,n... h t; 1 L:.. 1 ~ 1
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AI-Mala'ika'3 translation

"Elegy Written in a Country

successful than any other of

English. Poetic translation

into poetry of Grey's

Churchyard" is far more

her translations from

is no easy task, for in

addition to the requirement of conveying as much of the

content of the source text as possible, the poet must

also adhere to the poetic conventions which operate in

the target language. Further complications arise,

particularly when the cultural universe of the source

text and the target text are radically different from

each other. These conflicting considerations call on the

full range of the poet's abilities to be exercised 1n

'executing a translation of the above type. As we shall

see later, al-Mala'ika does, on the whole, overcome these

difficulties successfully.

AI-Mala'ika'3 interest in Grey's "Elegy" is not

surprising considering the fact that this poem accords

thematically with some of the themes she deals with in

her poetry. Al-Mala'ika was attracted to the "Elegy" by

the atmosphere it evokes: the scene of the lingering

sunset, the tired peasant returning home with his flock,

weary after a long day, the prevailing silence in the

graveyard, the simplicity of the village life in

comparison with life in the city, the weakness of man in

the face of nature and death and the poet's concern for

people in suffering.
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Al-Mala'ika':s 'translation' of Gray's "Elegy" ,

however, is given a definite Mala'ike'3 'romantic flavour.

This i:s clear from the overwhelming melancholic mood

found in the translation, the excessive feeling of grief

and sadness, the repetition of the images of the night':s

darkness, the frightening darkness and loneliness of the

grave and, finally, the centrality of the poet in the

found in her early collections, particUlarly

existential scheme of things. Many of these images are

(-
in Ashigat

al-Layl .

Al-Mala'ika shows a commendable degree of ingenuity

in conveying into Arabic some of the cultural information

present in the source text. For example, she translates

the word . owl' in the original text as 'dove'

'qumriyya' in the target text (stanza 3), thus

overcoming the radically different cultural connotations

of 'owl' in English and 'bum, in Arabic. In other words,

although 'owl' in English does not, qua semantic import,

correspond to 'dove' in Arabic, both 'owl' and 'dove' are

equivalent in terms of their cultural connotation - both

being regarded as signs of good omen. Furthermore, by

translating 'owl' as "qumriyya" in Arabic, al-Mala'ika,

through the root meaning of "q-m-r", successfUlly

captures the idea of the moon in the second line of the

third stanza in the English text. These two points will

become obvious by reading Grey's third stanza and

-al-Mala'ika':s translation of it
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Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tow'r
The mopeing owl does to the moon complain
Of such, as wand'ring near her secret Dow'r,
Molest her ancient solitary reign (14).

AI-Mala'ika's translation ( 1981:669-670):

.,;,,~ I I •.. ! i .1~ I ~ I I,$~
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The effect of European literature on al-Mala'ika's

poetry was not only limited to content and theme~, but

also to form. It is a fact that al-Mala'ika was one of

the pioneers in promoting free verse in Arabic poetry.

It was due to the influence of English poetry that

she wrote her introduction to her collection Sha;aya wa

Rami~ lSplinters and Ashes) which was published in

1949, In this introduction al-Mala'ika deals with the
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role of rhyme and mete r in Arabic poetry. She also

deals with cert~in modern idea3 concerning expression,

image, inspiration and symbols in poetry. In dealing

with these matters, al-Mala'ika wa3 highly influenced by

her reading of English poetry. She expresses the view

that rhyme is an obstacle which blocks the flow of poetic

expression. Furthermore, she ridicules those who extol

the 'richness' of Arabic l~terature. She see3 that the

application of a strict single rhyme in traditional

Arabic poetry prevents it from reaching the majestic

excellence of heroic poetry which exists in other world

literatures. -The restriction in rhyme may lead a poet to

be st1lted in his expressions; hi3 search for a rhyme may

also stifle some beautiful and spontaneous words and

expressions. Rhyme, thUS, 1S the major obstacle which a

poet faces in the spontaneou3 expression of his poetic

talents. Al-Mala'ika's deep appreciation of English

poetry can be seen in her--enthusiasm and call for renewal

in both the form and content of the Arabic Qas1da.

Al-Mala'ika's ideas concerning the nature of classical

Arabic poetry and such issues as rhyme and metre are set

out in her book Qadaya al-Shier al-Muca~ir. However, we

will not deal with these issues here as this will take us

beyond the scope of this thesis.
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(ABO AL-RAHMAN SHUKRI
•

Of the three Arabic Romantic poets with whom we are

dealing -in this thesis, Shukri (1886-1958) may be

regarded as the poet who was most influenced by English

literature, not least because of his direct contact with

it. This contact took place, both at home, in Egypt, and

abroad, in Sheffield, England.

In assessing -Shukri's contact with English

literature at home, we must start with the Napoleonic

expedition to Egypt in 1798 It is well known that this

expedition influenced the intellectual life of Egypt and

led, eventually, to the opening up of Egypt to Western

culture and civilisation, through, mainly, the then newly

emergent educational system. The French influence in

Egypt made itself felt at various levels of life in the

country, not least in the fact that French became the

first foreign language in the country. The privileged

position of French is reflected in the fact that it was

used in everyday business and in many newspapers and

magazines.

The British occupation of Egypt in 1881 eventually

resulted in the replacement of French by English as the

main foreign language in the country. The school

curricula reflected this change, with the emphasis now
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being placed on English to the detriment of Arabic, the

native language of the people of Egypt. Furthermore, the

school system allocated more time to the study of

European history, culture and civilisation than it did to

the study of Egyptian history and culture.

Egyptian child attending state schools graduated with a

sound knowledge of English.

It was into this background of European influence

that Shukri was born on OCtober 12, 1886, five years

after the British had invaded Egypt (15). It is worth

-noting here that Shukri's family originated from North

Africa and that his father, c. -Mw;.ammad Ayyad, had great

sympathy for some of the Egyptian revolutionary leaders,

such c -as Abdallah al-Nadim ( 1 6). Shukr i started his

schooling at the Kuttab (17). He began to learn English

while he was in primary school in Port Said (18). Later

on, at the age of fourteen, he moved with his father from

-Port Said to Ra's al-Tin in Alexandria, which, at the

time, had many expatriates including English, French and

Greeks nationals (19). In Ra's al-Tin Secondary School

where Shukri started studying European history and

literature, it was forbidden for staff and pupils to

speak any other language apart from English.

One of the teachers at this school seems to have had

a great influence on his pupils, particularly with regard

to their interest in English literature. That was

Mr.W.H.Stevens. Stevens encouraged his pupils to read
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undemanding books about English literature, giving them a

list of books they could obtain. His greatest /

contribution here was to write a book, especially for

Egyptian students on English literature, entitled

Introduction to the Study of English Literature, Its

History and Form. Stevens explained its purpose, as that

of clarifying the History of Engl~sh Literature and its

form. In this book, Stevens compared Arabic writers with

English poets and writers. There is no doubt that this

book was most useful to the Egyptian students, not only

as an introduction to English literature and its greatest

poets and writers, such as Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden,

Spenser, Marlow, Matthew Arnold, Darwin, Ruskin, Hardy,

Swinburne, Wordsworth, Shelley, Byron and Hazlitt, but

also because of the comparative material it contained (20l

After finishing secondary school in Ra's aI-Tin, in

1904,(21) -Shukri enrolled in the School of Law and

Justice, in which teaching was done either in English or

in French. -Shukri consolidated his command of the

English language by enrolling in the former section.

It was at this time that the political climate in

Egypt became most precarious. Cairo in 1904 was the

centre of various political movements whose purpose was

to demand independence· from British rule (22).

-the main figures in this movement, Mustafa Kamil,. .
One of

was a

graduate from the School of Law and Justice.
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the student3 in thi3 school regarded him a3 their hero

and they were highly influenced by hi3 writing in
~

I~ -Al-Liwa' newspaper of which he was the editor. (24)

There were many student protest3 during this period, and

in 1906, one of these protest3 seems to have been

-encouraged by ShUkri. As a result, he was expelled by

the school's administration (25).

The period following this had an even greater effect

on Shukri's English education, for in the same year as he

was expelled from the school of Law and Justice, he began

to attend the Khedive Training College. One of the

attractions of this college was that stUdents did not

have to pay any fees, which were paid by the College

(26). -It is significant that most of Shukri's teachers

during the three years he attended this College were

English, and that the reading of European literature was

encouraged by the teachers there. -Shukri spent four

hours a week studying English language, literature and

calligraphy. Most important during this period is the

fact that Shukri's vision, ideas and thoughts concerning

poetry were shaped through his reading of The Golden

~reasury which was a set text-book in the College. The

influence of this anthology on Shukri derived mainly from

the editor's choice of poems, for they were among the

greatest in English literature. The fact that this book

•
contained many lyrical pieces coincided with Shukri's

interest. His Arab upbringing, traditional education and
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his sensitive moods, ensured that many of the poems

contained in this anthology appealed to him. The

popularity of this collection among Shukri's

contemporaries may be attributed in part to its being

inexpensive and small enough in size to be carried around

any;..rhere. the Golden Treasury contained lyrical pieces

from three centuries, starting with sonnets drawn from

the second half of the sixteenth century_ Among the

English poets represented in this collection were Byron,

Shelley, Coleridge ...

-Shukri's admiration for Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth

and Hazlitt helped mould his view of poetry as the

reflection of faith and emotion. Shukri was first and

foremost attracted to Shelley, as were most Arab writers

and critics of the time. Shelley was seen as the

champion of social reform, political activity and

regeneration in the world.

admiration for Shelley (27):

Shukri expresses his

"I liked Shelley at that time,
despite the fact that I was unable to

. assess his shortcomings and to
realise that at times Shelley soared
high above the realities of life.
Moreover, I did not give enough
weight to the fact that his
antagonism towards religion tarnished
his art. Nevertheless, I admired his
love of freedom and his hatred of
hypocrisy. I also liked some of his
beautiful imagery and his tender love
poetry which is free from the
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excesse~ of imagination.·

The influence of ShelleYI Byron, Wordsworth and

Hazlitt on ShuKri will be discussed in detail later in

this chapter.

Shukri's contact with English llterature came during

his stay in Sheffield. After he graduated from the

Khedive Training College, Shukri was sent by the Egyptian

government on a full scholarship to Sheffield University

in England. Here, between 1909 and 1912 he attended "a

special course leading to a certificate for students of

the Egyptian Educational Mission. He undertook a number

of Bachelor of Arts courses, including Ancient and Modern

HistorYI English History, Geography, Economics,

Constitutional History and Political Philosophy "(28).

Shukri's stay at Sheffield had a great effect, not only

on his knowledge of European culture, education, but also

on his social attitudes and his outlOOK on nature. In

what follows, we shall deal with these three issues:

firstly, Shukri's attitude towards nature, secondly, his

attitude towards the position of women, and thirdly, the

influence of English literature on his writing.

-Shukri's stay in England had a lasting effect on his

attitude toward~ nature. The contrast between English

scenery and the unchanging scenery of Egypt where he had
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come from caused him to notice the variety of the British

landscape even within. a small area. . Shukri himself

indicates how in one journey he undertook in the English

countryside, he was fascinated by all the different

manifestations of nature : (29)

"During the journey to my
destination, I looked· out through the
train window and .I still remember my
impression of .... these [English]
scenes [Which] are different from the
scenery I used to look at from the
train windows in Egypt. Whereas in
Egypt when we view even land, it
appears as if it is drawn by an
architect on one level on paper,
in England one finds that a small
piece of land differs remarkably in
height and appearance. Even after my
return from England, the effect of
the variety of natural scenery has
remained alive in my consciousness.
In England I saw hills and mountains
wrapped by trees and covered with ice
and snow flakes during the
wintertime. I also saw the vestiges
of huge ancient forests Whose effects
on the viewer were no less than the
effect of the huge ancient forests
themselves. I saw the water falls
dropping from the hills, and their
effect on anyone who possessed
imagination and feeling... was, by
no means, smaller than the effect of
the gigantic world famous waterfalls.
I also saw snow flakes covering the
streets and houses making the sunny
day look like a moonlit night ... •

Although Shef~ield is industrial, this did not mean

that it was without its parks and beauty spots. In his

writings, Shukri mentions how he was inspired by the
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flower3 in this city, and he wrote a poem entitled

~ Sunf lower ~ . Shukri wa3 amazed by the beauty of snow

covered tree3 and hou3e3, and we see the effect of this

. al-Nadi~ (The Eyes

in his poems ~al-Shita'

Eng land) ,

f1 lnglitera
-( -

~al-~abi a ~ (Nature), Uyu~

(Winter in

of Dew) and ~~a~t al-LaYl~ (The-¥oice of Night).

However, although Shukri was fascinated by English

landscape, it seem3 that the gloomy, English weather

- -depressed him, as is clear from his poem "Hanin Gharib"

(1960: 1'55):

~ $l,iJ:"-' ,_' ~. 'I..'---~-'.r j

<,

I am in a town in which time passes sadly,
not being lit by sunshine

It is like a frowning prison during the day,
calamities ~ave affected me) with desperation in it.

The sky was in mourning above us
as though it was the dome of a tomb.

Furthermore, it is d~ff~cult to determine whether

Shukri had an altogether happy stay in England, for his

love for the English countryside is cou~erbalanced by hi3

homesickness and sense of al~enation which he expresses

in hi3 poems "Hanln Sha'ir" (The Nostalgia of a Poet) and

• Shacir f1 I-Ghurba" (A Poet absent from Home).
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in the latter poem (1960:154):

.. .: •. ' ~ ,..lJ...AJ I ~.J.J ' ,.

,. _' e

I was like the "twitterinq bird brought from its garden
while Time was fair

Where the face of the day was jubilant and smiling,
and the face of the night was not yet black

Where many things caused me to sing, a beloved,
a homeland and a dear friend

They made it alight in a home akin to the
belly·of the earth: w~th gloomy sky and earth

-Secondly, Shukri's stay in England had a lastinq

effect on his attitude towards such issues as women's

rights, particularly as this was a live issue in certain

quarters in Enqlish society. -Shukri's social life in

~nqland was limited, mainly because he was shy and

withdrawn, and also because of the reserved nature of

British. He was invited to one Enqlish home during

However, inthe entire duration of his stay in England.

this new environment of a more free society,
-

Shukri

seemed to have been struck by the difference between

women's lives in Arab societies and the life of women in

Enqland, and he published an article in the Eqyptian
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.
newspaper "al-Jarida" in 1911 under the title "The

Question of Veiling and Unveiling" (30). At the same

time, an article appeared in the Students' magazine

reamus" signed by "a non bigotted Muslim" under the

title "The Position of Women in Islam". This article

might have been written by Shukri, although we have no

firm evidence to support this conjecture. Shukri's

sympathy towards women in Arab society may be seen in his

poem entitled "Imra'a Tukallimu Co -Sa laha" (A Woman'

Addresses her Husband) in which the wife denies that she

is merely a beautiful, thing to be possessed by her

husband, but rather asserts that her beauty is due to God

and thus belongs to other people as well (31). It WOUld,

however, be wrong to attribute Shukri's views concerning

the postion of women in Arab society directly to his

experience in England and to the social trends which were

in vogue in that country at the time, for evidence

suggests that Shukri
-

was influenced by Qasim Amin and

Rifaca al-Tahtawi who, in their turn, were influenced by. .
European thought on the matter under consideration here.

It seems that Shukri was moved by the beauty of

English women, and he compared his love of flowers to his

love of a woman's smiling face. He reflects the

inspiration they brought him in his poem

-"al-Ibtisam"(Smiling). It 1s worth pointing out here

that Shukri's treatment of the position of women in Arab

society does not occupy the same place in his poetry as
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does the same issue in al-Mala'ika's poetry. This is

probablY because al-Mala'ika is a woma~ and she had

direct experience of the subject.

Thirdly and finally, let us examine -
Shukri's

education at Sheffield, with the view to establishing the

influence English education had on his poetic talent. In

the three years he was there, -Shukri derived great

benefit from the acclaimed brilliance of his tutors in

the study of literature. His course included some of

Shakespeare's plays such as Macbeth, Hamlet and The

Tempest. Among the textbooks he studied was The Golden

Treasury which, as we have already seen, had already had

a great impact on him. The English poets' main influence

on Shukri may be seen in his views concerning the nature

of poetry and the role of the poet in society, and in his

ideas concerning fancy and imagination. Some of his

ideas on these issues are based on Shelley, Wordsworth,

Coleridge and Hazlitt.

Wordsworth and Hazlitt emphasise the importance of

emotion in poetry, witness Wordsworth's famous statement

that (1904:735) "poetry is the spontaneous overflow of

powerful feeling", and also Hazlitt's statement that

(1910:1) "poetry is the language of the imagination and

the passion "(32). The importance of imagination in

poetry is also supremely stressed by Shelley who declares

tha t ( 1965: 109 ) "poetry, in a general sense, may be

defined to be the expression of the imagination"
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Shukri also shares with these poets. the view that

poetry offers a true reflection of life (34). The poet,

in his poetry, reflects the variety of human emotion.

Shelley (1965:115) declares that a ~ poem is the image of

life expressed in its eternal truth". Hazlitt takes the

same view (1910:9): "Fear i3 poetry, hope is poetry,

love is poetry, contempt, jealousy, remorse, admiration,

wonder, pity, despair, or madness are all poetry" (35).

This, of course, is not intended to be an exhaustive list

of the emotions which poetry can express, but it serves

to illustrate the types of emotion or feeling which one

finds. in poetry. Hazlitt also expresses the view

(1910:11) that "poetry in its matter and form is natural

imagery of feeling, combined with passion and fancy".

Shukr~ uses the poetic medium to explicate his views

concerning the nature of poetry and the role of the poet.

one of his poems,For example,issue.

His poetry is full of pronouncements concerning this

"al-Shitr"

(Poetry), is totally devoted to this purpose

(1960:334-335) :

~ I~.~:_--:>......,1 J-.#-- J ..r ~ I . L:.. r.:..J 1."~..J

." ; .. , , ..r'L5 r.:..J I."

~I .
~..JJ r.:..J IJ..

-..:...i.A ...u t:;-:!..J~ IJ
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~---t•..J-' r.r ~ ~ i

/
Poetry i~ the hi8tory of the ~oul, and

it~ fortre~~

Poetry i~ a cup for the ~oul, so beware of
it~ intoxication

Poetry i~ a blooming flower, planted in its
paradise

The soul i~ like a wind which had been
passionately excited by the gentle breeze blown by poetry

The ~oul i~ a rich ~ea, and poetry is
one of it~ wave~

Poetry i~ life'~ mirror, ·in which life
appear~,

Poetry i~ part of its tears,
. poetry is part of its laughter.

Clearly the issue at stake in thi~ poem i~ the

universality of poetry and comprehensiveness of poetry as

a record of human feelings and emotions. Shukri's view

on this matter resemble~ that of Hazlitt who states that

poetry is the (1910:1) "universal language which the

heart hold~ with nature." Wordsworth also stresse~ the

universality of the subject matter of poetry, stating

(19 ':739) that poetry expresse~ the great and

univer~al passion~ of men, the

interesting of their occupation~... ft
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The univer~ality of the ~ubject matter of poetry

give~ it a centrality in all area~ of human knowledge.

Thi~ view i~ championed by Shelley, who strongly bel1eve~

that (1963:135) :

"poetry i3 indeed something divine.
It 1s at once the centre and
circumference of knowledge; it i~

that which comprehend~ all science,
and that to which all science must be
referred. It is at the same time the
root and blossom of all other system~

of thought; it 1s that from which all
spring, and that which adorns all,
and that wnich if blighted, denies
the fruit and the seed, and withholds
from the barren world the nourishment
and the succes~1on of the scion~ of
the tree of life" (36).

The same view 1~ expressed by Wordsworth and

Coleridge (37). The former poet sees poetry a~ the

(1904 :738) • breath and finest spirit of all knowledge

and also the first and last of all knowledge". It might

-be worth poin~ing out here that al-Shabbi holds similar

views, as is expressed by the following verses

(1972:319):

L.-..:.U, j.J.-'I.J ' j~~~

Livewith feelings, and for feelings
for your world i~ a universe of emotion~ and feelings .

Apd (ibid:321-322):
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.).,,. ,« J' I •• _' -,,' ~,.~

'. "~.J ,i~ i4-.J'~

.)~,).J ~ 1 v--- , ',:',.-.

0.) l--.i.J .J 4". ~ .) J.La.-1 I.J

.).J ,C; oJ I ~ u...J Lc: ,~ .,::-

Let your feelings in nature guide yOU
she i~ the expert in its enchanted wilderness

It befriended life while she was young and walked
with her between the skulls and the spilled blood

And ran with it over the towering heights. smiling
and singing, for centuries and ages

The mind though vutner ab Le and dignified
remains very small

It marches when the wind beats it, bending
with pain like a bird with a broken [wing]

The above statements from Wordsworth and Shelley

give the lie to the accusation which was levelled against

them by many critics, to the effect that they were

anti-science. White (1953, p xXi) points out that

Shelley was an -amateur scientist~ who nurtured his mind

ftenthusia~ticallY upon the great discoveries of science
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in (his) time." Modern writers are sometimes oblivious of

the different status which science holds in present day

society in relation to its status in ,the society in which

the Romantics lived. Takin9 this into consideration,

Wordsworth's and Shelley's views concern1n9 the

centrality of poetry in all fields of human knowledge

mi9ht not have been regarded as exa9gerated in their day

as these views may be regarded in our contemporary

society. In other words, one could not justifiably

interpret the view that poetry is the nucleus of all

human knowledge as an anti-science stand on the part of

the Romantics.

Shuk'ri seems to echo Shelley and Carlyle in their

views concerning the role of the poet, namely that the

poet is a prophet who should discharge his duties towards

humanity through the medium of poetry (38). The view of

the poet as a prophet is an ancient one as Shelley points

out (1965:11~):

"Poets, according to the
circumstances of the age and nation
in which they appeared, were called,
in the earlier epochs of the world,
legislators, or prophets: a poet
essentially comprises and unites both
these characters" (39).
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Let U8 now con~1der Shukri'8 view8 concerning the

notion of "poetic style". -Although, Shukri doe~ not

~pecify this notio~ explicitly, a reasonably adequate

delineation of it can be arrived at through a process of

elimination by looking at those features of poetic style

which
-

Shukri does not favour. Shukri denies the

existence of a necessary connection between "correctness"

of style and the use ,of outlandish expressions and words.

He explicitly states that great poetry often employs

common and accessible language, and he regards the

employment of strange diction and rare modes of

expression by some poets as an attempt to hide their lack

of poetic talent (40) •

It is clear from what has been said in the preceding

-
paragraph that Shukri was influenced in his views by

Wordsworth in his "Preface to Lyrical Ballads". This

influence is most clearly present in the area of poetic

diction. However, it is worth pointing out that whereas

Wordsworth practises what he preaches, Shukri does not.

This difference between them is ~omewhat reflected in

their poetry. Whereas Wordsworth, at least in certain

parts of the "Lyrical Ballads· uses accessible language,

-Shukri employs diction which in no way can be understood

by ordinary people. -Shukri is a classicist by

inclination and temperament. His imagery and modes of

expression betray the influence of the major Arab poets

of, particularly, the Abba~id period.
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ShUkri's achievement in the fields of poetry and poetic

criticism are Janus-like: one side, points towards the

early giants of Arabic poetry, and the other points in

the direction of Romantic critical theory, especially

that of Wordsworth.

-
Shukri draws a distinction between the use of

similes on the one hand, and imagination on the other.

Although simile is regarded as one of the devices in the

expression of poetic imagery, imagination is said not to

-depend on the use of similes. According to Shukri, the

abundance of similes in a poem does not necessarily endow

it with the property of being high in imaginative value.

This boils down to saying that there is no necessary
,

correlation between the employment of similes and the

quality of imagination in poetry.

Shukri believes that similes should not be used for

their own sake, but to further our understanding of t~e

similarity between the two terms of the simile. Simile
should be used to deepen our understanding or

appreciation of the objects between which the simile

holds.

Shukri distinguishes between two types of poetic,

imagery: imagination and fancy (tawahhum). The purpose

of a Poetic picture, according to ShUkri, is to create an

explanatory relationship between two or more sets of

objects, in the widest possible sense of the word
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'object'. With this understandinq 1n mind, we can now

proceed to explain Shukri'~ characterisation of the

difference between imaqination and fancy. Whereas in the

former the postulated relationship is required to be

existentially plausible, it lacks this character in the

latter. Shukri qoe~ so far as to say that fancy

'fabricates' a relationship between two ~ets of objects

between which no existentially plausible connection could

be established.

-Shukri further distinguishes between two types of

imagination: false and genuine imagination. He likens

false imagination to the mirage in the middle of the

desert: it has the appearance of water from a distance,

but it vanishes as ~oon as one approaches it. .He also

explicates the difference between false imagination and

genuine imagination by comparinq the former to false

diamonds and the latter to real ones.

The difference between the two may therefore be

stated in terms of the difference between appearance and

reality. False imagination has the appearance of

imagination proper, but on further investigation or

reflection it fails to reveal the true distinctive of the

imagination, that is, existential plausibility. All that

glitters is not gold. This proverb aptly applies to

false imagination. In contradistinction, genuine

imagination is negatively delimited:

which false imaqination is not.
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However, Shukri's views concerning false imagination

make us suspicious of the validity of the distinction

between this type of imagination and fancy, as it is

sometimes not very clear where the borderline is to be

drawn between the two ( 41 r.

In adddition, Shukri's view concerning imagination

may prove, from the point of view of practical criticism

to be too difficuLt and imprecise to apply. This follows

from the fact that his classification of the different

types of imagination
/

.J characterised by a great deal of

fuzziness, although it may be argued that this fuzziness

arises from the nature of his sUbject-matter rather than

from the inherent imprecision of his conceptual

categories.

-
Shukri is similar to the English romantics in

believing that imagination and truth are inseparable, in

the sense that the former is a means for articulating and

manifesting the latter. -
In other words, Shukri, along

with the English Romantics, held the view that

imagination reveals important truths and illuminates

different types of reality.

However, it must be pointed out that Shukri's use of

the terms "fancy" and "imagination" is different from the

interpretation given to these two terms by the English

Romantics, particularly Wordsworth and Coleridge. For

example, Coleridge,
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imagination and fancy, and having assigned imagination a

higher place than fancy in poetry, distinguishes between

two types of imagination: primary imagination and

secondary imagination which are related to each other.

The difference between them is seen as a difference of

degree rather than of kind; secondary imagination is

essentially an echo of primary imagination ( 42).

It seems to us that the similarity between Coleridge
.-

and Shukri is on the level of form and not of substance

in content. In other words, the similarity between them

concerns the affinity in matters of form: they both

distinguish between 'imagination' and fancy, With further

sub-divisions within the former.

Another important feature of Shukri's work, both in

poetry and criticism, is his insistence on the importance

of emotion and passion in poetry. Shukri's motto in this

respect may be stated as "Poetry is the language of

emotions", using the terms "emotion" and "passion" to

cover all that excites the poet and, in turn, the reader

or listener. Poetry, according to Shukri, must express

the full range of human emotions, rather than restrict

itself to one single emotion. Playing on the root of the

word 'al-Shi'r' -in Arabic, Shukri declares that only

poetry which makes the recipient feel and experience

human emotions in a strong way may be regarded as poetry

proper (1960:364):
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"Poetry is that which makes you feel, and renders you
able to experience intenselY the soul's emotions.-

And ( ibid:209):

" 6..U. \..&. ,.> iJ~ iJ 1 ~ ~ 6.:-' I~ 1 • -, jo I -, ;. 1 L..t- .,...:.J I .J"

"Poetry no matter what subject matter it deals with, must
express emotion."

The idea of the inseparability of poetry from

emotion is a salient feature of, at least, Shukri's

critical theory. -Shukri expounds this connection by

constructing a triangular view of the nature of poetry.

In his view, fine poetry must embody three indispensable

elements: emotion, imagination and fine taste. Weakness

in any of these components would have, in his view, a

specific detrimental effect on poetry. Thus weakness in

imagination leads to worthless poetry, poverty of

emotions results in staleness,

offends people's sensibilities.

and tasteless poetry

-Another important aspect of Shukri's work is his

view of the role of the poet. He sees the poet as

essentially a communicator of emotions and ideas. He

therefore seeks to addre~s his readers' emotions and
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intellects. Through his poetry he also seeks to impart

to his audience pleasure and happiness. Shukri regards

the poet's role to be somewhat similar to a 'prophet's.

Like a prophet, the poet is said to have the ability to

reveal the secrets of nature in captivating language. By

virtue of his sensitivity and insight, the poet can

uncover many secrets and reveal them to his audience

effectivelY employing a poetry which conforms to the

three conditions set out in the preceding paragraphs (43).

The view that poetry imparts pleasure is also found

According to Wordsworth (1985:739): "The end

is to produce excitement in co-existence

among such Romantics as Wordsworth and Shelley.

of poetry

with an

over-balance of pleasure" (44). Shelley reiterates more or

less the same idea (1965:116): "Poetry is ever

accompanied with pleasure: all spirits on which it falls

open to receive the wisdom which is mingled with its

delight" (45).

The message of the poet is universal. He writes to

all people at all times addressing their intellects and

exciting their emotions. The universality of the poet's

message should not, however, submerge its specificity.

Shukri believes that the poet should reflect in his

poetry the life of his people. It would be interesting

to speculate on the manner in which these two types of

message can be reconciled; however, such an undertaking

falls outside the scope of this thesis.
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-Shukri, like many of the poet8 of hi8 time, was

influenced by Byron'8 poetry. On the one hand, Byron's

poetry contains a ge~erous measure of such Romantic

features as sadness. On the other hand, because Byron

himself was influenced by Islam and the East, many Arab

poets felt an affinity with him and were influenced by

him. Byron's interest in Islam and the East is too well

documented in the literature to warrant any discussion

here. Suffice it to say here that Shukri shows his

admiration for Byron in his poem ftKalima fl-l-Sha cir

Byron ft - (A Word Addressed to the Poet Byron;1960:74):

~1.J ~I ~I.J-';'" '.-1;..... .-'

'---+.... .,.,..:.1 I. I ,J j..J I 1J-4' u, •• ,-,?, 1 ~

Your utterance makes our tears descend out
of sadness, as if your heart is inspired
with wisdom

You have clothed your heart with the mornin9
of Borrow, as though it springs from the
blackness of heart and the eye

The angel of inspiration keeps your heart
jubilant, your m~nd is bent on the changing time.

If you grasp a meaning, your meaning sounds
better than the achievements of success and
victory

You have _collected the most honourable opinions i

you personify the heart of the truth in
every message ( .. 6) .
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He also shares with Byron his view of love linked with

9lory

This

(47).

However, Shukri was most influenced by Shelley.

is not surprising considering Shelley's views

concerning freedom. In his poetry, Shelley called--£or

freedom and for the destruction of all repressive

socio-political institutions.

call in his prose writings.

He also reiterated this

Shelley's espousal of

freedom as an ideal for the poet and for all

liberally-minded people, made him the favourite English

poet as far as Shukri and his contemporaries were

concerned, owing to the fact that these poets were

fighting for the same ideal in their societies.

Shelley expresses his views concerning freedom in a

number of poems: "The Revolt of Islam", "Ode to Liberty"

and in "Prometheus Unbound". -Shukr i ' s poem "aI-Malak

al-Tha'ir" (The Rebe ious Angel) bears an uncanny

resemblance to the last poem by Shelley mentioned in the

previous sentence.

Prometheus symbolises the human being who sacrifices

himself for the happiness of humanity.
-Shuk.ri realised

that the notion of Prometheus as a' god would not be

acceptable to the Arabs on religious grounds. Thus in

- -his poem -aI-Malak al-Tha'ir", Shukri replaced Prometheus
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by an angel and the Greek god Zeu8 by God. In Shelley'8

poem, Zeus, in accordance with the original myth,

puni8hes Prometheus by ripping him open at the top of a

mountain and by letting vultures prey on hi8 intestine

every day. -
For Shukri, this punishment is replaced by

restlessness in the angel's soul. The angel and

Prometheus are 8imilar: they 8acrifice themselves for

mankind's happiness and the reform of society. Both

poets believe that the world is full of evil in which man

is made miserable. However, Shelley is more optimistic
- ./

than Shukri vis-a-vis humanity's future happiness.

Like Shelley,Shukri glorifies love, elevating it to

great heights and treating it as a source of comfort in

an evil world (48). Love purifies man's spirit; it

enriches and softens the heart, so men can live at peace

with one another (49).

The idea that love is associated with cruelty is

found in both Keats and Shukri. This may well 8pring

from their common experience with women. Keats

associates love with cruelty, aSj it is 8aid, a result of

his personal experiences, namely the remarriage of his

mother soon after his father's death, then her divorce

and consequent early death. Her death was a kind of

betrayal which reminded him that all people are cruel,

especially young and beautiful women. The 8ame theme of

the inseparability of love and cruelty is found in

Shukri's poem "AI-Zawja al-Ghadira" (The

Wife).
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ABU AL-QASIM AL-SHABBI

During his short life (1909-1934), the Tunisian poet

al-Shabbi achieved great distinction and eminence as one

of the most celebrated Arab Romantic poets of this

century (50). Like ShukrI, al-Shabbi began his early

education at the local Kuttab-Quranic School. He showed

great aptitude for learning so much so that by the time

he was nine, he had memorised the whole of the Qur'an.

Al-Shabbi's father was a judge and his ambition was that

his son would follow him in his education and profession.

To prepare him for what his father intended to be his

- -future career, al-Shabbi senior arranged for his son to

be taught privately Arabic grammar and Shari~a law for

two years. At the age of twelve, al-Shabbi was sent to

Tunis, the capital -·of Tunisia, to the College Mosque of

- -al-Zaituna (51). Al-Shabbi spent seven years at this

institution of higher learning in Tunis. After

graduating from this school he joined the Tunisian School

of Law where he was awarded a degree in this subject

after two years of study, ready to follow in the

footsteps of his father - as the latter had wished and

to literature (52).

anticipated. Instead, al-Shabbi directed his attention

- -
Like Keats, al-Shabbi did not pursue

the vocation for which he was trained, but followed his

literary inclinations (53).
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Al-Shabbi lived during

history of his country.

a critical period in the

Tunis was occupied by the

French, and the Tunisians were, on the whole, rather

apathetic about this foreign occupation of their country.

Al-Shabbi was sensitive to this situation and to the

political, social and intellectual atmosphere of Tunisia

at the time which did a great deal to shape his attitude

towards life. In response to the French challenge to,

and domination of his country, al-Shabbi wrote many poems

warning his people against the dangers of occupation and

extolling the

explains why

virtues of

al-Shabbi

freedom (54). This partly

quicklY became popular in Arab

countries which had been suffering the same colonialist

fate as Tunisia (55).

Al-Shabbi's poetry shows remarkable similarity to

the poetry of the European Romantics, particularly the

English Romantics. This is all the more remarkable

considering the fact that al-Shabbi did not know any

foreign language (56). This, however, does not mean that

al-Shabbi had no access to European literature. Firstly,

European literature was available in translation, and

al-Shabbi could have acquainted himself with this

literature via this channel. Secondly, al-Shabbl was an

avid reader of the works of the Romantics in Arabic

literature, namely the Mahjar and Apollo groups whose

works, as we have mentioned earlier, were influenced by

European literature. Amongst the Mahjar group,Jibran's
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- -work exercised the qreatest influence on al-Shabbi.

- -Thirdly, al-Shabb1 was exposed to contact with European

literature, throuqh his
, ,-

friend al-Helewi who was

well-read in Western literature. This can be ascertained

if one looks at the correspondence which took place

between these two men.

- -Let us first examine al-Shabbi's views on criticism.

Names such as Lamaz t.Lne and De V ig n y are constantly

mentioned by al-ShabbI in his -letters to his friend

, " -
al-Helewi and in his book on criticism al-Khayal

al-Shi cr1 Ci n d al-'Arab tThe Poetic Imagination of.the

- -Arabs.) Al-Shabbi compares these two writers to the

giants among the Arab poets such as Abu Tammam and

al-Buhturi and concludes that the poetic imagination and

imagery of the European poets are richer and fuller than

those of their Arab counterparts. He also extols the

rhythmical variations in the poetry of Lamartine and

De\lf~n y and criticizes

and women.

the Arab poet's attitude to nature

Beauty is one of the major themes to be found in the

poets whose works will be examined in this thesis.

-
Shukri, for example, contrasts "beauty" with "ugliness",

associating the former with Wqood" and the latter with

He also declares that the poet is a messenger of

beauty ( 57). An individual's love for beauty is

synonymous with his love for life, and the more

appreciative a person is of beauty, the larger will be
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hi~ ~hare of the plea~ures of life. Shukri 90es even

further by asserting that a nation's appreciation of

beauty is a positive factor in its

ascendancy over other nations.

progress and

Sim~larlY, Beauty occupies a central place in

-
al~Shabbi's po~try. Al-Shabbi uses the term "beauty" in

its widest possible sense, to cover both the beauty of

nature and human beauty (58). According to him, beauty

is the force which makes birds sing and butterflies

flutter their wings, hopping from one flower to another.

Poets are inspired by beauty in composing their poetry.

Nations are judged by their appreciation of beauty.

Similarly, their poetic heritage is judged by the degree

to which beauty is present in it. In terms of this, it

is not ~urprising to find that al-Shabbl often took

refuge in nature from his cares and anxieties,

( 1 972: 469) :

llo.J I s , . . . :)" , 1 '-:"' lAJ I ~
, '-:"' lAJ 1 ~

.,..L-.J 1 J~ IJ .- ·h
'

1 (Or- .

~~
G- L.:.... J~ 1 .)\..:.0 ~

~.,.....

In the forest, the beloved forest,
it is nature's sanctuary and its magnificent beauty

I have purified my feelings in beauty's fire,
and found peace in the world of imagination.
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Al-Shabbi appreciates human beauty and extols the

beneficial effect human beauty has on him - although he

often associates beauty with sadness, (1972:360):

~ t·' ..'~ , l.r"jJ I ~~ , l.::>~.' -

There is ingenious magic in the beautiful woman
which kindles sadness and causes it to grow

Man's aim should be to live to appreciate beauty,

which al-ShabbI associates with art, inspiration and

purity (1972:309):

,;>~I~, ~I~, ~I~

Life must be devoted to an appreciation of beauty, art,
inspiration, purity, vividness and worship.

Al-Shabbi puts beauty on a high pedestal, calling on

man to worship it reverently (1972:470):

Send up your sincere prayer, mixed with the intensity
of inspiration, to beauty.
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Keats, with whom al-Shabbl shares his interest in

"beauty" is by far the most celebrated English Romantic

poet to deal with the theme of beauty in his poetry. His

famous line of poetry (1908:57), "A thing of beauty is a

joy forever" encapsulates his attitude. According to

Keats, Beauty is associated with joy on the one hand, and

with truth, on the other. The latter view is expressed

by Keats as follows (1908:234):

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty - ~hat is all
Ye know on earth, and all you need to know" (59).

Obviously, truth and joy are indirectly linked with

each other via beauty. Beauty is, therefore, the 'lynch

pin' which ties together a variety of attributes (60).

The great similarities between al-Shabbi and the

English Romantic poets, especially Keats and Shelley, are

manifested in his great passion for melancholy and grief

and in his longing for death. Al-ShabbI shares with some

of these poets the feeling that he will die a young man.

- -Like many romantics, al-Shabbi believes that sadness and

pleasure are two sides of one and the same coin.

According to al-Shabbi, poetry is the vehicle

through which the poet expresses his emotions, whether

sad or happy ones. Al-Shabbi also advocates the view
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that poetry is the source of pleasure and pain. In this

respect, al-Shabbi resembles Shelley and Hazlitt. He

also resembles Shukri who explicitly states that poetry

expresses a variety of emotions and sentiments. He also

agrees with these literary figures in viewing the poet as

-a prophet, an idea which Shukri and Shelley especially

emphasise.

Like Shukri, al-Shabbi expresses his views

concerning the nature of poetry, in terms of content and

form7 through the poetic medium itself. Put differently,

many of al-Sha.bbi's views concerning the nature of poetry

are stated in poetry. For example,

his view of the importance of emotions and feeling in

poetry in the following lines, taken from his poem "Ya

Shier" (Oh,Poetryi 1972:102):

~..,rit-JI~I~ ".,··'1,., .., .... ·, ..s~"":"':'1 ~ L..

0, poetry

0, poetry

0, poetry

0, poetry

you are the spokesman of feelings and the
cry of the depresed soul
you are the echo of the sobbing of
the heart and a strange ardent love

you are tears which have clung to the
eye- lashes of life
you are blood , gushing out of the wounds
of creatures
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In hift poem ftFikr~t al-Fannan" -(The Artist's View),

al-Shabbl exhorts the artist to immerse himself in

emotions and to live for emotions, for his life consists

of emotions and feelings. It is this fact which gives

life the intensity and vitality which would be lost to it

if man were to live by "reason· and ·rationality" alone.

AI-Shabbi sees a direct link between emotion and

imagination, the latter being the means through which

emotions can be effectively imparted. AI-ShabbI regards

imagination as a vital element in man's life; he even

goes so far as to say that it is as essential for man's

existence as air and water(61).

Al-Shabbi distinguishes between two types of

imagination: poetic imagination, which, he also calls

artistic imagination, and artificial imagination. The

first type of imagination is used by all people to try to

understand the secrets of the universe, including the

secrets of human nature. Imagination thus understood

combines a variety of sources, including art and

philosophy. On the other hand, artificial imagination

involves the use of similes and metaphors and other means

of linguistic embellishment (62).

It is clear from the above . discussion that

- -al-Shabbi's views concerning imagination differ from,

say, those of Coleridge or Wordsworth. However, it would

be safe to say that there are some obvious similarities
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between al- Shabbi's view of poetic imagination and, for

example, Coleridge's ideas concerning primary and

secondary imagination. One might even be able to go

further and suggest that al-ShabbI's artificial

imagination is to a certain extent similar to the concept

of fancy in Coleridge.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE (al-Mala'ika)

(1) Nazik al-Mala'ika was born in Baghdad on 23rd of
August, 1923. She is a member of al-Mala'ika familY,
which is regarded as one of the familes of noble descent
in Iraq. The poet enjoyed a wealthy and educated life
since her early childhood. Most members of her family
enjoyed a high position in Iraqi society; for example,
her uncle cAb d al-Sahib al-Mala'ika was a poet who
according to al-Mala;ika pUblished a collection of poetry
in 1963. Her grandfather al-~aj Mu~ammad Kibba was a
leading scholar in the field of Islamic jurisprudence.
He was also a poet; he published most of his works
towards the end of the 19th century.

Al-Mala'ika left Iraq for Lebanon in (1959), to show
her disapproval of the tragic events which followed in
the wake of the 1958 revolution. She however, returned
to Iraq in (1960) and continued her job as a lecturer in
the College of Education in Baghdad. In 1969 al-Mala'ika
and her husband left Iraq for Kuwait to teach in the
Faculty of Arts at the University of Kuwait. They are
still living in Kuwait. Al-Mala'ika is currently
retired.

In 1962 al-Mala'ika married her colleague cAb d al-Hadl
Ma~buba, who was teaching Arabic at the College of
Education in Baghdad where al-Mala'ika was teaching at
the time. Al-Mala'ika and her husband were instrumental
in the establishment of the University of Basra in 1964.
Al-Mala'ika was appointed Dean of the Faculty of Arts at
the newly established University, while her husband was
appointed President of the same university.

(2) She finished in 1944, whereupon she was granted a
first class B. A degree in Arabic L,anguage and Literature.

(3) Al-Mala'ika's mother was known in public by the name
Umm Nizar. Her only collection of poetry .Unshudat

al-Majd (The Sonnet of Glory) was published in 1964.

(4) Al-Mala'ika continued to learn Latin during her stay
at the university of Princeton.

(5) During her stay in the Teacher Training College,
al-Mala'ika attended the Institute of Fine Arts in
Baghdad in order to learn to play the Lute. She spent
six years at this Institute, graduating in 1949.
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(6) See al-Mala'ika's aricle " Lamah'at min
wa Thaqafati", ( 1974 :pp 1-21).

-Sirat

(7) During her stay
al-Mala'ika wrote
these memoires were
in Cairo in 1960.

in Wisconsin between 1954 and 1956,
her literary memoirs. Portions of
published in the "AI-Liw~'" newspaper

(8) See al-Mala'ika (1975:pp 47-62)

(9) See also al-Mali'ika's paper "al-Mar'ah Bain
al-Tarafain al-Salbiyya wa al-Akhlaq"( 1974:pp 31-46) .

•

(10) For more information concerning
al-Mala'ika's article al-TajzI'Iyya
a 1 - cAr abI i ( 19 7 5 : p p 4 7- 62).

this
f1

theme, see
I-Mujtama'

(11) For more information
concerning the position of
Jayyus1's article "al-Mar'a
Nazik al-Mala'ika" in Muhanna

on al-Mala'ika's view
women in Arab society, see

wa ~urat al-Mar'a: c I n d a
(1985:pp 233-271).

(12) For more information about this poem, see al-Muhanna
(1985:pp 430-436).

(13) Al-Mala'ika was fascinated by mythology in her early
poetry. She utilises myths derived from, mainly, Arab
and Greek sources. For more information on this feature
of al-Mala'ika's poetry the reader may refer to aI-Najjar
in al-Muhanna (1985; pp 334-423).

(14) AI-Mala'ika sometimes changes the internal order of
the stanzas in the translation, as is evident in her
translation of stanza ( No.9).

In other places she adds new material in order to
clarify the meaning of, or supplement the force of, a
preceding stanza. Thus she adds a wholly new stanza in
the target text to supplement the translation of stanza
(No.27) in the source text. These and other formal
alterations are understandable in that al-Mala'ika had to
adhere to the relatively rigid strictures imposed on her
by virtue of her attempt to ' translate' the source text
into poetry in the target language. Changes in the overall
mood and atmosphere of the poem, to which we have alluded
in the text of this thesis, are to be regarded as
inevitable consequences of al-Mala'ika's excessive
Romanticism. The two poems differ from each other in
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other respects, as will be explained below.
'\.

It is clear that al-Mala'ika added the idea of
cruelty in the description of death in her translation of
stanza ( No.11) by saying wal-9imarn al-qasl" (cruel
death), which does not exist in the original stanza
(No.11). The poem is also infused with her personal
feelings concerning life and death, as is clear from her
use of the expression wraCshat al-i~sas",to translate "
life" in the source stanza, Gray's stanza

If we compare the following stanza of Gray's Elegy
with al-Mala'ika's translation of it we will see that she
gives it a personal flavour, as is obvious from her
reference to the grave as a W dark" and " cold" place
While Gray says (1909:117):

On some fond breast the parting soul relies,
Some pious drops the closing eye requires,
Ev'n from the tomb the voice of Nature cries,
Ev'n in our Ashes live their wonted Fires.

Al-Mala'ika translates this as (1981:683):

way in which al-Mala'ika
and feelings on to the
her description of the

Another example of the
projects her personal views
translation is also evident in
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graves as places which are engulfed in darkness. A
comparison of stanza ( No. 20) with al-Mala'ika's
translation of the same stanza illustrates this point.
In Stanza No.20, Graysaya,(1909:116)~

Yet ev'n these bones from insult to protect
Some frail memorial still erected nigh,
With uncouth rhimes and shapeless sculpture deck'd,
Implores the passing tribute of a sigh.

Al-Mala'ika translates this stanza as follows (1981:681):

",,,,~I.J ""~l

.:•• '. ~ I I .~ r ._,< .....,..r--- ~..r- ~ 'J .:" Q ~

~ ,", .-$

J1.......::>

The influence of Gray's Elegy on al-Mala'i$a can be
seen in other poems. For example, one can vividly see
the similar imagery in Gray's first stanza and in
al-Mal"a'ika's poem" al-GhurUb" ( The Sunset;1981:542):

V":'! ;,.:....J I ~I..r' I ~1 ~ ~

,-:>",~I ~ ~ r'"~'~ I ~~

~ I ~..I ~1 w~

'-:>~.J J~ ~ LA~

w~.J wr r'"~'~ I.J yt>
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Gray's first Stanza (1909:109):

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day,
The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea,
The plowman homeword plods his weary way,
And leaves the world to darkness and to me.
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-HOTES TO CHAPTER THREE (SHUlmI)

(15) Shukri was brought up during the period of
revolutionary abyss in his ~ountry when Egypt was Occupied
by Britafn He witnessed the collapse of the 1919
revolqtion which was not supported by Egyptian bourgeofs
and the feudal class.

< -
(16) Abdallah al-Nadim was one of the leaders of
cUrabI's' revolution. He was a poet, a journalist and a
public speaker for the above mentioned revolution. He
was a friend of Shukri's father and was a frequent
visitor to his home. ShukrI paid keen attention to his
conversations during these visits.

(17) for Shukri's impression of his time at al-kuttab and
the method which the' Shaikh' employed in teac~ing his
pup ilS religion and language, the reader may refer to
ShukrI (1939:545 ):

(18) Shukri spent his early childhood in Port Sa id with
his family and remained there untill 1900. He was
fourteen years old when he finished his primary school.

(19) Ra's al-Tin sec:ondary school was situated attbe pori: of
Alexandria. Shukri, therefore enjoyed a beautiful view 9
and spent long periods of time reading poetry on the
beach.

(20) For more information about Shukrl's study of
Wordsworth, Milton and Shakespearn, the reader may refer
to Shukri's article (1939:45&)

-
(21) ShukrI graduated from Rats al-Tin secondary school
in 1904; he returned to it as a teacher after eight
years.

(22) It is worth mentioning that Shukri's father,
Muhammad Shukri CAyyad was put in prison for a period of
time. He was accused of being sympathetic to cUrabI's
revolution and of being a friend of ~Abdct.t:l().h Nadlm.
During this inprisonment Shukrl's father suffered greatly
and some of his children died.

(23) Mustafa K~il was also the editor of wal-Liwa'w
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newspaper,
in Egypt.
and wrote
1908. See

a poe! and a leader of the national revolution
Shukri had a great admiration for this leader
an ~legy dedicated to him after his death in

Shukri (1960:47l on this point.

(24) Shukri remained in the School of Law between 1904
1906. It was said that he was'. d.lmissed from this
school because he had written a poem entitled wal-Thabat"
( Firmness). In this poem Shukrf encouraged Egyptian
students in " al-Azbakiyya Park" in Cairo to be firm in
their demands for reforms. As a result of this, Shukrl
was accused by the government of being' 'a provocateur in
the student revolts. '

(25) After being dismissed from the School of Law, Shukri
asked Mustafa Karoil to employ him on the staff of- .. -"al-Liwa'ft newspaper. Mustafa Kamil, however, encouraged
the young enthusiastic ·Shukrl to qo and continue his
higher education first, then to work in any field which
may suit his talent in the future.

(26) Shukrl was admitted to the Teacher Training College
in Cairo in 1906 and remained there until 1909. It was
in this school that he met 'Abd al-Qadir ai-MazinI with
whom he shared a keen interest in poetry. They remained
close friends for a long period of time and established
with their colleague (Abbas Mahmud al-'Aqqad a literary
group called al-Dlwan. •

The friendship between Shukrl and al-MazinI however,
deteriorated after certain gossip and slander. ShukrI
heard that al-Mazinl criticised Shukri's poetry and
accused him of stealing ideas and expressions from
European poets, espe~iallY the English Romantic poets.
SUbsequently, Shukri, in his introduction to the sixth
volume of his collec~ion, criticised al-MazinI. In 1921
the first version of their book al-Diwan was published .
The book included two chapters by al-MazinI in which he
described ShukrI as a mad person.

(27) See Fakhrel Deen (1977: 195-6) .

(28) A letter from the University of Sheffield to the

present writer in May 1987.

(29) See FakhJel Deen (1977:215)

(30) See ShukrI (1911:pp 1-2)·
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-(31) See Shukri':s poem" Imra'a. Tukallimu Ba'laha" (A
Woman':s Retort to her Husbandi1960:141)·

(32) Hazlitt (1910:7) refers to poetry as the "hiqhest
eloquence of passion, the most vivid form of expression
that can be qiven to our conception of anything, whether
plea~rdble or painful, mean or diqnified, delightful or
distressing" .

-(33) For a similar notion in Shukri's poetry, see Shukri
(1960:364 ,and 289). See also his poem "aI-Shier wa
al-Tablca" ( Poetry and Nature; 1960:226-227)

•

(34) See Shukri (1960:287).

(35) According to Shukr a (1960:289) poetry expresses a
variety of emotions and does not restrict itself to one
single emotion .

(36) Shelley also declares that ( 1965:135) " poetry is
not like reasoninq, a power to be exerted according to
the determination of the will".

(37) See Coleridge Biographia Literaria Vol 11 (pp 12-14)

(38) In On Heroes and Hero worship Carlyle (1965:313),
declares: "Indeed at all times, Prophet and Poet, well
understood, have much kindred of meaning. Fundamentally
indeed they are still the same; in this most important
respect especially, that they have penetrated both of
them into the sacred mystery of the Universe;."

-(39) Shukri expresses a similar view concerning the poet
as prophet. See his collection ( 1960:287) .

.
(40) See Shukri (1960:363-366).

.
(41) The reader may refer to Wordsworth (1985:753-756)
and to Coleridge (1907:202) for this point.

(42) See Coleridge Biographia Literaria Vol 11 pp
12-14) ,
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(43) See hi~ poem
Paradise; 1960:266).

• c Usfur al-Janna" (The Bird of

(44) For the same theme in Wordsworth's poetry see h i s
poem" Simon Lee the old Huntsman" (1981:JeO:303).

(45) Shukri (1960:165) also expresses the idea that
poetry provides man with pleasure.

(46) See Fakhrel Deen 91977:198).

(47) In his poem" All for love", for example, Byron
links love with glory (1964:174).

I knew it was love, and I felt it was glory

-
Shukri expesses the idea that love elevates him above
this mortal life (1990: 507):

~~ ~ I 0 I ~."...-..J .ll.5

~u 4-J ~ V&-J i~ I V&-

Nay.! by your life, love lifts rneabove
life and the transience of life for its own sake.

(48) It is worth ment10ning here that most Arab Romantic
poets were influenced by Shelley'S "Love'~ Philosophy".
For more information on Shelley's popularity among Arab
Ro~ntic poets, especially this poem, see ~Abd al-Hayy."
Shelley and the Arabs· (1972:pp 72-89). •

(49) Shukri also associates love with wor~hip as is clear
in this line (1960:562):

~'-'t!' I~I ~ ~

L. '-=-'~ I ~J i ll.-J' ~

Do not be a~hamedif you experience love
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-
i mita t es . p raYera nd f" s i mila r t 0 sec r i fie e "_

In this respect he resembles Shelley~ especially in
these lines (1964:202):

I can 9ive not what men call love;
But wilt thou accept not
The worship the heart lifts above
And the heavens reject not.
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- -NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 1 al-Shabbi 1

"(50) There are many c9nflicting ideas concerning
al-Shabbl's exact date of birth. In his book al-Adab
al-TUnisI f1 -l-Qarn aI-Rabie al-Hijrl: (Iunisian
Literature During the Fourth Century A.K al-sunusi
designates the 24th of february 1909 as the date of
al-Shabbl's birth. Kerrou in his book al-Sh~bbi Hayatuhu
wa Shi'ruhu: Jal-Shabbi: his Life and Poetry)' states
that al-Shabb1 was born in March 1909 without, however,
giving ~n exact date._ Ghadira in his Muhawalat Ja(l Itar
li-tarjamat al-Shabbi: (~Attempt to Establish a Frame
work for the Translation of al-Shabbi) says that
al-ShabbI was born either on the 24th of February -1909,
24th of April in the same year. In spite of these
differences as to the exact date of al-Sh~bbi"s birth it
is clear that all scholars agree that al-ShAbbi was born
in 1909.

AI-Shabbi's family is reputed to have had Sufi
leanings. His great grandfather aI-Shaikh c AI a f a
al-ShabbI was a Sufi leader, a military man and a
governor of an emirate whose capital was Qairawan.
Al-Shabbi's father, M~ammad Bin al-Balqasim, was at that
time the only Tunisian educated man to have studied at
al-Azhar in Egypt. He also had the additional
distinction of having been a student of the Egyptian
reformer Muhammad ~Abdu. See Kerrou (198c,pp. 101-102)

Al-ShabbI married in 1931 his cousin Shahla al-ShabbI.
It is not clear whether al-ShabbI had done this out of
love or out of a desire to comform to the tradition of
cousin-marriage in Arab society.

Al-Shabbl's poetry was not known to the majority of the
Tunisians before 1927. In this year al-ShabbI published
some of his poems in such Tunisian literary magazines 85

((al-Nahda~'

Al-Shabbi's only collection of poetry Agnanl al-ijayat
(Songs of Life) was published twenty one years after his
death in 1934, although he had been preparing this
collection for publication since 1929. He was hoping to
publish it under the auspices of the Apollo group in
Egypt as he indicates in a letter to his friend

/ " -al-~elewi. In May 1934 he had to postpone this matter,
because of his.poor health and some financial problems.

Al-Shabbi's prose work may be divided into two sections:

A MANUSCRIPTS:
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(1) Jamil Buthalna

(2) Dlrasat (an Shucara' \alCArab.
Pgets).

A Study of Arab

-(3). Al- "I"tirafat aw fi -l-Maqb<!ra.
She Graveyard).

-(4) Al-Sikkir.(The Drunk).

B PUBLICATIONS:

(The Confession or in

(1) "Al-Adab al-(Ar.abi f1 -1- Asr al-Hadith • (Arabic.
Literature in Modern Times). This is an introduction to
Abu Shadi's collection of poetry entitled al-Yanbuc (The
Spring. Abu ShadI, the Egyptian poet, who was the editor
of Apollo Magazine, was a friend of al-ShabbI. It· is
appropriate perhaps to mention here that al-ShabbI
published some of his poems in the above mentioned
magazine. Indeed his fame and popularity in Eastern Arab
countries is due to the fact that Arab readers came to
know al-Shabbi's poetry through this magazine.

(2) Al-Khayal al-ShicrI 'inda al-'Arab ~Poetic
Imagination of the Arabs) This book may be regarded as
the most important work of criticism written by
al-Shabbl. It was originally delivered as a lecture in
1929 in Nadi Qudama al-Sadiqiyyain Tunis, then published. .
posthumously as abook in 1962.

(51) The College Mosque of al-Zaituna was regarded as the
highest inst1tution of education in Tunis. Its position
is similar to that of al-Azhar in Egypt. The College
Mosque of al-Zaituna was built in 732 A.D. by (Ubaid
Allah Ibn al-Habhab. The building is situated in - the
area where ~asan'Ibn al-Nu'man prayed during his conquest
of Tunisia in 698, during the reign of the Abbasid Caliph
al-Musta'ln Si-Llah" Al-Zaituna is now a mosque only.

(52) Al-Shabbi started writing poetry when be was only
thirteen years old while still a stUdent in the College
Mosque of al-Zaituna.

(53) Keats originally trained as apo1hecar y .

(54) During his nine years of residence in Tunis, the
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capital city of Tunisia, al-Shabbi was very active
socially both in The College Mosque of al-Zaituna and in
The Tunisian School of Law. With other Tunisian writers,
he had participated in many literary occasions; he also
wa:!!, an active mernber of the Qudama' al-~adiqiyya SOCiety,
a literary club. 'He also became an active member in 1928
of the Muslim Youth Society. In the same year the
students of the College Mosque of al-Zaitfrna demanded
certain reforms in the rules of admini~tration of this
institution. Al-Shabbl led th~ student:!!' movements
which set out to achieve these demands.

(55) Al-Shabbi's revolutionary attitude towards social
and political reform in Tunisia is similar to that of
Shelley. The similar i ty_' is most clear in their view that
"force- is the only way for change in social and
political institutions. They both agree about the
necessity of this change which cannot be achieved except
by a·strong will which motivates action by the people.

This idea appears frequently in al-Shabb1's poetry.
For example in Wlradat al-Hayat" ( The Will of Life),
"al-NabI al-Majhul" (The Unknown Prophet) and '~Nashld
al-Jabbar . aw Hakadha Ghanna Prometheus'· (Sonnet of the
Giant or Thus Sang Prometheus). Al-Shabbl uses
philosophical symbols to show the necessity of force and
strength in this world. In his poem • Falsafat
al-Thucban al-Muqaddas· ( Philosophy of the Holy Snake),
al-Shabbi regards "force" as the only hope and 9~~rantee

of existence for the weaker nations. The snake in the
poems eats the nice and timid blackbird. At the point of
death, the blackbird says " what did I do to deserve this
puni sh.ment" .

In the introduction to this poem al-Shabbl speaks of
so-called Weducated force" and the philosophy behind it.
In this poem al-Shabbi compares the weak nations to the •
blackbird" which is killed by the • snake", representing
the colonial power:!! and their policies towards their
colonies. Th~ follOWing lines illustrate the attitude of
bOth the W blackbird" and the" snake" (1972:488):

" ~~ I . ,'_ • I I I ;; !. J~ I J

· L-..L.J I"" . " t

- i"
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~-""I.o I'>j • <,11
~ , ..

"Peace is a false truth and justice is the
philosophy of the fire which is dying out

"There is no justice except when the protagonists are
equally matched,

and terror clashes with terror."
"The snake smiled mockingly and replied

in a patently false way:
·0, You gullible chatterbox, I bewail

your rebellious slanderous ignorance."
-The wise man forgives the gullible man when the

ignorance of youth ~akes hold ·of ·his impetuous heart."

Shelley on the other hand speaks of the social and
political condition of people in England. In his book A
Philosophical View of Reform" Shelley refers to the
misery and h,a rdships which sorn€ people in England had to
endure. He also mentions the necessity of change in the
social and political structure of society by saying
(1920:7) that the "will of the people to change their
governrn€nt is an acknOWledged right in the costitution
of England " .

(56) It seems that al-Shabbi initially attended a French
and Arabic school in ". Qabis", ( 500 K South of Tunis),
However, he remained only two weeks in this school
because his father moved him to the local Kuttab. This
may be due to his father's fear that al-Shabbl might fall
under the influence of Western culture and civilzation.
See Kerrou( 1971, pp 6-7)

(57) For more informat~on on Shukri's attitude towards
beauty, the reader may refer to his poems " al-ljutbwa
aI-Jamal" ( Love and Beautyi 1960:290), • al-~Ubb wa
al-Khulud" (·Love ·and Eternityi 19 6 0 : 2 69 ) .
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al-Shl cr 1-( 58 ) See .:::a:.:I:...-..:K.h~a:::'YL::;;.a~l_--==-=---==--=~__=,-=-__=_...t.::::...::w...
(1961jpp43-46) .

(59) This idea of the onene~s of "beauty" and •
truth" is a ~jor theID€ in Keats, both in his letters and
in his poetry. In a letter,dated 41 December c.<1818:19)
he declares that he cannot "feel certain of any truth but
from a clear perception of its beauty" , and in a letter
dated 8 Octob€r (1818:373) he says: "Praise or blame
has but a momentary effect on the man whose love of
beauty in the. abstract makes him a severe cr i tic oJ his
own works".

-
(60) Shukri also associates truth with beauty. In his
poem " al-~aqQ wa .-I-Jamal" ( Truth and Beauty), Shukri
expresses the view that when a m~n is miserable, he moves
from beauty to truth. See Shukri (1960: 62).

(61) See al-ShabbI (1961, pp:20-29).

(62) See al-Khayal al-Shi'ri
Pp20-29) .

a1- 'Arab (1961 :
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CHAPTER FOUR

DEATH IN THE POETRY OF AL-MALA'IKA, AL-SHABBI, SHUKRI,

KEATS AND SHELLEY.

Section One Romantic Poets' preoccupation with Death

Section Two Life and Death

Section Three Fear of Death

Section Four Fatalism

Section Five Immortality

Section Six (Eas &ful Death'



ROMANTIC POETS' PREOCCUPATION

WITH DEATH

Death is a dominant theme in Romantic poetry. It

holds an important place in the thought and emotions of

Romantic poets who express different attitudes towards

it. Some poets rebel against it and view it negatively

because it deprives them of their loved ones. Others

complain about its cruelty, while others welcome death,

likening it to love and passion. However, few Romantic

poets hold a consistent view concerning death. This

point will be amplified later in this chapter.

Among modern Arab poets who have become famous for

- -their love of death are al-Hamshari, al-Shabbi, Shukri

and al-Mala'ika. The three latter poets may be regarded

as the poets most concerned with death among the Arab

Romantic poets. Al-Mala'ika deals with death in the

following collections of poetry:

'Ashiqat al-Lay~, Shazaya wa ramad and Qararat al-Mau~a.

The first collection, i.e Ma'sat al-Hayat, best

illustrates the poet's obsession with death, as we shall

explain later. As far as Shukri is concerned, he deals

with death in many poems in his diwans Anashld al-§iba,

-Al-Shabbi's

AghanI al-ijayat is full of references to death.
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As has been mentioned above, death figures

prominently in the poetry of al-Mala'ika, al-Shabbi and

Shukri. A brief consideration of some of the events in

their lives will, perhaps, help throw some light on this

element in their poetry. Shukri's attitude towards death

was not, it seems, affected in any significant manner by

any tragic events in his personal life. It had more to

do with his state of mind. He was a .'pessimistic and
/

unsett1ed . person who was painfully aware of Egypt's

crippling problems in his time, particularly the problems

associated with British colonisation of Egypt and the

lack of a national and political consensus. Both the

British and KhediveS. exploited the differences which

existed at the time to their advantage, ignoring the

interests of Egypt and its people. -Shukri deeply felt

all these problems and they seem to have affected him

personally.

AI-Shabbi's attitude towards death is formed largely

as a result of many painful and tragic events in his

life. To begin with al-Shabbi suffered from some sort of

heart condition, although the exact nature of his illness

- -remains unknown. Al-Shabbi's heart condition seems to

have began early on in his life and it remained with him

until his premature death at the age of twenty five (1).

Al-Shabbi mentions his heart condition in his letters to
I / _

his friend al-Helewi and he talks about his visits to

""Ain al-Drahim" and other Tunisian resorts in order to
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get some rest. The pain, suffering and uncertainty which

he had gone through in his short life as a result of his

physical illness permeates his letters and his poetry as

well (2) .

- -Al-Shabbi's attitude towards death seems to have

been greatly influenced by the death of his 'girl friend'

- -and his father. Al-Shabbi lost the former 5uddenly"at a

very young age. All we know for sure about the death of

al-Shabbi's 'girl friend' is that she was struck by a

sudden illness while al-Shabbi was away studying law-and

Islamic jurisprudence at al-ZaitUna. Her death was a

tramatic experience for the poet who continued to

remembeI her long after his marrige to his cousin Shahla(3L

Al-Shabbi's father died when the poet was in his

early twenties. Al-Shabbi was attached to his father and

he suffered greatly during his father's long and drawn

out illness (4). In addition to being a most tragic

event emotionally, the death of al-Shabbi's father placed

many responsibilities on his shoulders and, as the eldest

son, he had to manage the financial affaiIs of his

family and take on the role of moral guide to his

brothers and sisters. H~s poem "Ya Ma~t " (0 Death!)

illustrates the poet's feelings tpwards death (5). The

death of the poet's father also prevented him from

pursuing his love of the arts and poetry. Furthermore,

it prevented the poet from spending sufficient time in
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the countryside owing the fact that he had to be present

at the family home to attend to his family's needs. The

poet's feelings concerning this issue are expressed in

his poem" Quyud al-Ahlam" (Fetters of Dreams).

- -Clearly, al-Shabbi's illness, coupled with the

deaths of his beloved and his father, had a profound

effect on the poet's outlook on life. His beloved's

death deprived him of her emotional support which he

badly needed and the death of his father placed on him

heavy responsibilities which he was not yet fully ready

to shoulder, owing to his physical condition and his

psychological state. It , therefore, seems reasonable to

conclude that al-Shabbi's poetry was influenced by the

tragic circumstances of his early years.

-Similarly, al-Mala'ika's attitude towards death may

be linked to her personal experiences. The first

experience which brought her face to face with death was

the death of her aunt's husband. In spite of the fact

that he was not very young, or very close to her, his

death affected her and made her think about deatho. She

realized after this event that the joys and pleasures one
-

experiences in life are transienS this experience left

the poet with a lasting impression of the cruelty of life(6).
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The cholera epidemlc which struck Egypt in 1947 also

had a profound effect on her outlook on life.

AI-Mala'ika listened to the radio news announcing the

constantly increasing number of dead people, and this

fl11ed her with both fear and indignation; fear of death,

WhlCh could not be stopped, and indlgnatl0n at the

miserable destiny awaltlng Man and his helplessness in

the face of death (7).

AI-Mala'ika's fear of death was intensified after

the death of-her aunt, to whom she was very close. She

saw death as a cruel th:ng WhlCh deprlved people of their

friends and wrote two poems to express her feelings on

thls occasion. They are" 11; ~Ammati al-Rahila" (To my

Departed Aunt) and "Hal TarJaLin~ (Will you Come back?).

The other event WhlCh contrlbuted greatly to

al-Mala'ika's attitude towards death was the death of her

mother. ThlS event was a great shock to her. She wrote

three poems describlng ner feelings concerning this

shattering event in her llfe: "Ughnlya li-l-Huzn" (Song

to Sadness), "Maqdarr al-~uzn" (The AIrlval of Sadness)

and "al-Zahra al-Sauda'" (The Black Flower). This is how

al-Mala'ika describes the effect of her mother's death on

" In the year 1953, there was an event

which shook my life to its very roots . I saw the

moment of my mother's death as a dreadful occurrence"(8l.
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only a

figure.

not

mother

lost

the

was a poet

a crucial role in the upbringing of

directing her towards poetry andin

playedandherself

In losing tjrnrn Nizar' aI-Mala' ika

parent but also a friend and

AI-Mala'ika's mother,

al-Mala'ika and

literature.

Among the English Romantic poets, Keats is the most

comparable to al-Shabbi in terms of the events he

experienced in his life.

Keats experienced bereavement at a very early age in

his life. He was nine years when his father died in a

tragic accident. Soon afterwards Keats' mother deserted

her family leaving them to be looked after by their

grandmother in order to marry the man with whom she fell

in love. This marriage was short lived and ended in

divorce and much heart-ache for her. When she grew tired

of her affairs, she returned to her family only to become

a victim of tuberculosis, an illness which claimed the

lives of two of her sons, John and Tom. Keats was only

fourteen when she died. His mother's death at this stage

in his life caused him a great deal of pain. During her

illness, Keats looked after her, carrying out all the

duties of the sick room, adminstering the medicine and

feeding the patient. His experience in this respect is

similar to the experience of al-Shabbi and al-Mala'ika

who had to look after their ill father and mother

respectively, at a young age in their lives.
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Keats also looked after his brother during his

illness. The death of his brother Tom left Keats

distraught, as letters to friends from this date show.

Keats' own poor health began to deteriorate in about

1819-1820. Keats knew he had T.B; and felt that his

chances of

non-existent.

while still

a complete recovery were practically

Therefore, he knew he could expect to die

quite young. Al-Shabbi also knew that his

illness was fatal and that he would die young.

Keats entertained a variety of emotions with regard

to his mother while he was a child: jealousy,

protectiveness and love. He was also affected by her

charm and beauty. His mother's remarriage and her

domestic instability had a negative effect on him for

many years to come. The desertion of this beloved and

delusive parent inspired him with a deep distrust for the

human race in general, and for young and beautiful women

in particular. For him, to distrust life was to cherish

the idea of death. Keats' constant death wish may well

go back to this early event in his life.
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LIFE AND DEATH

Most Romantic poets complain about the contrasting

rules and traditions of their societies which clashd

with their own very romantic ideas of freedom and what a

society should be like.

between their dreams and

Thus there was a great divide

their often bitter reality.

Some Romantic poets came to see death as the only

solution to this irreconcilab- conflict; yet others

sought to achieve a balance between their views of death,

on the one hand, and life, on the other. However, not

all poets thought of death as the antithesis of life;

many realized that their dreams were unfulfillable in

this life, so they looked to the next life as an answer

to all their hopes and dreams.

Dreams and aspirations are not always realized or

realizable. Romantic poets in general are fully aware of

this, but this awareness still does not protect them from

the feeling of disappointment, grief and sadness which

they undergo when their dreams fail to materialise. The

disappointment which these poets often experience is

reflected in their attitude towards life and death. It

is this attitude which we shall examine in this chapter.
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life.

As a young women, al-Mala'ika had a great love for

She was an idealist and a highly sensitive person.
;

She dreamed of a life full of joy and happiness and was

hopeful She would achieve it one day .

Romantic poets are generally renowned for their high

sensitivity and idealism. This is as much true of. the

Arab Romantic poets who will be dealt with in this thesis

as it is of such English Romantic poets as Keats and

Shelley. On the credit side, sensitivity and idealism

often enable people to experience life in its fullness,

great variety and potential. On the debit side, they

often lead to disappointment and frustration, not least

because of the universal difficulty of realising "

ideals" and the feeling of isolation idealistic people

often experience in their lives. For example,

al-Mala'ika thinks that her delicate sensitivity isolated

her from other people who do net· share her view of the

importance of emotion in the life of the individual~She

also thinks that her delicate sensitivity made her a

stranger in this world (1981 :518):

a fire of my gentle emotions, 0, you
'that are strange amongst humans.
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- -
Al-Shabbi adopts a similar position. He believes

that his great sensitivity brought him a great deal of

sadness and disappointment, particularly because he could

not cope with the fact that feelings experienced by

people of his type are normally dismissed by ordinary

people. - -
Al-Shabbi considers himself to be a wretched

person because of his sensitivity and intense feelings

(1972:251):

The miserable person is one who is like me in the
sensitivity and tenderness of their heart.

-
Al-Mala'ika and al-Shabbi also stress the importance

of emotion in their lives. The poetry of these two poets

emphasizes the importance of sensitiv~ty and emotions in

human life, particularlY the life of the poet. In

addition to containing such pronouncements, their poetry

is characterised by its sensitivity and by the role

played by emotions in it. In this respect they differ

-
from Shukri who does not exceed the limit of declaring

the importance of emot~ons and sensitivity in poetry. In

-other words, Shukri plays the role of the theoretician

rather than that of the practitioner with respect to the
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importance of emotion and sensitivity in poetry.

-
Shukri's theoretically orientated Vi~ws of the role of

emotion and sensitivity in poetry may be illustrated by

the following (1960:335-6):

The heart throbs, and poetry is one of
its pulses.

Poetry is the tune of a singer played on the soul.

Also (1960:226)

Poetry is nothing but an excited heart
poetry only flows when the poet is moved.

The glorification of emotion and sens1t1vity among

-such Romantic poets as al-Mala'ika and al-Shabbi, and the

attendant dangers of disillusionment and disappointment

to which these two types of feeling often lead, made the

poets concerned feel alienated from the1r society and
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~ntensified their yearning for a Utopia which does not

exist. Realising their predicament and the feeling of

~solat~on experienced· by them, these poets developed a

pessimistic outlook on life.

Al-Mala'ika likens life to the cOlour of the eyes of

. a dead man and f e ats that life is fUll of fear and anxiety

and behind its smile lurks the shadow of death (1979:84):

,-, i I" 0 'I .;.:;. LLJ I ~ ~" ~

.:.J~I ""0',' &1.;""

They said life 1S:
The colour of a corpse's eye
The footsteps of a furtive killer
Its WI1nkled days are
A poisoned coat oozing death;
Its dre ec rne ecre the smiles of -a... female demon

Behind which lies death.
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Similarly, al-Shabbi presents us with a dark and

pessimistic Picture of life. Life according to him may

be describe. as an 'ode to sadness'; it is also fUll of

fears and terror. Real happiness in life is a distant

and unrealisable dream; thus man's happiness in this

world is a transient and illusory thing which hides

beh~nd it the bitter reality of life (1972:141-142):

1 ,>

'.I c~1 ~~w , ~~

L....iI , J

.)')J I ~ ~ L ..... ' 1 a:.~ )J

t: La..:..J I ,; I .;,~ ~
+ d......_-'..........'-, I t .j.J

0, my friend, Life is a song of sadness,
so recite my mourning of life.

Life's cup is fUll of tears, so pour my
beloved over the morning.

The wadi of darkness is overflowing with fear
how distant are the smiles of the heart.

Don't be deceived by people's smiles, for behind
the rays are the scald~ng flames.
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Shukr1 likewise thinks that life is but a short

dream and links it to a bird which flies away and never

returns (1960:519):

.., ';'0··' ~L5 i:i~1 ,;,,1 ~

Life passes away like a dream and it is
but a bird which will never return.

He expresses his amazement at how people long for

life in spite of the fact they do not understand its

meaning and significance (1960:185):

0, How strange! How we long for life
when one does not know its meaning.

The attitudes of these three Arab Romantic poets

towards life, in terms of its relation to death, is

similar to the attitude expressed by Shelley in his poem

"Adonais" . In this poem Shelley likens life to a dome

made up of different types of coloured glass which

"stains the radiance of eternity" . Shelley views life

as the antithesis of eternity; whereas the former is

transient and lacks purity, the latter is ever-lasting
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and pure. Life is a short and fragile thing Wh1Ch death

breaks to pieces (1907:438);

Life, like a dome of many coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tra rnp Le s it to fragments-

( -

Both Shukri and al-Mala'ika try to weigh the merits

and demerits of life in order to arrive at an informed

judgement as to which one to choose. In his poem "Bayna

al-Hayat wa -l-Maut" (Between Life and Death), Shukri

expresses his hope that death will provide him with the

comfort he cannot attain in this world. But this

somewhat positive attitude towards death must be

considered against the feeling of fear which the poet

experiences when he thinks of death. The poet is, thus,

completely paralysed, unable to make up his mind whether

to choose life or death (1960:213):

,
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I deal with the vicissitudes of time without
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ambitions and do what the destinies dictate to me.
I ask death to provide me with comfort, although

I get frightened when I hear its footsteps or think of it.
Life is nothing but a wolf with blood stained teeth

life has murderous teeth and paws
Life is like wine which appeals to the drinker

even though he was deprived from intellect and thought.
Here I am transfixed between life and death?

Is there anyone to tell me when I will depart?

The inability to choose between life and death is a

The Myth of the Valley of

dominant theme in al-Mala'ika's poetry.
u - _

Usturat Wadi al-Nisyan" (
' ..

In her poem "

Forgetfulness), al-Mala'ika compares life with death and

sees the former as the realm of cruelty, anxiety and

continual change, and the latter as that of

forgetfulness, nothingness and oblivion.

painful to her (1981 :187):

Both are very

'. ... -5 Ql ." ~ J5
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The pain of life, 0 river banks, is st~ong

but the wretchedness of death is stronger and harsher.
In the darkness of life we feel confused

but we will shortly perish and be forgotten

Man's life is a poem which the hand of
time inscribed in the book of life.

Tomorrow everything in the book will be erased
and the letters will d1.ssolve in the coffins ..

However, -al-Mala'ika sometimes chooses life and

prefers it to death which she views with horror and

revulsion. This preference is most clear in her poem

" Ba:j:Sla Fakkayy al-Ma\lt" (Between the Jaws of Death)

which she wrote while she was bed-ridden with some sort

of fever. The poet conjures up a vision of death and its

horrors, and soon realises that her love of life is

stonger than her love of death and whatever comfort from

worldly miseries it might bring her She fervently begs

death to slacken its pace and to be kind to her youth.

In her unreadiness to face death, she starts to enumerate

the good things in life proclaiming her attachment to it.

She implores death to give her time to enJoy the bright

light of day and the music of her lute; she also asks

death to show mercy towards her and unashamedly declares

that her heart has fallen in love with life

(1981 : 494-496) :
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Here I am, between the jaws of death like a heart
which is still throbbing with the love of life;

Like eyes which are thirsty for the pleasures of the world
secretly calling on the charming past time

(I am) still like a bud on time's branches,"\
fresh with dreams and hopes.

So Death, it would be a great shame if you buried my youth
in the world, of the dead.

a Death! Hal t before you set on my corpse
your everlasting silence

a,let me fill my eyes with th~ lights
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have mercy on my poetic heart.
0, let me say farewell to my lute,

it was a faithful friend to me.

Have mercy on me, ° Death, and pity
a heart smitten w1th the love of life

Perhaps the most distressing and painful thing about

death, according to al-Mala'ika, is the fact that she

will not be remembered after she dies. She mentions this

in several places in her poetry, as the following line

from the above mentioned poem illustrates (ibid:497):

Time wi 11 erase the memo r yot a young woman
smitten w1th love by the Goddess of poetry.

-AI-Mala'ika tries to convince herself to accept the

idea of leaving this world by remind1ng herself of the

lone11ness and suffer1ng she has endured in it, but all

to no avail. Furthermore she tries to make herself hate

life and tries to view it with contempt, albeit

unsuccessfullY. This attitude on the part of al-Mala'ika

may be exemplified by the following lines (ibid:499-S00):
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Why cry over the world,
although you have lived like a stranger
within .its bounds.

0, you Wrefuhed person, life is a tragedy
which excltes sadness and causes the heart to cry.

Sriow your contempt of life and merrily proceed to t he world of the
dedd~o my tender heart!

If we compare the attitudes of our three poets

towards life and death with the attitude held by Keats

towards the same matter we shall notice that Keats firmly

believes that man's attachment to~and love o~ life is far

stronger than his desire to die. Man's desire to live i~

according to Keats, connected to his instinct for

s ur v i va l . Furthermore, Keats differs from al-Mala'ika

specifically in that, whilst he concentrates on the

ordinary man's views on life and death, she largely

concentrates on what she thinks and feels about death.

In other words, al-Mala'ika differs from Keats in being

sel~entred with regard. to her view concerning life and
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death (1908:283):

The tIansient pleasures as a v~sion seem,
And yet we tn~nK tne greatest pain's to die

How strange it is that man on earth should roam,
And lead a life of woe, But not forsaKe
His rugged path; nor dare he view alone
H~s future doom which is but to awaKe.

Both ShUKI~ and al-Mala'iKa wanted to comnut

su~c~de, but they both refrained from doing so for

d~fferen~ reasons. Snukr~ compla~ns about the harshness

of 11fe and acknow~eages that death mignt glve him some

resp1te trom the d1fficul~ies and problems he faces in

life. However, he refra1ns from put~lng an end to n1S

11fe because of his fa~th and fear ot God (19bO:32):

~1.J

I do know that tnere 1S comfort in death
but I aVO~Q ~t as though I didn't know.

Had I not been a pious person who cannot be
thwarted by de s p
despa~r would have led me down the rough path.
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In her " romant~c period", al-Mala'ika does not seem

to posse, the faith of Shukri which prevented him from

ending his life. ( - -
In her poem" ala Haffat al-Huwa" (On

the Edge of the Abyss) , al-Mala'ika expresses her wish

to end her life. This wish springs from her

dissatisfact~on with life and disdain for it. But these

feelings prove to be much weaker than her fear of the

silence of the grave and the pain of death. Whereas "

faith" is the force which prevents Shukri from taking his

-
life away, al-Mala'ika is stopped from pursuing the same

end by her weakness and fear of death (1981:514-516):
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Here I am in my cowardice, and
With a heart pulsating with fragrance and flame.
My hesitation calls me back to
Poetry, dreams - why are you running away?

~ ~ ~

There is a whisper like the echo beyond my soul
Which the new call is about to destroy.
It calls me: Come on! The hand of death
Is more kind to life's fatal wound.

I

The Nlght knows! Here I am, standing transfixed between
Two forms of madness. My soul is full of contempt.
I want to live, but
I feel the revolt and contempt (inside me).

~ ~ ~

Be off with you! Proceed to death, to its silence!
What is it I fear now! what is this paln!
Shortly, my harsh treatment of life will
Come to an end, and my regret will erupt.

These lines clearly illustrate the state of mind of

the poet. She is unable to make a choice between life

and death, although life is full of miseries and pain and

death will put an end to all that. However, the poet

cannot tolerate the ft silence" of death and the pain with

Which it is associated. Furthermore, she openly admits

that if she chooses death, she does so out of escapism.

Consequently, she cannot be said to be choosing death

positively. The poet expresses her situation concerning

the issue in hand as follows (ibid:516):
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I returned to the temple, not as a borne
Corpse but a walking body. Mocking
Myself, and what has happened,
Showing contempt to my remaining feelings.

-The fact that al-Mala'ika accepts life because she

cannot choose life positively indicates that she still

prefers life to death. This attachment to life on

-al-Mala'ika's part is mainly related to the fact that

life in her eyes is the realm of light and poetry, while

death means the world of forgetfulness, dark graves and

worm~ . AI-Mala'ika's position on this issue is clearly

expressed in the following lines of poetry

(1981 : 682-683) :
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What soul would a
,~of forgetfulness.

Let this life be a life of misery.
is there anyone who feels comfortable in the shroud.

What heart would accept to leave this
earth without distress and sadness.

-Shukri often expresses his exasperation with life.

Life for him is full of deception, and there is no

guarantee that what it promises will be any different

from what it doles out to the poet. The poet vacillates

between despair and hope. However, he regards death as

the only refuge from the feeling of boredom which he

experiences (1960:161):
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At times, I fall madly in love with life, then I detest it.
0, how man feels lost between hope and despair.

I am madly in love with a life full of deceit,
as I have become sick of a life which will
not materialise.

Nothing can protect me against this boredom
except for a death which separates
the soul from (life's) afflictions.
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Shukri does not succumb to the feeling of despair

which he e xpr a erice s in his daily life .. He acknowledges

that life is a constant struggle against difficulties;

nevertheless, he expresses his attachment to life and

wishes he could relive his life again with all its

miseries and good moments (1960:299):

~I .lJ-,

The act of living is like a war and life is an
enormous battle, the life of the inhabitants of
the world is l1ke sleep.

I am not complaining that I have drunk from life's
bitterness would that life could be repeated.

I would drink the sweet and bitter of it,
for the drink of those who are enamoured
with life is sweet.

It is clear from what been said above' that both

- -al-Mala'1ka and Shukri prefer life to death, albeit for

d~fferent reasons. Both acknowledge that life is full of

difficult1es and miseries, and both point out that death

can put an end to all these difficulties and miseries.

However, -
Shukr1 seems to be more positive than

al-Mala'ika in his preference of life to death.

al-Mala'ika, he is not frightened by death.

Unlike

His faith

and belief in God stop him from taking his life away.
,.

Al-Mala'ika is frightened by death. Furthermore I faith

plays no part in her deliberation concerning life and
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death. The difference between these two poets may be

related to the marked differences between their personal

circumstances. Al-Mala'ika, as has been explained

earlier in this chapter, experienced personal grief as a

result of the death of her aunt and her mother. There

are no ~omparable personal experiences in Shukri's life.

The personal circumstances of al-Mala'ika are more

- -comparable to those of al-Shabbi's,than they are to

Shukri's, as we have pointed out above. However,

al-Shabbi's response· to his tragic experiences is

different from that of al-Mala'ika. Al-Shabbi's hope and

zest for life permeated his poetry. He overcomes the

tragic events in his life and resumes his quest for

happiness, joy, and love in life, as his poem

"al-Idtiraf" (The Confession), addressed to his deceased

father, illustrates, (1972:451-452):
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I didn't reckon that after your death, 0 father,
while my feelings blinded with sadness,

that I would be thirsty for lite, from whose
glowing and intoxicating river I ~ould drink,

And that I would return to life with a heart beating
for love, happiness and music,

For all the visions of hope,
for our strange inclinations and misfortunes in
this world.

The poet ends this poem with a determined message

addressed to his fellow human beings; he declares that

pessimism and the rejection of life are alien to human

beings, (ibid:452):

. I
f,)~

Pessimism in 11fe and its rejection is
a kind of slander and folly

Man, in the depth of his heart, is
Life's faithful slave.

This message is reiterated in another poem in which

the poet points out that life's lure for man is "eternal

and ever-lasting, (1972:397):
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The magic of life is eternal, it doesn't
perish.

Al-Mala'ika is notoriously inconsistent in her

attitude towards death. While, at times, she is

frightened of death on the grounds that it is stronger

than man, at other times, she is full of contempt and

disdain for it and regards it as weak and wretched in

comparison with man. In her poem "Qabrun Yatafajjar" (A

Grave is Shattering) al-Mala'ika refuses to accept that

her heart will be imprisoned by the dull and solid grave.

In this poem, the poet imagines that she was dead

and buried in the dust . She then challenges the grave,·

telling it that although it had imprisoned her, it could

not capture her heart, sensitive soul and feelings. Even

her pure and rebellious corpse would escape from the

cluches of the grave, (1979:167-172):
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I called on heaps of sand 'explode, you
will not bury my rebellious pure corpse'.

I called out, '0 Spirit of Death, be torn,
you will not imprison my scornful daring heart'.

I yelled at the base earth: 'Raise from
the heart of this dust my poetic soul.

My heart beats and my blood
gushesout its feeling under the dust'.

The poet visits the grave and expresses her dislike

for its stillness. The poet's resistance succeeds in

forcing the grave to give in.

The grave was reverbera~ing with noise and could not cope
under the welght of my feelings.
I wlll not tolerate, the stlllness of the mud around me.
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The poet gains in confidence and expresses her

determination to destroy the grave, breaking its rocks

into small pieces. She also shows her determination to

'kill death', Once the battle is over and victory is

achieved, the poet continues her journey into the future,

with her fears, sighs and happiness. She also resumes

her function as a poet, composing and publicising her

poetry in the silence of the night. The glittering stars

of the night bear witness to her victory, (ibid:l?l):

~1.J' "h .<:>.J I <..::.J~ I tJ""'> ....... .J
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I will cause the small grave to explode, turning it
into stones and fly from my near past to my tomorrow,

I will slaughter weak Death and
return with my fears, happiness and sighs.

I will broadcast my music in the silence of the
darkness. 0, shining stars of the

night, bear witness!
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The poet finally achieves her victory. The 9rave 15

destroyed and its dust is scattered in the darkness of

the night. The poet is glad to be alive again, and

offers her poetry as the ultimate proof of her victory

(ibid:171-2) :

t I b 0 'I &. L-.....cJ I ...::....:...:. ...:;, j "?' i", •
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I called on the heaps of dust to explode
so they did in the dark evening

o , Earth I am alive! This is my tune!
This is the song of my articulate heart

-In this poem al-Malai'ka chooses life. Death here

is not regarded as the ultimate remedy for her

miseries, but as a reF~gnant, hateful and oppressive force

which seeks to imprison both her body and soul.

Al-Mala'ika does not seem to mind the impriso~~ent of her

body, but rejects the imprisonrrlent of her spirit. Put

diff.erently, al-Mala'ika rejects the attempt by death to

capture and silence her emotions and sensitive

f e e Laric s &nd) above .all, her burning and unquenchable

desire to compose poetry . One often gets the distinct

impression that poetry is the prime force which motivates
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the poet and moves her to reject death in favour of life.

- -
According to al-Shabbi, death befalls individuals

and nations. In the contextot nation, death is

synonymous with submission and resignation in the face of

oppression.
-

Al-Shabbi was living at a time when his

country , Tunisia, was suffering from the excesses and

oppression of French colonial rule. The degradation,

disdain and contempt visited upon his people by their

colonial masters and their rulers relegated them, in his

opinion, to the status of slaves. The inability of the

Tunisian people to gauge the full implication of colonial

rule and their political, social and historical

obligation towards their country rendered them as good as

dead in the eyes of al-Shabbi. This view is expressed in

many poems. - -Al-Shabbi rejects the complacent and

submissive attitude which his people displayed towards

French rule. In his poem "Ila al-Shacb" (To the Nation)

he scolds the Tunisiansfor having lost heart in their

struggle against the two ills of oppression and

colonialism. He considers them to be lifeless and " dead

" because they lost their ambition and ability to dream.

Real death is more palatable to the poet than the

hurru.Lda tinf condition of his people (1972:426-436):
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0, (my) People! Where is your sensitive beating heart?
where are the ambitions and Dreams?

Where is the resolve to live? there is nothing now but
death silence, distress and darkness

Wasted life, empty heart
and blood not stirred by the pain

What sort of life is this?
( A life may be less bearable than death)

There he choose to remain with the dead,
in a grave of his past, not caring,

Accepting the grave as a dwelling place
in which the repeated days of his life vanish.
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So stick to the grave, for it is a house similar to you
in the silence and desolation of its heart.

You are nothing in life,so leave it
and head towards death which does not need you.

Al-Mala'ika touches upon the same idea in her

poetry, although she approache.s H from a different angle.

• - - - <: -In her poem" Fi wadi al- Abid" (In the Valley of the

Slaves), the poet uncompromisingly states her wish not to

live with people who are like slaves or people who are as

good as dead; she likens such people to corpses or to

lifeless people who are in a state of dead slumber,

(1981 :482):

oJ .: •• J I I.j ~ I ~ ~~ I ~.) 1 ~

I don't want to live in the valley of the slaves
Among dead people ... even though they have not been buried.
Among corpses bound by the captivity induced by fetters;
And statues rejected by onlookers.
Among ape-like humans
Ferocious hyen~that can't be trusted.
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Forever broadcasting to them my poetry. r
While they are in a deep sad sleep.

The difference between al-Shabbi and al-Mala'ika

with respect to their rejection of their people's

submissive attitude and inertia may be stated as follows.

-While al-Mala'ika regards her people as good as dead

because in her eyes, they fail to respond to her poetry

in the manner she would have liked them to,al-Shabbi

scolds his people for being politically inactive and

unaware of their humiliating conditions. It may be that

this difference springs from the different conditions

which obtained in Tunisia and Iraq in the first half of

this century. It is, however, more likely that

al-Mala'ika's position differs from that of al-Shabbi

because of her self-centred outlook on life. While one

cannot be absolutely certain in offering this as an

explanation, still it seems to be a plausible one because

it accords with the self-centred nature of the poet, as

is clear in the many instances in which she extols her

poetic talent in her poetry.

Although al-Mala'ika chooses life over death , she

often complains about the meaninglessness of life. In

her poem "Ajras Sauda'" (Black Bells), al-Mala'ika

expresses her extreme dissatisfaction with life and its

pointlessness. She gives a fairly exhaustive list of the
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large number of the experiences that man undergoes in

life; triumph, satisfaction, happiness, joy and arrogance

on the one hand, and defeat, frustration, sadness , pain

and humiliation, on the other. Eventually, Man comes

increasingly closer to death as a result of losing his

zest for life and his failure to pursue his dreams

vigorously. His inertia and lack of drive renders his

1ife meani ng 1e s s , ( 1 9 79 : 1 0 6 -1 0 8) :
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Let us die. Life has dried up.
These empty glasses mock us.

Why should we linger here? haven't we had our fill,
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become bored and drunk to OUI. heart's 6ontent?
Haven't we experienced. affluence, tasted the wine of victory

and love pulsating with hope?
Haven't we experienced the most crushing pain

and sleep after a long cry?
Haven't we had enough of the world, and all who are in it,

with contempt, leaving full of scorn.
a a a a

Why should we remain here? I hear
death calling to us. Why don't we answer.

In "Aj dis Sauda "' (Black Bells) al-Halaiika

appears to have been influenced by Shelley in his poem

"Death" In this poem Shelley expresses the view that

death is inevitable. It is the ultimate experience; it

sets its" mark" and" seal" on man's total being: his

person his feelings and all he knows. This process is

carried out in stages. First, man loses his search for

happiness and pleasure; then he loses his hopes and,

finally, his fear, including his fear of death. Once

happiness, hopes and fear are gone man's body is claimed

by death. Clea~ly, death, according to' Shelley, takes

place in two stages: first man dies spiritually then he

dies physically, (1907:616):

Death has set his mark and seal
On all we are and all we feel
On all we knew and all we fear,

First our pleasures die-and then
Our hopes, and then our fear-and

when
These are dead, the debt is due
Dust claims dust-and we die too.
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The same process is expressed in al-Mala'ika's poem

"Ajras Saud~'" (Black Bells). However, there is an

important difference between Shelley and al-Mala'ika.

Shelley regards death as an inevitable conclusion to

man's life. Succumbing to it is not regarded as a sign

of defeat or as way of escaping from the calamities of

-life and its drudgery. AI-Mala'ika, however, seems to

regard death as the last chapter in a life which

gradually loses its meaning. This idea of the

meaninglessness of life is not expressed by Shelley who

accepts death as an inevitable fact in life.
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FEAR OF DEATH

The previous discussion shows that the Romantic

poets. , dealt with in this thesis express different

views concerning life and death. We have also seen that

th~y all choose life and reject death, albeit ·for

differBnt reasons. One of the themes which occurs in

their poetry, particularly in the poetry of al-Mala'ika,

is fear of death, not merely because death puts an end to

a poet's physical existence, but because it stops him

from composing poetry. Al-Mala'ika, for example,

expresses her willingness to try to love life, and to

accept whatever misfortunes are visited upon her by the

vicissitudes of time, simply because her continual

physical existence ensures that she will be able to write

poetry, (1 981 : 21 7) :

-
--::-1 ~~ ~ 0~ 1~'~ s

I should love life, as~ouwish for the sake
of my poetry, even tq~ugh calamities would afflict me.
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Clearly, poetry for aI-Mala '.ika, is the

justification of her 'spiritual' existence, in the sense

that it endows her life with meaning and purpose. The

poet openly admits this fact when she declares that her

life is worthless without her poetry, (1981:218):

Lo.S ~. ", <>-<>-",1

When I have finished writing poetry, as I desire,
what else do I want from life?

There is nothing in this universe which appeals more
to my heart. So welcome to death!

-
The same theme is found in Shukri who appears to

view the prospect of death with sadness because he will

not be able to achieve the fame he deserves for his

poetry, (1960:234):

Will I face death, not having achieved fame for my poetry,
and the majority of people have not learnt of my position?
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This fear of death as a force which puts an end to a

poet's career and his ability to discharge his message to

fellow human beings is expressed in Keats'

(1908:303):

sonnet,

When I have fear that I may cease to be
Before my pen has glean'd my teeming brain

Let us now turn to al-Mala'ika and examine her fear

of death both on the spiritual and physical level.

AI-Mala'ika's fear of death as a force which thre her

physical existence is an ever present theme in her early

Romantic period, i.e the period during which she composed

her collections:

ShaZay~ wa Ramad.

- - c.-Ma'sat al-Hayat, Ashiqat al-Layl and

-AI-Mala'ika sees the hand of death at work

everywhere: in the songs of birds, the darkness of sad

night and in the thundering roar of the Wind, (1981:211):

I sense the meanings of death around me
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in all that my eyes see,
In the reverberation of the wind, the songs of birds

and in the darkness of the sad evening

In another poem, she address 'extinction' and

'nothingness' and begs them to leave her alone and to

stop manifesting themselves in every aspect of her

existence. The poet feels threatened by this ever

present and all-engulfing power of death, (1981 :177):

0, meanings of awesome extinction and
nothingness, be merciful and take pity on my youth.

Don't look at me from every corner of
my existence; I have got bored with my sorrows.

Many critics have tried to ascribe this fear of, and

-
t obsession with, death on the part of al-Mala'ika to the

tragic events which surrounded her early life,

paticularly the death of her aunt and her mother. The

death of the latter, affected the poet very deeply. She
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felt mortally wounded by this experience, and her outlook

on life was decisively shaped and formed by it. The poet

herself mentions this and states its effects in this

manner (1981 :7) "Death seemed to be life's ultimate

tragedy. This feeling, which I had since early childhood,

lasted with me until a very late stage in my life". As a

result of this al-Mala'ika was completely overwhelmed and

consumed by her fear of death. It almost threatened to

stop her future career as a poet. This is how she

explains this dilemma in her life, (1972:3)

"I kept vehemently rejecting the
idea of man's extinction which, like
a razor blade, made gashing wounds in
my body. I was also tormented by the
idea that, after death, we will be
eaten up by worms, and that we will
become skeletons ... these thoughts
nearly destroyed my mental faculties
and almost threatened to put an end
to my future".

Al-Mala'ika claims that her fear of, and pessimistic

attitude towards, death was partly as a result of her

reading of Schopenhauer. In this respect it is difficult

to accept Without questioning al-Mala'ika's assertion

that she was influenced by Schopenhauer in this manner.
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A . careful reading of Schopenhauer reveals

that t.ne'r e is a subtle difference between this

philosopher's views of death, and his attitude towards

it, and the views and attitudes promulgated by

al-Mala'ika concerning the same phenomenon. On the one

hand, Schopenhauer stresses that pain and suffering are

more associated with life than with death. In actual

fact, he goes even further and declares that pain and

death are completely different from each other, (1883iVol

1:363) :

" What we fear in death is by no
means the pain, for it lies clearly
on this side of death, and, moreover,
we often take refuge in death from
pain, just as, on the contrary, we
sometimes endure the most fearful
suffering merely to escape death for
a while, although it would be quick
and easy. Thus we distinguish pain
and death as two entirely different
evils."

Al-Mala'ika associates pain and sUfferings with

life, but, unlike Schopenhauer, she does not consider

death and pain to be unrelated. Furthermore,

Schopenhauer advocates the view that the difference

between death and sleep, if any, is not a qualitative

onei (1883iVol 111:267) "Nature's great doctrine of

immortality ... seeks to teach us that there is no

radical difference between sleep and death, but the one
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endangers existence just as little as the other." This

view, which is found in the poetry of both Shelley and

-Keats, is completely absent from al-Mala'ika's poetry.

Al-Mala'ika and Schopenhauer differ from each other

in another respect. While al-Mala'ika regards physical

existence as a pre-requisite for spiritual existence,

Schopenhauer regards death as just one single occurrence

in an existential continuum. The difference according to

him, between pre-death existence and post- death

existence, merely concerns the manner in which one is

manifested.

-The similarity between al-Mala'ika and Schopenhauer

pertains to their over-all pessimism, but not to the

content of their ideas concerning life and death. Put

differently, this similarity holds between the atmosphere

which pervades their works, rather than the intellectual

and philosophical contents of these works. Al-Mala'ika

relates pessimism to the fact that she has failed to

unravel the secrets of life and, also, to the fact that

death is unstoppable, (1981:512):
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"

0, fisherman, existence has shrunk in my eyes
What can be done about a univer s e whl ch do e s not reve I Its

secret.

And in which everything l e a d.s . to the grave
What hope remains to us?

-Al-Mala'ika ridicules man's enchantment with life,

which springs from his lack of understanding of the true

nature of life and of his misplaced hope that the secrets

of life can be revealed to us. Al-Mala'ika equates life

with darkness, pointing out how death is the supreme and

ultimate master in both, (1981:573):

0, what a life we have fallen in love with, although
it is a night in whose darkness reigns supreme death.

Al-Mala'ika views man as a target for such natural

disasters as storms and volcanoes, (1981 :46):
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Worms eat away at what we bUild,
volcanoes and wind leave no trace of us.

She also refers to the grave worms which will devour our

flesh after death. These worms leave no trace of man's

body and they mock his previous existence, (1981:528):

Worms have left nothing of him which
Can be detected, and death swept away his remains.

As we have mentioned earlier, al-Mala'ika's fear of

death, and her obsession with it, are strongly evident

in her poetry. In her poem "Unshudat al-Amwat" (The

Dead), she gives a fairlY detailed description

of the act of burial and then describes what happens to a

dead person in the grave. The frightening grave engulfs

the corpse and subjects it to loneliness, darkness and

punishment. Physically, the world of the grave consists

of thorns, dust, sand, stones, rocks and, worst of all,

the worms which prey on the dead man's body comsuming.it

with great relish and venom (1981:195-196):
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They lay him on thorns and rocks,
under the dust and stones,

And they return, leaving his remains
to a world of hidden secrets.

Left to bitter solitude and darkness
in his awesome and frightening grave,

Under the reign of worms, thorns,
sand and the powers of extinction and punishment.

The poet also describes how, when the corpse

disintegrates it turns into food for the willow and fig

trees. She views this as a great p~~ishment, (1981:36):
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Tomorrow you will feed on my blood,
0, willow and fig trees! What a terrible revenge!

The atmosphere of loneliness, coldness, misery and

darkness which prevails in the grave is described in

several of al-Mala'ika's poems, as the following lines

show, (1 9 B1 : 25) :

What sort of grave have you prepared for me?
is it a cave completely covered in darkness

(1979:103)

We ignore the graves stretching out their
cool d arms to us.
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(1979:136)

The grave has enclosed you in its cold atmosphere,
after my jovial heart had stopped beating.

(1981:529)

This dark grave-yard, it is the end of the road.
0, how wretched that is!

(1981 :129)

Time has shunned him, in his desolate grave,
engulfed in winds and darkness.
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And (1981:530)

A grave standing on the hill, solitary and forlorn
Covered by the shade of the hawthorn tree.

-
In her poem n'Unshudat al-Amwat n The Sonnet of the

Dead) al-Mala'ika compares man's condition in this

world with his condition after he dies and is buried in

the grave. In life, man experiences happiness, make

future plans, nurtures his hopes and dreams and enjoys

the sound of the wind, the waves and music. He also

builds palaces and arrogantly mocks fate and ignores the

cries and pain of nature, (1981:190):

We laughed, while nature was crying with~-

the darkness, wind and rain.
We were scornful while time was angry and grim

and we danced around the edges of fire.
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-Al-Mala'ika then describes how none of man's

·palaces, hopes and dreams can protect him from the

terrifying moment of death. Death obliterates not only

man's physical existence, but also his memory. While

during life, ma~ is normallY oblivious of death and its

power, it consigns man to total oblivion. During his

short and transient life, and in his arrogant moments of

triumph and power, man mocks death, but death retaliates

by destroying man,(1981:188):

Nothing in our bitter life protects us
from the awesome power of the moment of deat~.

The day will come when
we will be like memories in the mind of tlIDe.

And (1981:191)
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It is the cold, bitter revenge of nature
and the scorn of powerful Time.

Man will inevitably face the hatred of life
in the world of the dead.

-In her poem "al-Maqbara al-Ghariqa" (The Drowned

-Graveyard), and in many verses in her collection Ma'sat

al-ijayat, the poet gives graphic descript10ns of a group

of dead people whose graves have been washed away by a

flood. Al-Mala'ika describes the pale fore-heads of the

dead; she also mentions how their limbs and eyes float

aimlessly on the surface of the water, (1981:526):

These faces with pale foreheads,
These remains and eyes/floated aimlessly
Or. the surface of the water,
Left by sad nothingness.
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The poet also describes how the bodies of those who

had recently died and tpe skeletons of those who died

years ago fill every dark corner of the graveyard,

(1981:527):

In every corner of the graveyard's darkness
corpses swim and bones float.

By describing the havoc which the forces of nature

wreak on the dead, al-Malaika is trying to describe the

merciless nature of death. Death strikes again and

again. By striking man a second time, it humiliates him

and reminds him that there is no escape or respite from

its irresistible power.

c. - -In her poem" Uyun al-Amwat" (The Eyes of the Dead),

al-Mala'ika addresses the remains of the dead asking them

about how death treated them. She detects fear and

anguish in their eyes, and a hopeless air of expectancy.

-al-Mala'ika then deplores the fact that human beings seem

to be unable to understand what is hidden in the eyes of

the dead, (1981 :49-50):
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° mortal remains of the dead in
the earth, what has death painted on these eyes?

What fear, despair and suffering?
and what meaning in dashed hopes?

Every pair of eyes looks into the horizon,
far away from everything in this universe.

0, Lord,O if the living could only understand
what the eyes of the dead impart.

AI-Mala"' ika' s deliberation and thoughts lead her to

the inescapable conclusion that death is the ultimate

victor, and that human beings are the confused, weak a~d

vanquished victims of death. Victory, in the real sense

of the word, belongs to death only, with the result that

what human beings call victories are not Victories at
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all,( 1981:58):
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Death will always be victorious
while we will tie the slaughtered, the weak and confused.

Victory and glory belong to it rather than to us,
so bewail that which you call victory.

al-Mala'ika regards the wealth and splendour of rich

people to ,be meaningless since they do not save them from

death, or protect them from suffering the humiliation and

ignominy which death visits upon poor and lonely people.

Death strikes all people, making no distinction between

the rich and the poor, (1981 :76-77):

I~
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Death will not leave them alone; they
turn into sadness, silence, confusion and cries

Even if they spend their day dressed up in
attractive, colourful silk

Time will pass them while they lie dead
on stone, gravel and dust.

Al-Mala'ika's fear and dislike of war made her

condemn those who start wars. She brands such

individuals as "traders of wars". In her long poem

"Ma'sat -al-Hayat",. al-Mala'ika asks these" traders of

wars" to desist from their gruesome actions and calls on

them to stop the promotion of death and asks them to

return to reason. The traders of death cause death and

destruction for selfish reasons. This feeling of

repugnance towards war on the part of the poet is related

to her belief that war causes unnecessary destruction,

suffering, pain and grief. The poet deplored the

continuation of World War.11

her feelings towards this war.

and wrote a poem expressins

In it, she calls on the '

angel of peace' to descend on the world and remove the

cover of darkness which has enveloped it, (1981 :45):
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0, Angel of Peace! come from the sky,
and 'cend on this depressed world

Weep for those lying in the silence
of death and shine upon the frightening darkness.

In her poem "Unshfidat al-Salim" (The Sonnet of

Peace), al-Mala'ika addresses those who trade in war and

destruction, calling on them to consider the result of

their wicked actions. She asks them to show sympathy

towards their fellow human being and to bewail the

passing of the dead, (1981:54):

0, you who are confused in the darkness of
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this world, you have had enough misfortune and confusion.
Carry, with dismay, ~he remains of your ~ead

and shed tears, long and hard, over the graves.

This poem echoes some of the thoughts and ideas

expressed by Shelley in his poem" Hellas", In this

poem, Shelley rejects " hate" "death" , and wars

(1908:473):

Oh,cease! must hate and death return?
Cease! must men kill and die?

Cease! drain not to its dregs the urn
Of bitter prophecy

The world is weary of the past,
Oh might it die or rest at last!

Al-Ma 1a' ika returns t.c thi s theme in her poem

"Linakun Asdiqa'" (Let us be Friends).. In this poem, she

expresses her hatred of death, killing and bloodshed,

appeals to the world for peace, brotherhood, love and

friendship. She outlines her vision of a world in which

mutual co-operaton and respect Q~ite people regardless of

their role, religion, statutes etc .... (1979:145-146)

i.J.j . • .. 0 , I Jj-a-l l.j ~
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Le~ us be friends,
W~t~ those who are confused,
An1 those who are defenceless and tired,
Wl~~ those who are called 'criminals',
Witn the wretched,
And those drunk with the wine of hope,
With those who sleep in the wllderness in the open,
And those who w~nder, without a refuge,
And those who cry to no avail
Wltb the captives,
And with other nations,
Wi~h those living in the land of snow,
The lands of the negroes,
In the deserts, and in all inhabited places,
In every land which listened to our pain,
In every land which received the coffins of our dreams·
And heard the cries of complaint
Emanating from the victims of Fate.
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The poet was therefore delighted when the second

World War was finally stopped and the machines of

destruction and killing ground to a halt. The clouds of

gloom and depression hanging over the world and her life,

begin to lift up and disappear, and the poet regards this

as a good omen for the resumption of her poetic career,

(1981: 621-622):
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Joy of the Truce, what a good tiding omen for my poetryl
Am I dreaming? Or, is my ear lying?
Orr is it 'happiness' which has passed before my eyes?
The dream of the thirsty and the visions of the hopeful
o god of poetry, remove the silence which haunts me.
It is time I forgot my supplication and sadness r
It is time I greeted the hopes and sang
With my heart, poetry and songs.
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Shukri is similar to al-Mala'ika in that he uses

some of the images used by al-Mala'ika when she talks

about death, for example: the humiliation to which man

is sUbjected when he finds that his mouth and eyes are

filled with dust in the grave. However, the general

atmosphere in his poetry with regard to death is

radically different from the atmosphere we find in

al-Mala'ika's poetry. While al-Mala'ika's poetry on

death is full of pessimism and sadness, Shukri

concentrates on the lesson to be drawn from the fact that

death is an inevitable human experience. One of the

lessons which Shukri often mentions is the necessity to

abandon arrogance and false pride and to replace them by

humility and compassion. Nothing lasts for ever; youth

disappears and death overcomes all, (1960:269):
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One day you will be inter.red in the dust, a fallen man
earth filling your mouth and eyes.

You will be like a humiliated corpse,
which makes the young man .vomi t if he touches it

So spare your harshness a little
and beware, for a young face will not preserve youth.
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In his poem "Ghayat al-~ubb~ (The Aim of Love)

-Shukri asks his friends to ccrr~ and visit his grave after

he dies. He detects some reluctance on their part to do

so, and mildly rebukes them for their attitude. He asks

them to halt for a while and shed tears for the passing

of their friend. He also asks them to show steadfastness

and reminds them that their attempts to evade death will

totally fail. Death has no regard to its victim's age,

wealth and social standi::g. In a manner strongly

r erru n.i s ce n't of al-Mala'ika,
I

he reminds the visitors to

his grave of what awaits them in the grave: the worms

which will devour their flesh, reveal their bones and

fill their graves with revoltlng odours, (1960:225):
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When I die, remember me, ar.d pay one visit to my grave.
is it strange that people do visit graveyards?

Stop and consider what your eye.can see.
won't every man face the same fate?

'fe[hap_s a. hot. tear 'You wrll 'shed over me
death might sound a warning to the young man while
he is immersed in life's pleasures.

Don't be afraid; death comes and goes;
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every beautiful thing will inevitably vanish.
Death will execute a pre-determined destiny concerning

you, and you will meet that of which you were afraid.
The worms will eat what they want of you for a while;

your face will be repulsive and'your bone rotten.
Your odour will be as vile as that of the waste rotting

corpse; people will close their nostrls if they happen
to smell you.

In remind1ng h1S friends that death is inescapable,

and that man must always be ready to face the inevitable

moment of death, Shukri aims to inform his friends of one

way to overcome their fear of death, namely to accept its

reality and prepare themselves to face it. In this

respect he echoes the idea found in Shelley's poem" On

Death", (1907: 520) :

This world is the nurse of all we know,
This world is the mother of all we feel,

And the coming of death is a fearful blow
To a brain unencompassed with nerves of steel;

When all that we know, or feel, or see,
Shall pass like unreal mystery.

Shukri often reminds his readers that man's life is

very short and that death is inevitable. None will

escape from the clutches of death, no matter how strong

they are or how long they live, (1960:304):

~ ",4." to, ~ " L... lJ'~ I J.A
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Remember the worries of the heart, for all of
us will go back to the spring of death.

Isn't life but an hour which passes away?
isn't eternity but months and short stretches of time.

He also asks his relatives and friends not to bewail

his death, because expressions of grief are not always

sincere. He goes even further and suggests that

hypocrisy

(1960:338) :

sometimes motivates these expressions,
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If I die, don't weep grievously over my tomb
and don't let my soul hear the wailing of the mourners;

Your tears will be the tears of hypocrisy,
relat~ons mourn lest they be reproached.

Hypocrisy reveals its ugly face whenever people

reserve praise and appreciation for a deceased person

until after their death. More often than not, one's

reputation

(1960:473) :

is never acknowledged in one's life,
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How good fame would be, if the years which fame endures
could be added to a young man's life-span.

The poet returns to the theme of hypocrisy in his

- -poem "~adaqat al-Amwat wa .'-1- A!;ya'" (The Friendship of

the Dead and the Living). He ridicules people because

they forgive the dead but fail to forgive the living.

Similarly, people tend to drop their enmity towards the

dead, but find it difficult to behave in the same way

towards the living. -To reveal man's hypocrisy Shukri

wonders whether the dead would continue to be forgiven if

they were to return to life, (1960:233):
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We live by deceit all our lives,
the deceit of enemies or friends,
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Until death appearson the horizon,
were it that a living person was like the dead.

We purge death from sins which are
visible in the conscience

We forget the emnity of those who have passed away,
but the living person will be detested for the

slightest mistake.
It is sufficient that the deceased is endowed with faithfulness

we shed tears over him with great agony.
If the buried man were to return

after the resurrection;
He would be considered a hypocrite for his friendliness,

and would be tainted with suspicion.
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FATALISM

Fatalism does not ccupy a dominant place in English

Romantic poetry. Generally speaking, English Romantic

poets tend to feel that they can defeat and overcome

fate, rather than be defeated by it. However, the

English poets do acknowledge the role played by 'Fortune'

in their lives. This position is most strongly

articulated by Byron (1970:108):

"Like Sylla, I have always believed that all things

depend upon Fortune, and nothing upon ourselves". He

also re-iterates the same view in his memoire which

cover the period between October 1821

(ibid)

and May 1822,

"I am not aware of anyone thought or action worthy of

being called good to myself or others, which is not to be

attributed to the Good Goddess, Fortune !"

In contradistinction, fatalism occupies a dominant

place in Arabic Romantic poetry, particularly the poetry

-of Nazik al-Mala'ika. The reasons behind the fatalism of

the Arab Romantic poets are not very clear. However,

they may be related to the personal circumstances of the

poets concerned and to the influence of other writers or

poets on them.
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The presence of fatalism in the poetry of

al-Mala'ika is part and parcel of her pessimistic outlook

on life. As we have mentioned earlier, this feature in

al-Mala'ika's poetry may be attributed to her personal

experience in the death of her mother~

Another factor may be her reading

of the the German philosopher Schopenhauer, although it

could be argued that her interest in and reading of this

philosopher was the result of her fatalistic attitude

towards life and man's destiny in this universe rather

than vice versa. Al-Mala'ika admits that she doubted the

in her early years, and her positionexistence of God

concerning this question sometimes beyond

agnosticism, approaching a mild form of atheism.

Be that as it may, the reader of al-Mala'ika's early

diwans cannot help but be struck by the strong fatalistic

flavour and outlook in her poetry.

have a philosophical dimension.

Her fatalism seems to

It is related to her

inability to resolve the mystery of life and

death, (1981 : 26) :
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Have I understood life to be able to understand death
and come close to its hidden secret.

The world of death is still a puzzle whose
solution is unavailable to my sad heart.

This theme is reiterated in many other places as

(1981:64):
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What is it that causes the stars to gaze over
the universe at night? What is the secret of this world?

What is this empty sky and what is the secret
of its darkness? Are there limits beyond it?

Her attempts to understand life and death fail, and

this failure plunges her into despair and a philosophical
,

vacuum vis-a-vi~ "existence" and the rationale which lies

behind it. AI-Mala'ika realises that her effort to

understand the essence of life and death is doomed; she

gives up and succumbs to fate, allowing it to direct her

life in whatever way it wishes.
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What lies behind this life? What vagueness?
and what secret?

Why did we come ? How do we proceed?
o my boat, to which sea?

0, my boat I have been baffled for a l~cg time.
and illusion has submerged my life!

I proceed as destinies decree
for me, to a place I don't know.

Having given up the attempt to understand the

mysteries of life and death, and havlng realised that

even her hope to unravel the mysteries of the universe is

a forlorn one, al~Mala'ika accepts the inescapable

conclusion, man is a hostage to Fate and he is

doomed to suffer an ignoble and humiliating defeat at the

hands of death,(1981 :57):
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We are captives; blind fate leads us to
the night of an unknown world.

None of us can break loose; each one of
us is but a humble captive.

Fate is everywhere. No one can escape its

formidable clutches. In her poem "al-Uf(uwan' (The

Snake), the poet describes her attempts to escape from

this highly elusive but persistent enemy. Her attempts

to escape from it are doomed. She tries to. seek refuge

from Fate but to no avail because it is everY'....here. In
l'

the end, she gives up and accepts that there is no escape

from Fate, (1979:77-79):
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Where shall 1 go ? 1 am bored with the paths
And the meadows,
And with the relentless secret enemy
Who follows my foot steps. Where can 1 escape?

... 1 will not try to escape
From my shackles, what sort of escape is this
While the eyes of my frightening enemy
Eject the autumn
Over a soul which wants the spring
Beyond the light fog.
That frightenipg snake;
That ogre. how do 1 obtain freedom?

J'

Fate is supreme. It controls people's lives.

People are entitled to have their plans, hopes and

wishes, but ther~ is no guarantee that any of these will

be realised. People's wlsh to live long may not be

granted by death. Even when people wish to die soon, as

a result of a crippling illness for example, Fate may not

grant them their wish. By behaving in this way, Fate

mocks man's plans, dreams and hopes, playing havoc with

him, (1981:28):

~ L,.,...i~ 1 .J I .. 0 ", .J 1

I'. . I I
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If I wish to live, death won't listen or
agree to extend my life

If I ·... ish to die, it will not accept my wish
and I will not meeE-death.

AI-Mala'ika's attitude towards Fate colours and

conditions her attitude towards 'time'. Al-Mala'ika does

not fear the past, because the past has taken place and

come to an end. However, her past experiences condition

her attitude towards both the present and the future.

AI-Mala'ika fears time because there is no way of telling

what Fate holds for man. Even if it were to behave in a

fairly neutral way, springing no nasty surprises on its

unsuspecting victims, time is cyclical and, therefore, is

boring and monotonous.

-Al-Mala'ika's fear of the unpredictable and

inescapable power of Fate forces her to seek refuge in

the company of friends. The poet's fear of being left

alone is generated by her fear of Fate. In her poem

"Kha'ifa" (I am Frightened) the poet expresses this fear

and asks her lover to come and rescue her from the

chilling noises she hears all around her and from the

hungry and ferocious demon which is staring at her. Her
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voice weakens and she imagines the stars to be spies

conspiring against her. The trees appear to her like

skeletons made up of her fears, (1979:399-400):

0~ ~I~ ,jl.·· doll .j-t~1 1..i...A

Come back, OJ can't you hear my ~eak voice?
I will not remain alone in this mad path,
In this shuttered horizon where the stars are spies,
Where the trees are like the skeletcns

of thoughts and suspicions.

Fatalism is not unique to al-Mala'ika, although it

pervades her poetry in a way which is not characteristic

- -of the poetry of Shukri and al-Shabbi. -Shukri is aware

of the power of Fate; it lurks for him ever~~here and it

deprives man of any sense of security in this world. He

likens man to a ball which Fate kicks in any way and in

any direction it wishes. Man's attempts to resist the

power of fate are doomed to failure, because nothing can

afford him any protection against Fate, (1960:264):
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The de~tinies are gazing
the tough and the soft have been deluded by them

We are like a ball between its feet,
without any security (insurance) in life,

Don't think of its sources, all this
thinking is suspect.

Don't think of its calamities.
nothing you hope for is certain.

Fate deprives man of choice and free will. It turns

him into a slave who has no power over his destiny. Man

is, ultimately, a hostage of Fate, (1960:69:-70) :

I Wish I were dead before I could deny life, but
I had lost the choice.

I am in the custody of Time,
accepting life only out of necessity.

Although al-Shabbi showed great fortitude in the

face of the many calamities which engulfed his life, and

although he expressed his determination to fight back and

to stand his ground, there i~ some evidence in his poetry
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that he, too, wondered about the purp~se ~~d meaning of

life. Man works, sings and philcs~phlses, but his

actions, thoughts and philosophical pr~~c~!cements do not

bring him any closer to an understandlng of the secret of

the universe. Things run their cc~~se in an almost

pre-determined fashion. Ear all int&nts and purposes, this

force which al-Shabbi recognises in ~~s pcetry may be

refered ~ It is also man's fate not ~o ~e ~ble to resolve

the mystery of the universe and to ~~c~=s~3r.d its hidden

secrets, (1979:350-351):

, \,)',,0·,1 J
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We proceed, and around us all these
Planets revolve .. , But to what purpose?
We sing with the birds to the sun, ~hl:e

The spring is blowing its flute.
We recite the story of the universe to ~a~h.

But what is the end of the story?
This is what I said to the winds but they replied
"Ask the consciousness of the unlverse: How did

the beginning start ?"
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From what has been said above it is clear that, by

-comparison with Shukri and al-Shabbi, al-Mala'ika is

obsessed with Fate. In her eyes, Fate is allied to

death. Man is tne captive and hostage of Fate and his

attempts to escape from its clutches are doomed to

failure.

is supreme.

There is no escape from the inescapable.
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Il1I10RTALI TY

Considering the thematic centrality of death in the

poetry of al-Mala'ika, al-Shabbi and Shukri, it is not

surprising that these poets dwell on the idea of

immortality in their poetry. The immortality of man is

not a physical one, a flesh and blood immortality, but a

spiritual one. The physical demise of the individual

does not necessarily mean the obliteration of all traces

of him or her. Human beings survive long after their

death through their actions and reputation. Their names

outlive them and their enduring reputations become a

testimony to their achievements. It is in this sense

that human beings can achieve immortality. It is also in

this sense only that man can aspire for it.

Immortality thus conceived transcends death. Poets

can achieve immortality, and ~herefore, transcend death

through their poetry, particularly if it is of high

quality. Great composers can also transcend death

through the immortality which their music bestows on

them. Immortality through artistic creation is the theme

of al-Bala'ika's poem lI'Unshudat al-Abadiyya ll (The Sonnet

of Eternity) . Al-Mala1ika dedicates this poem to the

Russian composer Tchaikovskay who achieved fame and

immor tal i ty th rough his musi cal wor k , Tchaikovsky I s name

lives on long after the man had died. AI-Mala1ika pours
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8corn on death and claim~ that its power pale8 into

insignificance when it is set against the power and

enduring fame of the musician's talent, (1981 :635):

~I: ",. 'I vLojJ I
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0, Death! 0, you evil Master, the
curse of obstinate Time. How could

Your hands accept to kill inspiration?
what have you left for life?

~ ~ ~

Your very hands will perish,
and that gentle bird will remain.

0, you grey malicious thing!
be malicious and live on hatred.

He is now out of the reach of your hatred,
on this earth and beyond the reach of extinction
and forgetfulness.
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Al-Mala'ika returns to the 8ame theme, albeit in a

more self-centred manner. She emphatically declares that

her name will live on long after she dies. Her poetry

will assure her of immortality and will help her conquer

death, (1981 : 576-7) :

Let there be of my plaintive song an abiding
echo which rings down the years and ages.

Let it write on my grave what would preserve
my youth, even though I was in the dust.

The poet's immortality is not an immortality of the

body but that of the spirit. Her soul will ascend to

heaven, transcending the physical ephemerality of her

body, (1981: 229) :

.. ~ ~ ..:. L..-.-J I ". IS.) '--r.r -

C ..'-r~"...J I., ~I ~ ~ ~

J'.lJ I ~ ~"J I ~I (" L-::>.,

C.,..,J I &L...-.JI ". J L..::...:r..::.., I.i-
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I will see eternity in death,
when I am rid of calamities and wounds,

The humble body will lie on earth and
the soul will swagger in heaven.

Immortality is also achieved by those martyrs who

give up their lives in defending their countries against

their enemies. The physical demise of the martyr puts an

end to his material eXistence,heralding at the same time,

the beginning of a new eternal life for him. This life

is characterised by eternal youth,

(1979:238-9) :

beauty and purity

I .: ~ ., I I ....:;.~ 1·, •. I I 0 J~ ,-...J

,
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~
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From the perfumed tomb
The voice of the martyr will always rise,
His apparition more permanent than an obstinate army.
Which can not be defeated

0, what foolish and stupid (people they are)!
They bestowed on him a thousand lives

when they made him fall as a martyr;
(They bestowed upon him) youth, eternity,
Beauty and purity.

The idea that the martyr is rewarded by eternal

life, of the type described by al-Mala'ika is,

essentially, an Islamic one. This is rather remarkable

considering the fact that al-Mala'ika was an agnostic in

her early years. It is also interesting because it comes

This poem takes

from a poet who declares her opposition to war and

regards the destruction brought about by it to be a

criminal and horrendous act.

'Al-Mala'ika's views concerning life, death and

immortality may be compared with the views voiced by

Wordsworth in his poem" we are Seve n " •

the form of a dialogue be~ween the poe~, who initially

starts with the common view of the finality of death, and

-
a "simple child" - "a little cottage girl" - whose views

on life and death fundamentally differ from those held by

the poet. As the dialogue between them develops, we

discover that 'existence' for the girl is conceived as a

continuum. Within her scheme of things, death does not

act as a watershed between existence and nothingness.
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Its significance lies only in the fact that it draws the

boundary between one form of existence and another.

Thus, when the poet tries to convince her that her dead

brother and sister no longer exist, she fails to

understand him, and she insists, innocently and

spontaneous~y, that they are still alive. Her views on

the nature of existence explain her strange actions as

seen by the poet,( 1904:66 }:

A simple Child,
That lightly draws its breath,
And feels in every limb,
What should it know of death?

I met a little cottage Girl:
She was eight years old, she said;
Her hair was thick with many a curl
That clustered round her head.

She had a rustic, wooodland air,
And she was wildly clad:
Her eyes were fair, and very fair;

Her beauty made me glad,

'Sisters and brothers, little maid,
How many may you be? '
'How many? Seven in all,' ,she said,
And wondering looked at me .

'And where are they? I pray you tell. '
She answered , ' Seven are we;
And two of us at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea.

'Two of us in the church-yard lie,
My sister and my brother;
And, in the church-yard cottage, I
Dwell near them with my mother. '

'You say that two at Conway dwell,
And two are gone to sea,
Yet ye are seven ! I pray you tell
Sweet maid, how this may be. '

Then did the little Maid reply,
'seven boys and girls are wei
Two of us in the church-yard lie,
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. Beneath the church-yard tree.'

'You run about, my little Maid,
Your limbs they are alive;
If two are in the church-yard laid,
Then ye are only five. '

'Their graves are green, they may be
seen, '

. The little Maid replied,
'Twelve steps or more from my mother's
door,
And they are side by side.

'My stocking there I often knit,
My kerchief there I hemi
And there upon the ground I sit,
And sing a song to them.

'And often after sun-set, Sir,
When it is light and fair,
I take my little porringer,
And eat my supper there.

'The first that died was sister Jane;
In bed she moaning lay,
Till God released her of her pain;
And then she went away.

'So in the church-yard she was laid;
And, when the grass was dry,
Together round her grave we played
My brother John and I.

'And when the ground was white with
snow,
And I could run and slide,
My brother John was forced to go,
And he lies by her side.'

'H0W many are you, then,' said I,
'If they two are in heaven?'
Quick was the little Maid's reply,
'0 master! we are seven.'

'But they are dead; those two are dead!
Their spirits are in heaven!'
'Twas throwing words away; for still
The little Maid would have her will,
And said, 'Nay, we are seven!'
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The girl is presumably not aware of the fact that

she is subscribing to a view of human existence in which

the operative and dominating concept is immortality. But

this 'immortality', unconsciously adhered to by the

child, is not the same 'immortality' which al-Mala'ika

talks about in her poetry. For the "little cot~age

girl", immortality is part and parcel of the human

condition. Man is immortal by virtue of being what he

is. He does not have to perform poetic feats or musical

miracles. His very identity and existence as a human

being guarantee him immortality. Al-Mala'ika does not

seem to agree with this. Immortality for her is to be

achieved through great works and heroic deeds. The

common man is denied immortality, for nothing he has or

does immortalises him. The little girl's views

concerning immortality are consistent with the tenets of

Christianity and the other monotheistic and

non-monotheistic religions. Islam contains sucn an idea,

but this idea is not reflected in the early poetry of

al-Mala'ika with the only possible exception of her. views

concerning the immortality of the martyr.

Al-Mala'ika's views concerning immortality are far

from being consistent.

immortality for common man.

She denies the possibility of

Death and immortality are

not compatible within the confines of the 'human

condition'.
-Al-Mala'ika looks for immortality, but

instead of finding it,
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(} 979: 87) :

They said, 'Eternity!',
But I found it to be shadow which stretched

out, cold
Over graveyards where life shrinks;
I found a word on some lips,
Which sang it while they were mourning their

past, inteJning it in graveyards.

They said, 'Eternity!', but I found extinction only.

In another poem, the poet flatly denies the

possibility of immortality in all its facets. She

regards the prospect of human immortality spiritually,

and through one's works, to be a myth. The only truly

immortal 'fact' is death and pain, (1981: 71 ) :
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0, the myth of eternityl
only the graveyard and pain are eternal.

This inconsistency in al-Mala'ika's views concerning

immortality does not reflect intellectual or

philosophical untidiness on her part. Al-Mala'ika is not

a philosopher and her views concerning immortality are

not intended to form part of a wholly coherent

philosophy. These contradictions mainly reflect her

unsettled emotions and moods. Put differently

-al-Mala'ika's poetry seems to reflect her unsettled

psychological state and the confusions which abound in

her life at the time.

Let us now turn to al-Shabbi. The first thing which

- -
strikes us about al-Shabbi in comparison with al-Xala'ika

is that he is
-more interested than al-Mala'ika in the

theme of immortality, This, however, does not mean that

immortality is not thematically important in his poetry,

as the following discussion will illustrate.

-
To begin with, al-Shabbi expresses the view that

man's attachment to the idea of immortality springs from

his fear of death which puts an end to man's physical

existence.
-Al-Shabbi also mentions that if man were to
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be granted physical immortality, he would dislike life

because he would find it dull and boring. Put

- -
differentlY, al-Shabbi believes that man yearns for

physical immortality because he knows it is not

achievable, but that, were he to be granted immortality,

he would find it unbearable because life would be dull

and boring. Man always yearns for that which is not

within his qrasp. Al-Shabbi knows that death is

inevitable and, therefore, he sees no point in trying to

procrastinate by seeking or dreaming of immortality,

(1972:341-3):
I
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I have become dlssatlsfied With life for fear of death.
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were I to remain for ever alive I would get bored
with life.

Death had made life dear to us
and fear of the grave made it beautiful,

Were it not for the painful wretchedness of life,
people wouldn't have discerned the meaning of
eternal happiness.

If there is no escape from facing death,
for those who live in this world,

What is the purpose of this life
and what is the meaning of this great challenge

-
Al-Shabbi reiterates the same theme in another

poem, (ibid:347) :

~~I ". ,
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If we wear eternity
and attain the far perfection of the soul,

Will we not tire of eternal immortality
and will we not desire a new perfection?
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Will the soul not desire something beyond
perfection and immortality? .

If the soul's longinq for immortality does not cease,
this would be, by mY.life, the hardest misery of all.

- -In one poem al-Shabbi regards the life of any human

being who is immersed in poetry, either in composing or

appreciating it and the values it advocates, to be a

reflection of the life of the immortals, (ibid:313):

A life of poetry is for me an image
of the life of eternal people.

He also regards death as a 'shadow' of immortality,

1972:198}:

Death is the shadow of beautiful eternity
and the other half of life which doesn't mourn.
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Shukri shares with al-Hala'ika the view that

immortality can be achieved through good works. Death

ends in life, but man's good deeds achieve for him

immortality which transcends death, ( 1960:47):

Life is but a path to death,
Man's eternity only resides in his good deeds.

-
Shukr~ yearns for immortality which alone can heal

him fron his ailments. The immortality he has in mind

is a spir~tual one. Good 'works will ensure that man can

achieve immortality in Heaven. In one poem the poet

talks about. .iImlOrtality in the spiritual sense py using

the wore Wkhuld". This is significant because the word

"khuld" always occurs with " Jannat.· in religious

discourse in Islam. to describe Heaven or Paradise. We

have previously seen that Shukri is a firID believer in

Islam. The use of the word "Khuld w provide~ further

evidence of his faith (1960:312)

Who could provide me with the water of eternity
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to quench the thirst, for eternity is nothing
but my refuge and healer.

-Shukri shares with al-Shabbi the view that death

makes man's quest for immortality meaningful. It is

because physical immortality is not given to man that he

appreciates spiritual immortality, (1960:457):

o..:..u,

The dearest desire is not happiness
for it is miserly with a life devoid of joy,

Had eternity been a decreed matter
the young man would approach death with fUll confidence.

Immortality through 900d works and, particularly;

through poetic achievement, is one of the themes found in

Shelley's poetry. In his poem -Adonais", Shelley mourns

the death of his friend Keats. However, he refuses to

accept that death is final. Keats' material demise does

not imply his spiritual nothingness. Shelley declares

that Keats is alive. His poetry assures him of

iIm"lOrtality. Shelley calls on nature to celebrate Keats'

spiritual immortality and defiantly declares that death,
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not Keats, is dead, ( 1907:435):

He lives, he "walks-tis Death is dead, not he;
Mourn not for Adonais~Thou young Dawn,
Turn all thy dew to splendour, from thee
The spirit thou lamentest is not gone;

He continues, (ibid;43&):

He is made one with Nature; there is heard
His voice in all her music, from the moan
Of thunder, to the song of night's sweet bird;
He is a presence to be felt and known
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone,

Shelley goes even further and declares that Keats

achieved immortality by becoming one with nature in all

its forms and moods, (ibid):

The splendours of the firmament of time
May be eclipsd, but are extinguished not;
Like stars to their appointed height they climb,
And death is a low mist which cannot blot
The brightness it may veil.When lofty thought.
lifts a young heart above its mortal lair,
And love and life contend in it, for what
Shall be its earthly doom, the dead live there
And move like winds of light on dark and stormy air.

This theme of immortality through oneness with

- -nature is also found in al-Shabbi who describes how the

mother sees her dead child in all aspects and moods of

nature, (1972: 330):
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He sees you in natural scenes the beautiful
ones and the ugly ones, the sad ones and

the joyful ones, the low ones and the great ones,
He sees you, in the softness of the gentle dawn, the
dreamy nights, the glorious dusk and in the

smiling stars.

In her poem" Hal TarjaCin ?~ (Will You Return?~

which is addressed to her dead aunt, al-Mala'ika

expresses the view, albeit indirectly, that death is

final, in the sense that man's physical existence comes to

an end. The memories remain but they in no way

compensate for the material absence of the individual,

(1979: 385-6) :

~ v-::. Q ,-., ~....:...:.. I Vo:! I , d.......l ~ ~ ~ I .) 1 , ~

If I sleep, I catch a glimpe of her in my sleep,
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and my longing cries: will YOU come b~ck?

I am thirsty, but I can't touch you; for I can't see you
where are you? Can you hear?

If I call yoU through my tears, will you come back?

AI-Mala'ika's views in the above poem are similar to

Shelley's in his poem "Death". Shelley declares that

death is final and that the dead will never return,

(1907:542-543):

They die-the dead return not-Misery
Sits near an open grave and calls them over,

A Youth with hoary hair and haggard eye-
They are the names of kindred, friend and ~over,

Which he so feebly calls-they all are gone-
Fond wretch, all dead! those vacant names alone,
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'EASEFUL DEATH'

Romantic poets often welcome death, associating it

with love, passion and peace. This feature is most clear

in the poetry of al-Mala'ika, -Shukri and al-Shabbi,

amongst Arab Romantic poets, and Shelley and Keats among

English Romantic poets. The similarity between these two

groups of poets is not surprising, considering that both

al-Mala'ika and Shukri openly admit the influence of

Keats and Shelley on their poetry. AI-Mala'ika admits

the influence of Keats on her poetry in her poem "'Ila

al-Shacir Keats" (To the Poet Keats), in which she

dedicates her "dreams" to the eternal spirit of_~his poet

( Keats ) who lives through his poetry. In this respect,

- -al-Mala'ika's poem is similar to Shelley's poem "Adonais"

in which he asserts that Keats' spirit lives on through

his poetry, (1981 :640-2):
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My life, the dreams of my sad soul
My bitter withering dreams, and
The procession of my past days
And the visions of my coming days
Have all gathered as a bunch of fragrant flowers
Under which my perishing soul was buried.
I have presented them like a dreamy song
To your free eternal spirit

your sweet and eternal poems
Are my poems and songs

The above poem shows the influence of Keats on

-al-Mala'ika in a direct manner. For example, the

following two lines in the same poem, (ibid:644):

..... I........:..JI~ ~aJL.:...A".. ~ ..

There where youth dies,
and its setting rays wither away.

expresses an idea similar to that expressed by Keats in

the following two lines in his "Ode to a Nightingale",
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(1908:231):

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan;
Where youth grows pale, and spectre, thin and dies.

The association of death with love and passion is

expressed in her poem "Qays wa Layla" (Qajs and Layla).

In this poem, al-Mala'ika describes the condition of

Qays, one of the most famous lovers in Arabic poetry, ana

how he spent his time lying near his beloved Layla's

grave, requesting death to terminate his life in order to

relieve him of the pain produced by his separation from

his beloved,

(1981:143):

and in order to be united with her,

. ;. ..' .J

He yearns for the night of calamities
and beckons it to come to him using

Singing to death the sweetest songs of
love in the darkness and light.
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The lines reveal the direct influence of Keats on

al-Mala'ika. In his poem wOde to a Nightingale·, Keats

expresses his infatuation with wdeath ft and how he used

·soft names· to call and welcome it, (1908:231):

I have been half in love with easeful Death
Calle'd him soft names in many a mused rhyme.

-Al-Mala'ika relates the early death of such poets as

- --
al-Hamshari, al-Shabb~ Keats and Brooke to their interest

in this theme in their poetry. The early death of these

poets make the death theme in their poetry more

meaningful, and credible. It is as though these poets

practised in their lives What had concerned them in their

poetry. As such, the difference between life and poetry

ceases to be as sharp as it would otherwise have been.

AI-Mala'ika goes even further and suggests that the huge

emotional drain suffered by these poets in their

capacities as poets was a factor in their early deaths.

This view on the part of al-Mala'ika more or less implies

that poets, by their very nature, and by the nature of

their 'profession', put their lives in danger because of

their sensitive natures. In other words, al-Mala'ika

seems to think that poets have a monopoly over feelings,

or that the feelings of poets, particularlY those she

calls -poets of excitement-, are more sensitively tuned
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than those of non-poets. She expresses this view in the

following manner in her article "al-Shier wa-l-Ma~t"

(Poetry and Death ;198J:315):

"
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"A --t.r-L..a.-n-g 18.--0 f ---(values consisting
of eXC1. ~nt (intense feeling),
poetry and death is formed in the
life of the 'poet of excitement'.
The poet likes intense feeling,
because that leads to poetic
composition, but he notices that
intense feeling, (or excitement) is
(synonymous with) death because the
former leads to the latter .... From
now on, a phase of enchantment with
death, corresponding to the phase of
enchantment in poetry, begins. (This
continues) until the three concepts
merge into one. This is a phase in
which the means unite with the end to
which it leads, forming a strong
unity that cannot be severed."
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We have previously mentioned that al-Mala'ika fears

death and prefers life to it.

welcomes death in her poetry.

However, she sometimes

In her poem "~zan

al-Shabab" (The Grief of Youth), al-Mala'ika expresses

her readiness to "meet death", because, as a poet, she

would love the total silence of the grave, and the

fulfilment of her hopes of eternal youth if she were to

die young, (1981 : 218) :

~ I ..,::...J I~ '-',-o--...,,~, ...1 -~.!.r- L;,

..... I . ~'.)~ I.J u " 0 I

I shall face beloved death as a poetic spirit
which loves the silence of the grave,

(I shall face beloved death}~s a heart which
sees death as a source of youth for hopes and
feelings - What youth!

Al-Mala'ika seems to believe that the sincerity of a

poet in whose poetry the theme of death is given pride of

place, is ultimately judged by his or her early death.

Keats, al-Shabbi and al-Hamshari have all demonstrated

their poetic sincerity by dying young. It is as though

long life stands as evidence of the poetic insincerity of
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the poet who concerns himself or herself in poetry with

death.

However, later in this poem she reverts to her

predominant position concerning death; she views it with

awe and welcomes it only because it would relieve her

from the miseries of life. (9) ( ibid:219):

~ ~ (:j~ I ".jA ..... , ...,

I am not the only one who will die while
still young, unwatered by the dew.

How wretched this life is!
many are the poets who died in the prime of youth.

-The above two lines reveal al-Mala'ika's true state

of mind: she is frightened of death. However, she draws

some consolation from the fact that if she were to die

young, she would not be the first poet to do so. This,

obviously, is radically different from the view she

expresses in connection with the early death of Keats,

-al-Shabbi and al-Hamshari. Their early death is no

longer seen by al-Mala'ika as a 'motivation' for her to
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die young. Early death is no longer seen by al-Mala'ika

as a 'prize' which would bestow on her the right to be

included in the company of such celebrated poets as

Keats, al-Shabbi -and al-Hamshari, but an event which

would put an end to her miseries

(1981 :505:6):

and suffering,

0, beach, the spring of my dreams, farewell!
The oar in the palm of my hand is tired with pushing

and struggling.
How do 1 meet you (now) that the winds have torn the sails.

0, farewell to the procession
farewell to life.

It is time death snuffed out my happiness
It is time my guitar and lute abandon
Hello Death, hello corpse
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Death would also liberate her from all the forces

which enslave her in this world, limiting her freedom and

suppressing her hopes and dreams. This idea is clearly

expressed in her poem "al-Rahil" (The

Departure;1979:357-B) :

.J~I 1.----'0'. .:;...-·.....c.J ~ 1 ,.,1L.._ ......;r J~ , u..) L.:..S

,)~ I r..P.J'~

Tomorrow, (after we have departed), if the
forehead of the moon appears

And the light of the intoxicated stars
touches the purling river;

And the voice with a distant echo rings
out at night and, then, fades away -

Asking about us and about the places to which the
seas have cast us

Say to it, we will not return to the
Land of fetters,
For the dawn has risen a long while ago. (lO)

Clearly, al-Mala'ika does not believe that death is

inherently related to pe ace and security. If she

welcomes death, she does so in order to escape from the

enslaving clutches of life,
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-miseries. Al-Mala'ika prefers life. Death frightens her

and threatens her uniqueness as a poet. This is her real

position: she prefers life to death, and whenever she

welcomes the latter, she does so as an escapist who

believes that death would relieve her of the pain,

suffering and frustration of life. Rather than being the

"poet of death", she is the "poet of life". In welcoming

death, she does not whole-heartedly run towards it, but

less than half-heartedly runs away from life in the

direction of death in its capacity as the only

alternative to life.

-In this respect, al-Mala'ika differs radicallY from

-Shukri. Shukri positively and genuinely associates death

with peace and security. He refers to death as "God's

shade" which offers man refuge from the afflictions which

he might otherwise encounter, (1960:438):

Death is God's shadow; be hopeful if it approaches;
its shadow offers refuge from sorrows.
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The idea of seeking refuge and pea~e through death

is expressed in several places in his poetry. The poet

declares that death is more compassionate than his

friends and acquaintances, (1960:330):

0, you who knock on death's (door), I seek refuge in you;
you are more merciful than my friends and acquaintances.

The poet also speaks about the purity of death, and

how, in spite of its connotations of darkness and

annihilation, it is preferable to life (1960:242):

Death is purer than life's malice, even though its outward
appearances might frighten the graves and darkness.
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In a different poem, he likens death to the sea, and

human souls to pearls which 'live' in it. Life, as such,

is a transient phenomenon; it is like the waves in their

transience and tumultous existence (1960: 439) :

Death is like the sea, and souls are like pearls
living on top of death like the sea waves.

Shukri's welcome to death is more sincere than

-al-Mala'ika's. He calls on death to reveal its true

-nature. As viewed by Shukri, death is not a frightening

and bitter force, but something similar to 'sleep',

bringing comfort and peace (1960:406):

.l.J..J:lJ I ~ I a I • 0 J 1 1oS,.r5-1 I LA I .,..»

o Death, com~, but not like those whose taste is
similar to that bitter and awesome thing. The taste
of life which hurts whoever drinks it,

But like the way sleep causes a tired eye
to close, or like the effect of wine (on a drinker).
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In welcoming death, Shukri asks it to come with a

smile on its face. ·The poet publiclY acknowledges his

love of death and his desire to quench his thirst by

immersing himself in death. He goes even further, and

declares that death resembles God in its compassion and

mercy, although it may be harsh at times, (1960:542):

'L...~ ~u .. to « I I 0" ..... C ~I

e.:.. u,

o Death, come with a delighted and happy face
for it is the most faithful of friends you will meet.

I love you as a young man loves the face of his beloved
and quench his thirst with your lips

You resemble God in his best qualities.
you are merciful, even though you may be harsh.

Al-Shabbi welcomes death and expresses his desire to

experience it. In one of his poems, he declares that

life for him has dried up and indicates his readiness to

experience death, (1972:354):
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"0 my weeping heart, the magic of life has dried up
So, let us try death! let us .. !"

Death is the antithesis of life. Life, according

to al-Shabbi, is full Qf miseries, sadness, pain, sorrow,

suffering, deprivation, etc. In contradistinction, death

provides man with comfort and treats him kindly. It is

compassionate and merciful; it is eternal, powerful and

smiling; it grants eternal 'life' by replacing man's

existence in this world with a more pleasant and joyful

one in another more 'real' world. Death is likened to a

luxurious cradle in which human beings lie comfortably,

(1972:196-198) :

.,.l...> ., L:.
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Let us seek / Death, if you want the comforts of life
then behind the darkness of death lies what you want.

Let us seek Death, 0 wretched son of life
for death contains life's soft voice,

Let us seek Death if Time punishes you,
for death contains the merciful heart of Time.

Let us seek Death, for Death'is a cup which
quenches the thirst of one who was made
thirsty by the poisons of the waterle~s desert

Let us seek Death, for death is snug cradle
in whose bosom l~e living creatures.

Death is the vision of beautiful eternity
and the half of life which doesn't mourn,

There, beyond the distant horizon,
lives powerful bright Death.

It presses hearts to its chest
to comfort the suffering it has caused

To release the spring of life in it,
and make it happy with the joyful morning.

In the above poem, death is viewed positively. It

is associated with peace and safety, and al-Shabbi talks

about it, using words which express ardent belief and

commitment to it. Furthermore, the above lines evoke an

atmosphere of passion and love. The poet addresses death

in a manner approaching the way one might address the
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beloved. Death is described as thou~h it had human

qualities: it is compassionate, powerful, smiling,

Death does not imply discontinuity.

comforting, etc.

-"al-Nabi al-Majhul"

In his poem

- -(The Unknown Prophet), al-Shabbi

imagines the location of his future grave under the pine

trees. He describes how the birds will flutter over his

grave, singing their songs, and how the cyclic movement

of the seasons will continue as it had done in the past.

The poet, declares that he will not be separa~ed from

nature after his death, nor will nature change its

cour s e , (1 972: 250) :

I$~ ~ ~ ..)~ I ~.J
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Then under the beautiful fresh pine trees, floods
make out the plan for my grave

Birds will sing over my grave and the breeze
will sing in a whispering fashion.

The seasons will go round me as they used
to do in the freshness of my yesterday.
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The thematic association of death with sleep is a

characteristic feature of the poetry .of Keats and

Shelley. Shelley regards death as the brother of sleep

in his poem "Queen Mab", (1907:754):

How wonderful is Death
Death and his brother Sleep.

The same thematic association is also expressed in

his poem "Stanza Written in Dejection, near Naples".

Death, like sleep, stealthily overcomes man and puts an

end to the cares he experiences in his life,( 1907:557):

I could lie down like a child,
And weep away the life of care
Which I have borne and yet must bear,

Till death like sleep might steal on me.

Shelley imagines death to be calm and peaceful, and

even calls it "sweet death", as we see in his poem

"Epipsychidion" (1907:408):

She met me, stranger, upon life's rough way
And lured me towards sweet deathias Night by Day,
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Keats addres~es death us1n9 wor~s which express love

and passion. He refers to death as "easeful Death", and

in his poem "Ode to a Nightingale" declares that he is

half in love with it. The poet is also hypnotised by the

Nightingale's song, and expresses his desire to die, in

the full belief that death would be devoid of pain,

(1908:232) :

Now more than ever seems it rich to die
To cease upon the midnight with no pain
While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstasy

In "Endymion", the hero mentions the anxiety and

disappointment which humans experience in life. These

experieilces give meaning to life. More importantly,

however, they show "how quiet death" could be, (1908:87):

the war, the deeds,
The disappointment, the anxiety,
Imagination's struggles, far and nigh,
All, human; bearing in themselves this good,
That they are still the air, the subtle food,
To make us feel existence, and to show
How quiet death is.
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Sadness and grief are often experientially

associated with death. Love of sadness and grief is a

major feature of Romantic poetry. ihese feelings are

often depicted as sources of spiritual purification and

cleansing. Shelley encapsulates this view ,in the

following two famous lines of poetry (1907:598):

Our sweetest songs are those that
tell of saddest thought.

Love of sadness and grief is a major feature of

al-Mala'ika's poetry, particularly in the poetry which

she wrote immediately after her mother's death.

AI-Mala'ika had a special relationship with her mother,

who was not only her friend but her mentor too. Umm

Nizar, as Nazik's mother was known, was a poet in her own

right and, thus, she played an important role in shap1ng

her daughter's poetic ideas in her early days. The death

- -ofUmmNizar affected al-Mala'ika on the personal level,

as well as on the level of a poet.

Umm Nizar's death was a water shed in Nazik's life.

It marked a change in her attitude towards life. Instead

of responding to this crushing event by writing poetry

which condemns death and the cruelty of fate, as she had

done after her aunt's death for example, al-Mala'ika

composed poetry which eulogises pain.
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for its purifying and cleansing effect. She also treats

it as though it was a child, comforting and pampering it.

The poems which best illustrate this attitude are

ft Ughniya li~-Huzn " (Song to Sadness) , "Maqdam al-Huzn".-(The Arrival of Sadness) and ftal-Zahra al-Sauda'ft

Black Flower) .

(The

These three poems express the poet's love of, and

deep affection for, sadness. She befriends it and

welcomes it as an essential ingredient in her life. Pain

and sadness are her constant companions. Initially she

tried to combat them, but when she realises that it is

not possible to do so, she befriends·them and tries to

control them through love.

Al-Mala'ika describes grief as a "sensitive youth"

swimming in a sea full of perfume. She welcomes it with

open arms and acknowledges the purity of its feelings,

(1979:311):

Clear the pathway for it, the visitor with pure feelings,
To the sensitive lad swimming in a sea of fragrance.
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-
Al-Mala'ika dedicates everything to sadness. She

imagines it to be a visitor for whose arrival the most

meticulous preparations are made. She describes how she

will meet it with love and a feeling which recognises its

sanctity, she also states that she will pray to it as she

would pray to a God, (1979:313):
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We have prepared for its arrival with love) reverence and
secret talk.

We have prepared to meet it, all eyes and lips.
We will meet it praying as we meet a God.
We wiil present it a torrent of sweet tears for solace.
We will present it with distress increasing in

strength;
We will give it eyes and foreheads.

The purifying and cleansing qualities of pain and

grief are openly acknowledged in her poem " Ma'sat

al-Sha'ir (The Tragedy of the Poet). Al-Mala'ika also

regards pain and suffering as pre-requisites for

understanding the meaning of
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significance (1981:119):

Life will not grant the serious poet anything
if he doesn't taste life's cares

Souls will not be exalted if they aren't purified
by the meanings of tears and sighs.

Keats glorifies pain and melancholy, linking the

latter to beauty and joy. In his poem "Ode on

Melancholy", Keats makes just such as

(1908:248):

association,

She dwells with Beauty-Beauty that must die;
And Joy : whose hand is ever at his lips

Bidding adieu , and aching Pleasure nigh,

Keats compares death to poetry, fame and beauty and

declares that it is more intense than any of its

partners, (1908: 348) :
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Verse, Fame, and Beauty are intense indeed,
But Death intenser---Death is Life's high meed.

For the poet the most comfortable and enjoyable hour

in his life is when he remembers the loveliness of his

beloved and the anticipation of the hour of his death.

In one of his letters he writes, (1958:133): "I have two

luxuries to brood over in my walks, your Loveliness and

the hour of my death."

The association of death with beauty and happiness

is not unique to Keats. AI-Shabb1 expresses the same
([

view in his poemUnshudat al-Jabbar aW Hakadha Ghanna

Prometheus" (The Sonnet the Gia nt or Thus Sang Prometheus).

Here he states that death will provide him with the

opportunity to experience eternal beauty and happiness

(1972:443) :

.. ~
~.
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If my life slowsdown and passes away,
and death makes my flute to stop playing

I am the one who is happy for turning away
from the world of sin and hatred

To melt in the eternal beauty of the dawn
and to drink my fill from the spring of light.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR

(1) AI-Shabbi reached his height of his
between 1929-1934. This maturation period,
with the period during which his health was

poetic career
coincided

at its worse.

(2) AI-Shabbi suffered from' Retrecissment Mitral', so
the blood circulation to his lungs was inadequate.
Al-Shabbl had been of a delicate constitution since early
childhood. Throughout his childhood he could not breathe
normally. He often got tired after the slightest
physical exercise. Doctors advised him to refrain from
doing any physically demanding work, including such
sports as running and swimming. AI-Shabbl refers to his
poor health in his poetry see, for example, his poem
"aI-Janna al-D .a'ica" (The Missing Paradise). He also
mentions his poor health in his memoirs.

(3) For more information about al-Shabbi's love life and
marriage, see Kerrou (1984ipp 119-126).

(4) Al-Shabbi's love of, and admiration for, his father
can be seen in the dedication to his father of his trr s t
book al-Khayal al-Shicri 'inda al-'Arab 1 The Poetic
Imagination Among the ~Arabs which was published
postnumously. /

(5) AI-Shabbi's father f~J1 ill in the middle of summer
1929. He wanted to return to his home town of Tozeur, so
al-Shabb'I ra rnalned with him" in Tozeux until his death in
September 1929. After his father's death ~l-ShabbI wrote
a poem entitled "Ya Mawt" (0, Death) compla.ining about the
cruelty of death and describing his feelings following
his father's death. See al-ShabbI (1972:234-238).

(6) See al-Shabbi's poem "Ahlam Sha'ir" ( A Poet's
Dreami1972:285-288).

(7) Al-Hala'ika's poem "al-Kulira" (Cholera) represents
one of the early attempts at writing free verse in Arabic
poetry. This poem describes the poet's feelings when she
hea rd about the cholera epidemic in Egypt in 1947
AI-Mala'ika reports (1981 :346-7) that she first started
to write her poem in tradional Arabic verse, but soon
found that she could not express her feelings effectively
within the format of the Arabic qasida. This impelled
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her to write her poem employing free verse.

(8) Al~Mala'ika, owing to her knowledge of English was
the only member of her family to accompany her mother on
her medical trip to London in 1953. For detailed
information about this trip and al-Mala'ika's
psychological ·state at this time, the reader may refer to
al-Mala'ika (1974:9-10).

(9) This view is expressed by Bin al-~Abid (1984:143) who
states that " the poet does not truly welcome
death nor does she find comfort in it in any way".

(10) Al-Mala~ka's fear of death in her early collections
gives way to a more positive view of it in her later
colections including Qar~rat al-Mauja ( The Bottom of the
WaveJ. In this collection, the poet appears more
realistic and more optimistic in her attitude towards
life.
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· CHAPTER FIVE

- - -NATURE IN THE POETRY OF AL-MALA' .IKA, AL-SHABBI, SHUKRI

AND THE ENGLISH ROMANTIC POETS.

Section One Nature and the Romantics

Section Two City and the Countryside

Section Three Nature as a Teacher

Section Four Nature and the Social issues

Section Five Night

Section Six The Sea

Section Seven Nature and Childhood



NATURE AND THE ROMANTIC POETS

Nature in all its aspects and moods is given pride

of place in the poetry of English and Arab Romantic

poets. For these poets, the countryside came to

represent simplicity, innocence, goodness and truth. In

all these respects, it was regarded as different from the

noise and social and economiccrowds,city with its

problems which limit the individual's freedom and

imprison his healthy instincts and aspirations. The

beauty of nature was thought to have a beneficial effect

on man; in its presence man can be spiritually purified.

Two things are worth pointing out here. Firstly,

not all poets, whether Arab or English, to whom the label

"Romantic" is applied have the same attitude towards

nature. For example, in spite of the fact that

Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats are all keen observers of

nature, as reflected in the symbolism and imagery found

in their poetry, they by no means display the same

interest in nature thematically or adopt the same

attitude towards it philosophically and emotionally.

While Wordsworth concentrates on the enormous and the

everlasting element in nature, Shelley concentrates on

its everchanging nature. Put differently, nature is a

dynamic 'being' for Shelley, while, for Wordsworth, it is

a static and constant entity. The difference between
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these two poets may be explicated by means of an example .
.

While Shelley would concentrate on the constant movement

and change in a river, Wordsworth would observe only its

static constancy.

Secondly, no Romantic poet adopts a rigidly fixed

attitude towards nature which he uniformly displays in

all his poetry. The attitude of each one of these poets

is characterised by its fluidity and flux, although there

is a specific flavour to the attitude of each poet

towards nature. Romantic poets from many countries

describe the magic of nature, its greatness and how it is

the source of creation and inspiration. Poets as

disparate as Rousseau and Jibran extol the virtues of

life in the countryside and comment with admiration on

the simplicity and unpretentious character of the lives

of the people who live close to nature. Such poets also

advise people to listen closely to the sounds of rivers

and lakes, to the singing of birds; they also calIon

them to absorb the calmness and serene atmosphere of the

forest. At other times, these writers rebel against the

ambivalence of nature and deplore its insensitivity to

man's feelings.

Romantic poets personalise nature and describe its·

different facets and moods. They also deal with the

beauty of nature, and dwell on the theme of -union" with

nature. The relationship between man and nature is seen

to be a dynamic one,
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ever-changing

themselves.

moods and attitudes of the poets

Of the English Romantic poets it is perhaps

Wordsworth who is best known for his love and admiration

of nature, a feature of his poetry that has been remarked

upon by many writers and critics. Wordsworth describes

himself as a worshipper of nature and declares that his

love of it is 'holy love', (1904:165):

and that I , so long
A worshipper of Nature , hither came
Unwearied in that service : rather say
With warmer love-oh ! with far deeper zeal
of holier love

Wordsworth loves nature in all its manifestations.

He loves the meadows, the mountains, and the woods, etc.

He loves all aspects of nature as he himself declares in

"Tintern Abbey" (1904:164-165):

A lover of the meadows and the woods,
And mountains; and of all that we behold
From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye, and ear,-

Concerning this feature of Wordsworth's poetry,

Bloom (1970:132) states that Wordsworth "loves nature for

its own sake alone, and the presences of nature give

beauty to the poet's mind".
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Wordsworth contragts the "permanence of nature with

the man's short life on this earth. However, Wordsworth

does not see any inconsistency between the ephemerality

of man and man-made things, on the one hand, and the

permanence of nature, on the other.

Wordsworth does not display a uniform or COfisistent

attitude towards the relationship between man and nature.

At times man and nature are depicted as separate

entities; at other times the two are closely related to

each other, so much so that the poet tries to understand

man through his un~erstanding of nature. He even

expresses the view that love "of nature leads to love of

man. Nature also brings pleasure and inspiration to man,

and this, in turn, leads him to a deeper understanding of

nature and its secrets as well as life and its mysteries.

Nature is a healer and a giver. The sight of a meadow

full of daffodils is sufficient to fill the poet with

pleasure and to excite his emotions and feelings.

Another English Romantic poet who loved and admired

nature is Byron. Byron found happiness in the forest and

was often attracted by the beauty of the sea. He

declares that his love of man, qreat though it is, is not

as strong as his love of nature, (1936:201):

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods,
There is a rapture on the lonely shore,
There is a society where none intrudes
By the deep Sea; and music in its roar:
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I love not Man the less, but Nature more.

In the eyes of many critics such as Beach Coleridge

is a better student of nature than Wordsworth.

Coleridge's views concerning nature are

philosophical and thought-provoking. One may express the

difference between Coleridge and Wordsworth in this

respect by saying that the former poet is the idealogue,

the latter the propagandist of nature.

In his famous poem "The Ancient Mariner", Coleridge

links morality to nature. The albatross in this poem

symbolises the beauty of nature, as well as love and

innocence. By killing the albatross, the Mariner invites

disaster on his co-mariners who are punished with death.

Their fate, however, proves to be less drastic than his

fate. He is consumed by remorse for having killed the

bird, and learns, albeit too late, the simple lesson that

no one has the right to kill any living creature. This

is the way the Mariner describes his punishment,

(1907:171-172) :

And now there came both mist and snow
And it grew wondrous cold
And ice, mast- high, came floating by,
As green as emerald.

And through the drifts the snowy clifts
Did send a dismal sheen:
Nor shapes of men nor beasts we ken
The ice was all between
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The Arab poets whose poetry forms the sUbject-matter

of this thesis concentrate on different aspects of

nature. AI-Mala'ika, for example, is most interested in

"night" and such associated phenomena as the "stars",

"moon", etc. This is reflected in the title of her

second diwan 'Ashiqat al-Layl (The lover of night ).

Al-ShabbI, on the other hand, is most interested in "the

forest", so much so that he is called the "forest poet".

In contradistinction, Shukr1 does not concentrate on any

one phenomenon or appect of nature.

These Arab Romantic poets are similar to their

English counterparts in that they do not display_a

uniform attitude towards nature. This 4$ especially true

of al-Mala'ika who changes her attitude towards nature in

a manner which accords with her mood and the state of her

mind. For example, al-Mala'ika's love·of the peaceful

ambience in the mountainous region of Arbil, in northern

Iraq,. is strongly mixed with a gripping fear of the

isolation and defening silence of the area (1).

Nature, in all its aspects, figures prominently in

al-Mala'ika's poetry.

her early diwans , i.e.

It is by virtue of this feature of

,- -
Ashiqat al-Layl, ~a'sat al-ijayat

and Shataya wa Ramad that she is regarded as a "Romantic

poet" by some Arab critics. For example, al-~amdanI

(1985-313) observes that the "poems of this period (that

is, the Romantic period) are all about nature; thus she

can be considered as one of the Romantics".
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view is adopted by al-Simar~'i (1975-61) who points out

that "among the 'romantic' features present in

al-Mala'1ka's poetry is her love of nature and her

longing for it". Al-Mala'ika expresses this attitude

towards nature as follows (1981:181):

J~I~l ~I~l

I love nature madly
I love the palm trees, I love the mountains.

'Abd al-Ra~an ShukrI is also generally claimed to

be one of the nature poets in modern Arabic poetry.

ShukrI's stay in England heightened his appreciation of

nature. He fell in love with the English countryside,

with its meadows, hills, woods, rivers and lakes. He

also appreciated the difference between the English

countryside, and.. the life style associated with it, and

the countryside in his country.

fi Ingiltra"-(Winter in England),

In his poem" al-Shita'

Shukri describes how

the snow, resembling cotton wool, beautifully covers huge

areas of the countryside. He also describes the fires

which burn in English homes and imagines the warmth they

spread around, causing the i~~abitants' cheeks to glow

(1960:615):
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Cotton-like flakes of snow have covered
the earth with a white cloak, wiping away

the dust of the earth.
Striving in the full light of the day

as the young man walks in a moon-lit night

As though the fireplaces in the homes were laughing
because of the intensity of the blazing tire.

I imagined the spring coming to you celebrating
and the fire is the flower of fragrant paradis~

Its flames lighting the cheeks as though they were
two embers blazing in the darkness.

It is generally agreed that Shukri was strongly

influenced by the English Romantic poets whom he avidly

read during his stay at the University of Sheffield.

However, the influence of these poets does not seem to

have played a crucial role in stimulating Shukri's

interest in nature. This point is discussed by al-Shawa

(1982:93) who declares that "Shukri's love of nature did

not come about because of his reading of the English

Romantic poets, in spite of their influence on him. On

the contrary, his reading of these poets might have been
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stimulated by his love of nature ... "

Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi is considered by many critics

as the poet of love, beauty, revolution and nature par

excellence in Arabic poetry of the first half of this

century. A pioneer in the Apollo group, al-Shabbi is

famous among Arab, poets for the romantic atmosphere which

permeates his poetry.

Al-Shabbi's attitude towards nature and his

appreciation of its beauty seem to have been stimulated

by several factors. Firstly, al-ShabbI was born in the

city of Tuzeur which is found in a region renowned in

Tunisia for its beautiful valleys, hills and mountains.

This city also enjoys a temperate climate, bein~ on the

edge of the desert. Kerrou, a scholar who devoted a

great part of his academic career and scholarly effort to

studying al-ShabbI's works, describes Tozeur, as follows

(1984:37): "Tuzeur is the biggest city of the Jarid

region in the South West of Tunisia. This region is

famous for its palm tree oases, flowing water springs,

beautiful orchards, clear sky and its dry weather.~

Secondly, al-Shabbi moved with his family from one

part of the country to another owing to the nature of his

father's job as a judge (2). This gave al-Shabbi the

opportunity to see different parts of Tunisia: the sea,

the mountains, the plains, the oases, the desert, etc.

This experience heightened his appreciation of the
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different manife~tat1ons of nature which remained with

him until his death.

Thirdly, following his doctor's advice,

spent a few years of his life in one of the hilly regions

of Tunisia, recuperating. Al-Shabbi's doctors thought

that the humidity of the coastal areas and the heat of

the desert, would have a detrimental effect on

al-Shabbi's health. The beauty of this area and its

peaceful atmosphere had a profound effect on the poet,

. strengthening his love of nature and his appreciation of

its beauty and majesty. In his letters to his friends
I , _ _ _ _

al-Helewi and al-Bashrush, al-Shabbi describes the beauty

of the hills and the woods, and dwells on the enchanting

songs of the nightingales which are found there. The

language in these letters has a poetic quality which

reveals a sensitivity of spirit unrivalled by any other

nature poet in the same period.

In his mountain retreat, al-Shabbi was away from his

friends and from the hustle and bustle of city life. His

isolation brought him closer to nature in which he sa~ a

friend and a companion who would listen to his ~nne=

thoughts and lliiderstand his feelings. This may be shoWT!

by the following quotatlon f=om a lette= al-Shabbi se~t

~ , -
to his f=iend al-Hel~wi from TQzeur, on April 10th, 1932

(1960: 52-53): "I am no~ in an isolation dear to myself,

but this doesn't mean that I have run away trom the city

and taken refuge in nature's bosom in which I find an
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expression of beauty, kindness and sympathy that 1 could

not find in the hearts of the men".

-
It is clear from this letter that al-Shabbi's love

of nature surpassed his lov.e of man. This attitude on

the part of al-Shabbi may- be related to the fact that the

people of Tunisia at the time accepted the rule of their

colonial masters without any resist a n c e , Their apathy

seems to have degraded them in his eyes and to have

deprived them of his respect and love.

- -Al-Shabbi's love of nature may also be related to

the influence exercised on him by Jibr~n, a leading

member of the Mah)ar group, with whose works al-Sh~bbT was

well acquainted (3). Like Jibran, al-Shabb~ felt the

awesome presence of nature, whose existence is

independent of man's existence. Furthe~rr~!e! the way

al-Shabbi projected his feelings, thoughts and em~tions

on nature shows Jibr~n's distinct influence O~ ~~~. For

both men, nature represents beauty,

innocence and childhood (4).
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CITY AND THE COUNTRYSIDE

During his long stay in the country, al-Shabbi often

turned to nature for solace whenever he felt forsaken by

fellow human beings. He saw the loftiness of beauty and

the purity of life in the forest. -In his poem "Quyud

-al- A.~lamn (Chains of Dreams) (1972:288) al-Shabbi

expresses his wish to live the life of a poet, pointing

out that this is only possible if he lives in the forest

away from the stifling realities of the outside world; as

such, he would live the life of a hermit who is not

ta~nted by the unsavoury realities of life, (1972:288-9):

~.;...! I ~ V----' L.:-- 1 '.......'__,,_h...·-· I ~ 1 .l.J I

-"::".L.:..

..s.)~ I ~ I .: •• I I ~ I ~ ''''''':'' L.il.J I ~

e "'- .1- ...... I j jj., ._ r w,....·--::-......., I ~

. I
~~

I wish to live like a poet getting
to see that t~e world is too small for my dreams

Excep~ if I sever my connections with the world
and live for my loneliness and gloom

In the forest, on the mountain far away from people
where natural scenery and fine beauty exist
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To live the life of a pious ascetic
unsullied by any blame

He contrasts this type of life with life in the city

in which he is forced to live. He describes how, in the

city, he faces his destiny with a bleeding heart, and how

he is forced to live his absurd life in a state of

self-delusion and deception ( ibid:290):

,..I~ ...·,....!~I__.....-, ~~I ~I ~.J

I am the one who lived in the city against his
and marched forward facing the future with a

Grudgingly listening to this stupid world
livi~ on illusions, like other people.

W "' 1 -... _-
blee:::~g heart

city.

Al-Shabbi does not hide his contempt for life 1~ thE

In his poerr, "A.tlarr, Sha'ir" (Dr e arns of a F~:'} he

extols the virtues of life in the countryside, where one

can ~ear and enjoy the sound of water flowing 1~ the

streams, the songs of birds and the stillness of natu=e.

Ir.. co~-:rast, life in the city is characterise= by

deception, lies and meaningless gossip which fills the

clubs and coffee-houses, (ibid:287):
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Away from the city and people,
away from the foolish talk of those clubs,

For it is made of empty and false conversation
and of ordinary idle talk

How C9uld it compare With the purling of the stream
running in the wadi or with the reverberation of
the echo and the song of the singer.

According to al-Shabbi, the city has a corrupting

influence on people's chara=ters and, therefore, is

responsible for their evil behaviour. J.. decent and

honest person may try and live his life decently in the

city,. but so-called civilised pe::>ple will corrupt him.
, ~

It is these unscrupulpus and uncaring people who awaken

the dormant evil whict. is late~~ i~ man's inner self,

thu~ turning h i m into c F.~ller and a criminal,

(1972:300):

I ~ 1..1 -=.~--'...' ;;>.., 1 ~ -,,.-~,:;.';'..... , .,j'''' . , ~~ I .... u:: .,:s-:-.:
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A wretched person roamed the city, begging in order to survive
but they contemptuously disappointed him.

They awakened in him the tendency for evil,
so he attacked people savagely and ferociously,

Spreading fear in the hearts of men, rekindling
flames in the souls wherever he stayed.

Considering this corrupting influence of the city,

its cruelty and the harshness of life in it, it is not

surprising that the poet disassociates himself fro~ the

city because it fails to offer him anything constructive,

(1972:189-190) :

~ ,.)~~'+t""Q r I (6.J-J I ,.) I~

what J;io I want from the c ityo-~

w~en it is· submerged in blood shed in vain?

WhClt do I wa..nt from thE'T:cJty
~t only submits to the oppresor and evil ones?

Al-Shabbi see~ life in the countryside as the

ant~thesis of life in the city. He also sees the

co~~tryside as the perfect place to which he could resort
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in order to escape from the Zltate of "apathy" and

complete resignation which reigns over his people. He

reckons that his life in the countryside would be

completely devoted to poetry and to the appreciation of

beauty, (1972: 285-287) :

I~

~1 Q I I ",.0 I I

~ ,;,.';' ~ I ~i,j

I i .-
1$';; ~,j ..r-c ' rJ----.&- I~'

'"
f. ~I~'~ '" ~1 ~

~ L.o..:-J I ~ ~ 'r ~

Would that I w~re aDle to live in this world
happy in In: lonelY and solitary existence

Spending my life in the mountains and forests
in the m~ds~ of the swaying pine trees.

Tc s~ng w~th the nightingales in the forest
and lister: to the pur 1 of the s t r e an.

and secretly converse with the stars, the moon and the bires,
the river and the tranquil lights,

I want a life of beauty and art which I w~sh to spend
away froIT. my nation and my country,

Divorcing myself from the sadness of my people,
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who live their lives like inanimate beings.

Al-Shabbi's desire to take refuge in nature in order

to get away from the ~apathy" of his people may be

interpreted as a form of escapism. This interpretation

loses its force, however, when ~onsidered against the

his country at the time.

- -background of al-Shabbi's involvement in the affairs of

As a student, al-Shabb1 was

active in student politics, and he regarded it as his

duty to try and open'his people's eyes to the problems,

facing them and their cOQ~try. Al-Shabb'i saw the

personal problems of the ordinary Tunisian to be

intertwined with his prOblems as a member of a nation

which suffered from exploitation by, and over-dependence

the colonial French poweron,

- -al-Shabbi's seeming "e s car i srr.'

( 5) .

is,

Consequently,

essentially a

desperate expression on his part of his exasperation

with, and anger at, his people's inaction. It is not an

expression of his des~re to d~ssociate himself from his

people and their destiny, bu~ a call for his people to

rise against the~r ooLon i a I oppressor. Th~s

interpretation of al-Shabbi's love of the countryside is

more consistent with al-Shabb:'s reputation as the 'poet

of revolution'. It is in the light of this background

that we must interpret the i~oed~ately preceding lines of

poetry, as well as the following lines,(1972:241):
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o my people l I am going to the forest
to spend my life alone with my despair,

1 am going to the forest, perchance I may
bury my unhappiness in the heart of the forest,

Forgetting you as much as I can l for you
don't deserve my wine and boon companionship.

The yearning to live in the countrys1de l with

shepherds and simple people, is found in al-Mala'ika's

.poetry. AI-Mala'ika finds that such people live simple

and na t.ur al lives which are free from the complications

which 'clutter up the lives of so-called sophisticated

people in the city, Furthermore, al-Mala'ika expresses

the view that such people are true to theffiselve~ because

they have the time which enables them to pursue their

emotions and desires.

(l~ the Lap of Nature) al-Mala'ika considers life in the

countryside to be infinitely 'richer' than life in the

C1ty where noise l dust and dirt prevail (1981 :148-9}
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The shade of the willow trees is more beautiful
than that of the palaces and balconies

The singing of the shepherds is purer in tune
than the din of the car horns and wheels.

The fragrance of the orange is sweeter and more fresh
than the accumulating dust of the city,

0, how I wish I had a poetic hut there,
amidst the meadows.

The life of the imaginative shepherd
at the foot of the hills, where the delightful

Flock grazes near the banks of the stream
is more pleasant than that of the rich man in his palaces

- -In a manner reminiscent of ~l-Shabbi, al-Mala'ika

considers the city as a symbol of cruelty and injustice.

In her two poems "al-Na> ima fi ~l-Shari'" {The Sleeper in
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the Street) and -MarthIyya 11- I~a'a la Qimata laha" (An

Elegy to a Worthless Woman) al-Mala'ika attacks city

people and society on the grounds that they are devoid of

kindness and humanity. In the city, 'humanity' has no

place and people behave in an unnatural manner. In the

city, people's main interest centres upon the seeking of

enjoyment and pleasure as well as the search for illusory

dr earns, (' 979 : 272) :

-a

. 5 ' ~

to" .. -' I •. ""

~'ll~

Who should you complain to? No one listens
or cares, humanity is a word without meaning,

People are like a deceitful mask with an artificial
colour,

behind its gentle mar~~er hide a burning sense of
hatred

The human race is slain by dreams and wine cups, and me~cy

remains as a word Which one looks up in the dictionary,
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They sleep in the street, without a refuge, neither their
fever nor their Buffering can intercede with people

This savage oppression in the name of the city,
in the name of feeling. Shame on Humanityl

Although al-Mala'ika opposes the artificiality of

life in the city to the naturalness of life in the

countryside, she is aware of the fact that life in the

latter is not devoid of certain harsh realities, such as

poverty and ignorance which affect people who live in the

countryside. In this respect, she is more similar to

Shukri than to al-Shabbl. Her views of the merits and

demerits of the countryside are more realistic and,

the=efor€, more 'reasonable' than al-Shabb1's idealistic

views. -Shukrl's view concerning the countryside may be

illustrated by the following lines, (1960:320):

I wlsh I were in the countryside, nothing in life
occupying my attention except for the harvest
and the pastures tor my livestock!

Were I in the countryside, grief wouldn't
spare me.

My soul wouldn't be pure and my sleep wouldn't be sweet.
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Of the English Romantic poets, ~ordsworth stands out

as the most determined rebel against city life and the

industrial growth which was threatening to overrun his

society. He envisages the city as a force which corrupts

people"'s true nature and threatens the purity of people's

feelings and emotions.

Prelude" (1904:548):

This idea is found in "The

With deep devotion, Nature, did I feel,
In that enormous city's turbulent world
Of men and things, what benefit lowed
To thee, and those domains of rural peace
Where to the sense of beauty first my heart
Was opened; tract more exquisitely fair
Than that famed paradise of ten thousand trees,

Perkins ( 1959:23) recognises this feature of

Wordsworth's poetry; he observes that the city "reveals

both the natural state, the burden, push and blind riot -

and a"rso the inevitable disease that human passion will

create itself when unprotected and unredeemed by nature r

Wordsworth's reJection of city life is based on his

experience of life in the Lake District in which he spent a

great portion of his life, an experience which openec his

eyes to the magic of the lakes, hills and turbulent

skies. His preoccupation with the countryside in his

poetry frequently extends to the people who are

ordinarily associated with it.
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describes in his poems are often drawn from those who

live in the countryside. This may be exemplified by the

'solitary

(1904:230):

reaper' in the poem of the same title-

Behold her, single in the field,
Yon solitary Highland Lass!

'Reaping and singing by herself;
Stop here, or gently pass!
Alone she cuts and binds the grain,
And sings a melancholy strain;
o listen! for the Vale profolliid
Is overflowing with the sound.

The Nightingale d~d ever chaunt
More welcome notes to weary bands
Of travellers in some shady ha~~t,

Among Arabian sands:
A voice so thrilling nejer was heard
In spr ing-time from the Cuckoo; b ird;~'- ,
Breaking the silence of the seas
Among the farthest Hebrides

Will no one tell me what she sings?
Perhaps the plaintive numbers flow
For old, unhappy, far-off things,
k~d battles long ago:
Or is it some more humble lay,
Familiar matter of to-day?
Some natural sorrow, lo~s, or pain'
That has been, and may be again?

Whate~er the theme, the Maider. sang
As if her song could have nc end~ng;

I saw her sing~ng at her worK,
And o~er the sickle bend~ng;-

1 listened, mo~~ted up the hill,
The music in my heart I bore,
Long after it was heard no more.
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Wordsworth describes the lives of country people in

his poetry, and he tries to understand and express their

/

emotions in his poetry. His choice of people of this

type is based on the conviction that their lives reflect

the simplicity and purity of nature, as he explains in

the "Preface" to the 'Lyrical Ballads' (1904:734-5)

If
The p r m c ipad-. objet '. • •
proposed in these poems was to
choose incidents and situations
from common life ... to make these
incidents and situations
interesting by.tracing in them
primary laws of our nature
Humble and, rustic life was
generally chosen, because, in that
condition, the essential passions
of the heart find a better soil in
which they can attain their
maturity, are less under restraint,
and speak a plainer and more
emphat~c languagei because in that
condition of life our elementary
feelings coexist in a state of
greater simplicity."

Byron also expresses his dislike for city life in

his ~C~ilde Harold's Pilgrimage~. He mentions how life

in the city is as bad as physical paln and torture

(1936:100-111) :

I live not in myself, but 1 become
Portion of that around mei and to me,
h~gh mountains ~re a feeling, but the hum
Of human cities torture: I can see
Nothing to loath in nat~e, save to be
A link reluctant in a fleshY chain,
Class'd among the sky, the peak, the heaving plain
Of ocean, or the stars, mingle, and not in vain.
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Keats is less radical in his position concerning

.city life. Although Keats does not reject city life,

still he calls on those who are imprisoned in it to take

the time to observe nature and enjoy the sweetness of

that experience, {1908:38J:

To one who has been long in city pent,
'Tis very sweet to look into the fair
And open face of heaven,-to breathe a prayer

Full in the smile of the blue firmament.

It is clear from the preceding discussion that the

Arab Romantic poets discussed in this thesis share with

their English counterparts a great love for nature which,

on the whole, is seen as the antithesis of city life.

Romantic poets show a great appreciation of the

c ourrt r y s i de , with its mOUI1tains, valleys, hills and

brooks. The co~~tryside is generally regarded as an

inexhaustible source of pure thoughts, emotions and

feelings. Unlike the city, the countryside is thought to

be free from all the demeaning chores which inhibit man's

freedom and individual i ty - two things which are .t11. gtd Y

regarded by all Romantic poets, whether Arab or English.

Of the Arab Romantic poets dealt with in thi~

thesis, al-Mala'ika is the most similar to Wordsworth ~n

terms of her choice of characters in her poetry. Her

characters are mainly drawn from ordinary life. The
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concerns of such characters, particularly women,

poems:

constitute the main subject-matter in the following

"Marthiyya li-Imra'a la aimata laha"{An Elegy for

a Worthless Woman), "Al-Na'ima fi -l-Shari C n "Ghaslan

li-l CAr" {To Wash away the shame) ,"Al-Khayt al-Mashdud ila.
Shajarat al-Saru" (The Line Tied to the Cyprus Tree), and

"Yuhka. anna Haffarayn".. (The Story of the Two

Gravediggers) .

The last poem describes the life of two

gravediggers, and how their never-ending work covers all

seasons. She describes their feelings, what goes on in

their minds, their fears and how their livelihood is

dependent on the demise of other people, (1979:322-323):

J ..LraJ I ", .:'" I ij 0 ~., ~-'-::' ~

~ 0L5.J I ",', .: c~ I~ 1 L..:. I..J"":'! W1

~~I ~I ....: •.,,

,,~I ~I ....: •."
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Alone! Alone on OUI own in silence
Watchin; how the veins die in our hands
and OUI eye s .
And there the living one awaits under the dust,
in despair and a90ny,
For the rising of a dawn,
To see us at last with our depressed eyes,
crossing the chasm
To restore youth to him,
To the one living in darkness,
0, would that the veins did not die in our hands
to restore life to him.

In "Marr al-Qi~ar", al-Mala'ika gives a detailed

description of the feelings, hopes, fears and aspirations

of an ordinary man travelling on a train. "The man

Observes, and is observed by other passengers who are in

the s~~~ position.

a farriliar one r

The picture painted by al-Mala'ika is

involving ordinary people in ordinary

situations doing ordinary things.

W~~dsworth, al-Mala~ika and al-Shabbi use the

character of the 'shepherd' in their poetrYr albeit that

the . shepherd' in the poetry of the latter poet is

- -a I - St.abb:1 himself. However, while WordSworth anc

al-Shabbi treat the snepherd as a syn~ol for happy life

in the bosom of mct.ne r nature, al-Mala'ika uses the

'shepherd' as a s}~ol to articulate the mise~y ant

sadness wh~ch su~roun= her life.
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Al-Shabbi's portrayal of the sheep returning home at

sunset in "Min 'Aghani a Lr-Ru~at " ( From the Pastoral

Songs), is one of the most touching scenes in his nature

poetry. In this poem, al-Shabbi describes the beauty of

the countryside in his native land (6). The poet, who is

the shepherd in this poem calls on his sheep to follow

him; he asks them to fill the valley with their bleroing

to express their happiness and pleasure. He also asks

them to listen to the sound of the brooks, to enjoy the

smell of the flowers and to see the valley being engulfed

with mist, (172:373-4):

,J-.: .,"., .c

Follow me, my flock of sheep amidst
the flocks of birds,

And fill the wadi with your bleating,
with happiness and joy,

And listen to the whispering of the streams,
and smell the scent of flowers

And watch the wadi being covered with
illuminated mist.

The shepherd-poet asks his sheep to listen to the

sound of his flute which expresses his inner feelings, he

likens the music produced on his lute to the song of the

nightingale, (ibid:374):
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And 9raze on the grass of the earth,
and its new pastures

And listen to my flute, producing the most pleasant songs
tunes which ascend from my heart

like the scent of flowers, rising like
the happy singing nightingale.

Perhaps the most interesting featUIe of this poem is

the contrast between ftzaman al-ghab ft (the tim€ of the

forest) and ftzamin al-nis" (the time of the people) (5).

The former is described as being ever young and youthful,

and is associatec with sweetness and beauty, wh~le the

latter is likened to an old, stooping man, witp. a sullen

face, (1972:376):

0, my sheep, you will not get bored in
the sanctuary of the shady forest,

The time of the forest is young, playful,
sweet and beautiful

The time of people is old, with a gloomy face,
reluctantly marching in a bored fashion over those plains.
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This poem is not unlike Wordsworth's poems "The idle

shepherd boy" and "The pet lamb". In the former poem,

Wordsworth describes the beauty of' nature

(1904:66):

The valley rings with mirth and joy
Among the hills the echoes play
A never never ending song,
To welcome in the May
The magpie chatters with delight;
The mountain raven's youngling brood
Have left the mother and the nest;
And they go rambling east and west
In search of their own food;
Or through the glittering vapours dart
In very wantonness of heart.

In talking about the shepherd and his

in Mai'

flock,

AI-Shabbi and Wordsworth intend to describe the beauty of

nature, its glory and nobility. They both idealise life

in the countryside and emphasise the spontaneity of its

people. However, these poets are not unaware of the

sometimes harsh and destructive power of nature.

Worcswcrth's vie~ towards . nature underwent a

discernible; change later in his poetic career. Whereas

nat~re was initially seen b~ wordsworth as the prime

mover and motivator, later he claimed that his vis10n of

nature was, probably, more perfect than nature itself.

In hi~ poem "Elegiac Stanza" (1904:~52-3), Wordsworth

relinquishes his mythical view of nature as a perfect
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•beine;' . 'Years brought him wisdom whi~h led him to have

a more realistic view of nature r (ibid:453):

I have submitted to a new control:
A power is gone, which nothing can restore;
A deep dstress hath humanised my Soul.
Not for a moment could I now behold
A smiling sear and be what I have been:
The feeling of my loss will ne'er be old;
This, which I know r 1 speak with mind serene.

The same at~itude towards nature is displayed by

Byron in his poem ftLara~. In this poem, the poet talks

about nature's indifference to man's destiny; he mentions

how, when man's time comes to an end on this earth,

neither the earth nor the sky would shed a single tear

over him {19i4:301}:

they are not for thee:
above thy senseless

man! behold her glories shiner
exultinginly ftThey are thine !
while yet thy gladden'd eye may

Immortal
And cry,
Gaze on r

see:
A morrow comes when
k~d grieve what may

cier,

ft

Nor earth nor sky will y~eld a single tear;
Nor cloud shall gather mere, nor leaf shall

fall
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In her collection Ma'sat al-ijayaS - {The Tragedy of

-Life), al-Mala'ika frequently describes the life of the.
peasant and shepherd, using language which reveals her

melancholy. In poems of this type, she begins by

describing the beauty and simplicity of the countryside.

She then describes the realities of nature and life in

the countryside pointing out that it is far from idyllic.

Poverty, drought and insecurity beset the life of the

shepherd. The shepherd may be killed by wolves, which

represent the threatening and destructive power of

na t ur e , (1 98 i : 1 03) :

Brilliance and beauty?! 0, ho~ confused the
shepherd is! How painfUl is the loss of
brilliance and beauty!

Shortly, the w~nd will attack
the .illo~ trees and the flowers on the mo~~tain sides.

The Saro€ idea is expressed

{ibid:l00}:

in ot.her poems r
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0, shepherdl You
who i5 slain over the lush wet 9ra5s!

How is it that the shepherd died, but the
sheep did not? 0, it is all fate and destinyl

At times, nature is said to evoke sadness, fear and

boredom. At other times, the very beauty of nature is

regarded as awe-inspiring. This may be illustrated by

what •al-Mala'ika says concerning her visit to the

northern mountains of Iraq (1979:413); "In my lifetime, I

have visited many mounta~ns in Turkey, Italy, Lebanon,

Palest~ne and Jordan. But I have never seen any

mountains whose beauty approaches that of the magical and

wondrous beauty of the mountains in North Iraq:

beauty takes my breath away and makes me swoon ... "

their

-However, in her poem of "Fl Jibal al-Shamal" (In

the Mountains of the North) (i979:126), she expla~ns ho~

the beauty of the mountains in the north of Iraq fails to

enchant her. She expresses her fear of staying for a

long time in the area, as she imagines the ferocious

sound of the howling wolves anc the frightening so~~d of

the rushing and ferocious wiucs.
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Take us back, '0 train
Darkness is awesome here; the stillness is heavy
Take us back! The distance is great
and the nights are short.
Take us back, for the winds are wailing

behind the shadows
And the wolves are crying behind the mountains; its cries
Reserr~le the cries of despair in the hearts of men.

A similar attitude is expressed by Shukri Who

complains that the wind sho~s no sympathy or kindness to

man, it ignores the miseries visited upon him by destiny,

(1960:402):

~ --J....i-' I . LL.!j ... ...,....

- ~-' J:"" ~ .:.I,. ".>~-'

o wind! You are devoid of compassion and hatred
so, w~at compassion ca~ 1 offer a harsh and
tyranr"ical person?

You don't ask about God a~d his wisdom
and don't mourn the assa~lts of Fate,

Questlons and Causes sho~~d not concern you
I wish all that 1 receive and give were like you.

Even al-Shabbi, who is renowned for his love of

nature, sometimes expresses his disappointment with it.

-In his poem RShakwa al-Ya~~~p - (The Orphan's Complaint),

-al-Shabbi deplores nature's indifference to man's

miseries and his suffering, (1972:95-7):
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Or" the beach, _herever the cries of the
morning and the ~~urnlng of the evening raise a clamour

I issued forth a sigh, released from the
a heart filled ~ith the tears of wretchedness
and the thorn~ of despalr.

The sighing was lost in the clamour
with all the anguish in its heart
So I moved on and called out: "0, Mother!
Come to me! Life has got bored with me!"

I went to the forest, pouring out
the pain in my heart, a pain like the burns
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caused by a blazing fire,
The wails rushed in my heart, oozing

the din of the soul's mourning.

The forest didn't understand his anguish
But he continued repeating his songs,
So I moved on and called out: "0,
Mother! Come to me! Life has tortured me."

Then I stood by the river-side shedding tears
which flowing out from the deluge
9f my painful sadness.

Running silently down my cheeks,
sparkling like the tears of Hell.

But the river
And the river
So I moved on
Come to me!

did
did
and

Life

not slow down
not stop its songs
called out: "0, Mother!
has irritated me!"
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NATURE AS A TEACHER

English Romantic poets regard nature as a teacher.

A source of goodness, nature can exercise beneficial

moral influence on man. This view is manifested in

Shelley's poetry. Shelley accepts that nature has an

objective existence which is separate from man's.

Nevertheless, nature can impart many lessons to man

which, the poet states, only the "wise, great and good"

can understand, (1907:530):

The wilderness has a mysterious tongue;
Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild,
So solemn, so serene, that man may be
But for such faith, with nature reconciled;
Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, to repeal
Large codes of fraud and woe; not understood
By all, but which the wise, and great, and good
Interpret, or make felt, or deeply feel.

Wordsworth expresses a similar position in his poem

"The Table Turned". In this poem the poet asks his

friends to leave behind him the world of books and formal

instruction, in favour of the lessons which nature can

impart, (1904: 377) :

Up! Up! my friend, and quit your books;
Or surely you'll grow double:
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Up! Up! my friend, and clear your books;
Why all this toil and trouble?

The sun, above the mountain's head,
A freshning lustre mellow
Through all the long green fields has spread,

Books! 'tis a dull and endless strife:
Come, hear the woodland linnet,
How sweet his music! on my life,
There's more of wisdom in it.

And hark! how blithe the throstle sings!
He, too, is no mean preacher:
Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nature be your Teacher.

She has a world of ready wealth,
Our minds and hearts to bless
Spontaneous wisdom breathed by health,
Truth breathed by cheerfulness.

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man
Of moral evil and of good
Than all the sages can.

Wordsworth also views nature as a truthful and

trustworthy teacher who never betrays whoever genuinely

seeks to learn from her (1904:165):

Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her

However, this requires an active will on the part of

man to try and understand what lessons nature can impart

to him, (1904:206):
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The world is too much with us; late and 8oon,
Getting and 8pending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a 80rdid boon
This 8ea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours;
and are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;

This view is similar to the one expressed by

Coleridge in his poem "Dejection". Coleridge declares

that nature is a "giver", but in order to receive what

nature can give, a reciprocal act of giving, on the part

of man is required .. Man must be prepared to listen and

understand, (1907:323-4):

o Lady! We receive but what we give
And in our life alone" does nature live.

This theme of nature as a teacher does not figure

prominently in the poetry of the Arab Romantic poets

dealt wit~ in this theS1S. -Shukri, however, deals with

this theme in his poem "Dars min al-TabiCa" (A lesson

from nature). In thi s poerr., -Shukri talks about the

truthful character of nature and its trustworthiness. He

does that by pointing out how the "Sunflower" can

recognise the natural light of the sun/ and how it is not

fooled by any alternative source of artificial light

(1960:562) :
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The sunflower worships the sun, not deceived
by the flash of other light sources,

It follows the direction of the sun immediately
wherever it moves and sees light as a delightful

ornament and a god
But we see hypocrisy as perfection,

and purity as de-..cleption. and foolishness,
Have you (ever) seen the thirsty orchards

being misled, reckoning the mirage to be water.

Nature can also stimulate man's intellect and

curiosity, (ibid:514):

L...:....,.,.J~ ~.J 1.#0,oo,no•.'l ~1

You woke me up while I was in a slumber,
thinking all the universe to be my garment,

A cry in your purling waters reminded me of my
determination and my past keen energy.

One of the lessons which nature can teach man is

that of forgiveness. This theme is most effectively

- -articulated in al-Mala'ika's "Shajarat al-Dhikra " (The

Tree of Memory). In this poem, al-Mala'ika describes how

she is reminded of her lover by the sight of a tree she
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passes by. She stops, recalls her painful memories and

cries over her past love. Depressed and sad, she leans

against the tree and, with a small spike, she

inadvertently scratches one of the branches, causing its

flowers to fall to the ground. The poet regrets this

incident, and she feels that by her wounding the tree,

she has wounded the whole world. However, when she

returns to the Sam€ place after a few years, still filled

with vivid and painful memories of the incident, which

took place during their first encounter, she feels a

sense of elation when she sees that the tree ha~ produced

fresh branches an~ that the old wound has left no scars

on the tree. The tree, which represents nature here, is

a survivor; it fo=ge~~ and forgives all transgression~

committed against her, whether intentionally or not.

Forgiveness is a lesson which man can well afford to

learn from Wmother nature", (1981:595-6):
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I returned to it, as though the years and
Their destinies have not passed me by,
My heart was stil~ ca?~ivated,

&!d the fire of my soul still blazing
Its shade coverin~ me a=~esh,

And it3 flowers ge~~ly embracing my soul,
0, how noble it i~: It has forgiven me,
although vengeance against my hand is still due to

I went round inq~iring about its wound,
Haven't the hands of Fate healed it?
I have seen nothin~ but the freshness of life,
For the wound has left no trace.
As for the wounds cf my sad heart
They still complain about the enduring misgiving~

0, how amazingly ~=ansgressing time is
When will it ask fcr~iveness for its transgressio~.
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NATURE AND SOCIAL ISSUES

Romantic poets use aspects of nature as a means of

expressing their views concerning social ana political

reform. This is particularly clear in the poetry of

Shelley and Wordsworth, on the one hand, and in the

-poetry of Shabbi and Shukri, on the other.

In his poe~ "To Toussaint L'Ouverture", Wordsworth

celebrate~ the death of Francis Dominique Toussaint who

Jed. a rebellion against the French, in his capacity as

Chief of the African slaves , Wordsworth declares that

Toussaint's legacy continues after his death,

mother nature, (1904:243):

through

Tho~ hast left behind
Powers that will work for thee; air,earth,

and skies;
There's not a breathing of the common wind.
That will forget thee; thou hast great allies;
Thy fr~ends are exultations , agonies,
And love, and man's lli~conguerable mind.

In h~s poem "Ode to the West Wind", Shelley asks the

wind to make him its "lyre" so that he could spread his

revolutionary thoughts and ideas amongst mankind in an

attempt to generate new ideas which will heraTti "a new
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birth" for humanity, (1907:574):

Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is:
What if my leaves are falling like its own!
The tumult of the mighty harmonies

Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone,
Sweet though in sadness. Be thou, Spirit fierce,
My spirit! Be thou me, impetuous one!

Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Like withered leaves to qUicken a new birth!

Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind!
Be .through my lips to unawakened earth

The trumpet of a prophecy! 0, Wind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?

- -AI-Shabbi, who is generally known as "The Poet of

Love and Revolution", sees himself as the bearer of a

message he wants to divulge to the world and to his

people through nature.

(The Will to Live), - -AI-Shabbi stresses the view that

nothing can stand in the way of a people who ar~

determ1ned to live a decent and honourable life in their

homeland (1972:406):
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If a nation desires life one day,
Fate will inevitably respond,

The night will inevitably clear away
and the chains will inevitablY break.

He then spells out the message of freedom which he

wants to relay to his people with the wind, eXhorting

them to take-full responsibility for their future and

destiny, (1972:407-8):
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The win4 growled in the mountains,
on their surnrr~its and through the trees:

"If I ever have a noble ambition
I overcorr~ all calamities, and forget caution~

I wouldn'~ avc~c the difficult
terralL o~ the wadis, or the ball of raging fire"

He Wh0 does net l~ke to ascend mour.~ains,

will live in dltches for ever.

In hlS des~re to rid his people of their apathy and

overwhelmln~ sense of resignation in the face of the

tyranny of their colonial masters, the poet wishes he was

as strong as the flowing stream,
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thunderstorm and the hurricane, in order to put an end to

their apathy, (1972:246-7):
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I wish I were like the floods, destroying graves
in their course : one by one!

I wish I were like the wind, enveloping
everything which chokes the flowers with ill fortune.

I wish I had the strength of storms , 0 my people
unloading onto you the revolutio~ in my soul,

I wish I had the strength of the hurric~nes,

inviting you to life when they erupt.

-Similarly in his poem "iIi al-Rih" (To the Wind),

Shukri wishes he were like the wind, so that he could

eliminate all evil from the world and spread goodness in

the same way in which the wind carries seeds from one

place to another (1960:401)
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Would that my soul was a wind whose burning
gusts purify the universe from all evil and evil people,

Spreading ab~~dance like tiny particles
which the breez~ carries with flowers and fruits,

Or, would that I had an ever-free spirit in you,
would that the universe was my home, and that which
I yearn for my abode

The idea that the poet has a message to convey to

other people is also present in al-Mala'ika's poetry. In

her poem "Shajarat al-Qamar" (The Moon Tree), al-Mala'ika

describes a young man's love of the moon. He often

dreams of stealing it, and one day his dream becomes a

reality. He keeps the moon in his possession for a while

before he real~ses that everyone loves the moon and is

searchiQg for it. Tq resolve the conflict between his

interests ana those of other people, he comes up with the

ingenious idea of planting the moon in order to gro~

other moons WhlCh, in turn, will multiply, thus spread~ng

happiness and beauty across the universe. This is ho....

-al-Mala'ika describes the boy'S reaction when he first

discovers that 'his' moon has multiplied into many moons,

(1979: 436-9}:
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The yo~~g boy rose from sleep, refreshed,
What did he see? 0, dew! 0, fragrance!

intoxicated
0, sky!

There in the mossy yard, where the morning
got accustomed to see nothing but grass

grazed by the Wind.

There, where the lotus tree used to stand, exte~d~ng

into the air with plaits clothed in green, rich in
colour and luxuriant.

In this poem, the yo~~g man may be seen as a symbol

of the po~t whe, by the very nature of his 'profession',

cannot but share his thoughts and ideas with other

toge~her with all the pleasure which these

thoughts and ideas g:ve. AI-Mala'ika regards he=se~f as

the bearer of a message which she wants to impart to her

fello~ human beings.
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NIGHT

'Ni9ht' occupies a prominent position in the poetry

of En9lish and Arabic Romantic poets. It is frequently

dealt with in the poetry of Al-Mala'ika, -
Shukri and

al-Shabbi, particularlY the former who called her first

collection of poetry
c
Ashiqat al-Layl (The lover of

ni9ht) . She refers to night as her friend who has the

power to ease her pains and ease her sadness, (1981:546):.

o darkness of the night! 0, you which conceals
the sadness of the heart,

Look, no~! This is a 9host whose paleness is clear.

Al-Mala'ika also utilises the 'night' theme in order

to express her feelings towards a host of issues. In the

folloWing lines, al-Mala'ika likens life to darkness

which

(1981:568):

over a desolate and depressed place,

., _,#, 5 ~ ~J J ,. J..J.Jio
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Life appeared to me as though it was similar to
this eveninq: dark, desolate and depressinq.

Its sons dream of lights,
but they live in a terrifying pitch-dark night.

This feature of al-Mala'ika's poetry is commented

upon by al-~amdani (1980) who points out that night

evokes an intense feeling of fear and loneliness in

al-Mala'ika, reflecting .her profound melancholy and her

unsettled attitude towards life.

Al-Mala'ika, however, does not display a uniform, or

rigidly fixed, attitude towards night and evening. Her

attitude towards evening varies with her moods. While,

at . times, evening represents melancholy and sa~~ess, at

other times, it is the epitome of beauty and peace. In

addres~ing her lover, al-Mala'ika paints a picture of a

beautiful, star-studded evening in which they are

wrapped. When she sees the moon, she imagines that she

and her love are ascendinq the mountains on the face of

the moon, to be away from all distractions, (1979:234-5):

.,...:AJ I J~ ~J~ L-J...,... L-J1 r! ,. ·
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Come! Let us dream that the beautiful evening is near,
And that the tendernes~ of darkness and the cheek:s of

the :stars call to u~,

We will dream that we have a~cende~

to roam it:s moon,
And that we are playing happ.i ly away from people and free

from the dtstraction of time.

In this poem, as in many others, evening is thought

to have a dreamlike quality. This is clear from the

preceding poem which Qescribes the beauty of the stars

and the moon and of the peaceful atmosphere of night

which the poet loves and cherishes. In another poem,

al-Mala'ika refers to the night as "an echo of

inspiration" and as the "vision of a hopeful person",

(1981 :547-8):

'" a «

0, you lover of the night and its luxuriant wadi
The night is similar to the echo of inspiration and

the visions of one in hope
Life burts out in laughter, but you are only

a sigh of sadness
So, lift the lute off the grass, embrace

it and sing,
And describe the magic and beauty in the sky.
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Day 18 8een as the antithesis of night. In her poem

" Thaura c Al"; al-Shams" ( A Revolution Against the Sun )"

al-Mala'1ka addresses the sun asking him not to shine

on her world. She also regards the day as an unwelcome

visitor who fails to excite her feelings, although they

can be easily excited by the sight of the stars

glittering in the sky, (1981:488):
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Do not spread lights over my thicket;
If you, shine, this is not for my poetic heart,
Your lights no longer exci~e my emotions,
Itis sufficient for me that the stars of night inspire

my mind
They are my friends who stay up in the darkness
Who understand my soul and the explosion of my feelings
And gently extend the silvery rays in my eyelids
In the magical evening.

A similar attitude is displayed by Shelley in his

poem "To ~ight". In this poem, Shelley contrasts the

day with the ~ight and strongly indicates his preference

for the latter over the former which he refers to as an
~

fI tfnloved guest
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When I arose and saw the ~awn,

I sighed for thee; .
When light rode high, and the dew

was gone,
And noon lay heavy on flower and

tree,
And the weary Day turned to his

rest,
Lingering like an unloved guest,

I 8ighedfor thee.

Shelley also associates night with death, calling

the\ latter the "brother of night"; he also calls sl~ep

the ·child of night". The poet calls on death to "Com€

soon, soon", (1907:631):

Thy brother Death came, and cried
Wouldst thou me?

Thy sweet child Sleep; the filmyeyed,
Murmured like a noontide bee,
Shall I nestle near thy side?
Wouldst thou me?-And I replied

No, not thee!

Death will com€ when thou art dead,
Soon, too soon-

Sleep will come when thou art fled;
Of neither would I ask the boon
I ask of thee, beloved Night
Swift be thine approaching flight,

'Come soon, Soon!

Al-Mala'ika's attitude towards the night may be

related to her position as a woman in a male-dominated

society which controls he~ freedom and inhibits her from

spontaneously expressing herself. It seems that

al-Mala'ika regards the day as the world of men, in Which

their male-inspired values dominate and take precedence

over those of women. Daytime resembles a jail to

al-Hala'ika, and men are seen as her jailers. In
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contrast, the niqht symbolises freedom. -It hides

al-Kali'ika, the woman, away from the offensive qaze of

men and shields her from their tyrannical and rotten

values. AI-Mala'ika feels that she can divuge her inner

most feelings to the niqht without any constraint or

restriction. In other words, al-Kala'ika feels at one

with herself during the niqht, as she explains in the

following line, (1981:489):

Night is the tune of life and its poetry

The soul rushes to it freely

This feature of al-Mala'ika's poetry is discussed by

al-Ba~ri (1971:19) Who points out that al-Mala'ika '"does

not welcome sunrise because it destroys her beautiful

dream world, and because it opens the door to the world

of housework in the service of men."

In other parts of her poetry al-Kala'ika talks about

herself by reference to night. Thus, ~he is as calm and

serene as the night; her inner thoughts and feelings

resemble the invisible, deep and anxious secrets of the

night, as well as its rebellious silence, (1979:100):
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Like the night I am: tranquility, depth and
open horizons

Also (1979:114):
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The Night asks who I am.!
I am its deep, black and anxious secret,
I am its insubordinate silence,
I have masked my true nature with tranquility
And enveloped my heart.with suspicion.

Night in al-Mala'ika's poetry is amenable to many

interpretations. For c. -example, U~fur (1985) associates

-the night in al-Mala'ika's poetry with the poet's

overwhelming melancholy. Al-SamaDfi (1975) associates

night in al-Mala'ika's poetry with her desire to love the

world, which love turns into sadness and melancholy

because it remains unfulfilled.

These, however, are not the only possible

interpretations of night in al-Mala'ika's poetry. The

-poet sometimes refers to the night as 'al-Layl al- hazin"
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(the sad night} 1 still, at other times she refers to it

-as "al-Layl al-qharib" (the obscure n1qht). In view of

the multiplicity of the descriptions of the night which

one finds in al-Mala'ika's poetry, it therefore, would be

unwise to give a fixed and rigid interpretation of night

in her poetry. It seems, however, safe to speculate that

al-Mala'ika's attitude towards the night and the

dependent mUltiplicity of interpretations which emerge

from it, reflect the poet's state of mind. Put

differently, 'night' in al-Mala'ika's poetry is not

merely a physical phenomenon, but the externalisation of

the poet's thoughts and moods at different times in her

poetic career. This view is more or less accepted by

CUsf~ (1985:536) who points out that" night functions as

a mirror which reflects the different states of the

poet's consciousness". As such, night is created in the

image of the poet's inner self. This personification of

the night is one of the most ~pervasive features of

al-Mala'ika's poetry. Night is her only friend when her

sadness reaches its extremes, (1981:539):

Nothing but sadness runs through my being,
while I am in the darkness of my friend the Night
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AI-Mala'ika ridicules people who blame her for

lovinq the niqht. Such people are themselves open to

criticism because they are, to their loss, unaware of the

effect night has on man: it purifies and inspires him,

(1981 : 483-484) :

~I...=....-..JIJ~IJ ~..JJ~

~J .,.. L-.AJ 1 ~ 1~1

~~I ~IJ eJ~1
. LA.o.,.,.,... .

..,.-i....:!J ..,-0 ll.:o.l J..:-J .r I"...~

,jJ.,.,.:...J I • L.-....:. ..,.=...:.1 ~J~ .

If I am indeed the lover of the night,
My cup is shining with light and budding love,
The beauty of the night has purified my soul,
With darkness, whispering and deep silence,
Always filling my illusions and feelings,
With spiritual matters and fine poetry,
So leave me the night of my dreams and despair,
And keep to yourselves the first rays of sunrise.

Night is also seen as a refuge from the cares and

anxieties of life, and from the sadness and melancholy

which strike man from time to time. It is the poet's

secret companion who listens to the outpourings of her

soul. c-As Bin al- Abid (1980:52) points out: "Nothinq

less than throwinq herself into the arms of her friend,
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the night, can relieve the poet -from her loneliness,

sadness and depression.- However, this attitude changes

to -hatred" and disillusionment when the-poet seeS-A

drowned corpse cast by the waves on-the sea-shore and

left to lie there beyond mercy,(1981:510):

, I , .;", •

0, my gUitar! What calamities:
I hate the lights and darkness

of the night.
0, fisherman! Stop, and put down your anchor,
For there is a shrinking corpse coveredbv

the night.

-Al-Shabbi's poetry is also-full of references to the

night. In his poem "al-Layl" (Night) al-Shabbi refers to

the night as the "father of misery and terror"; he also

describes it as the abode of the "sweet brides of hope".

He, further, likens the night to a "precious stone" or to

a "beautiful tune". - -Obviously, night for al-Shabbi

represents disparate things, (1972:137 and 48):

~I J.-~I ~Ir- ~ ~

I.··~ ........ -~ • ~
~r,·ll -~ ~
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0, night! 0, father of despair and terror!
0, you skeleton of terrifying time!

The bride~ of sweet hope rest on their
knees before you, praying in their

delightful voices.

0, night You are but a speck, which has ascended
to heaven from the foothold of the angry
Hellfire,

0, night ! You are a moving tune on the
lips of timE, amidst mourning .

-Al-Shabbi personif~es night in his poetry. Thus,

the song which Vibrates in the still and solemn heart of

the night conveys to the soul the tune of truth and the

reality of awes~ beauty, (1972:138):

The song 0= tranquility which is shaking in
your atill and solemn heart
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Makes the Boul, listen to the echo of truth and
captivatinq beauty in the calmness of hopes.

In his poem" Ili Oa1b1 al-Ta'ih" (To my-wanderinq

heart), al-Shabb1 likens his heart to the niqht: both

are dark and full of sorrow, (1972:228):
-'

You are a dark niqht, in which the weeping
women mourn.

-Night in al-Shabbi represents depression and terror-

on the one hand, and beauty and wondrous things on the

other, (ibid:80):

~ J J ,. , 6 <: J.::o-U I J ' J.::o-U I ...;:..J~

I asi~Q the niqht, but it was depressed and awesome
I stared at the night: it was beautiful and strange

• -, • t <. t ..,::--J I~ I ~ L.. ! J-::o-J l.::>

Or Niqhtl What will the soul which has inhabited
this world do, when Fate is one of its enemies?
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- -Al-Shabbi also often links the nic;ht with love. In

"al-Sa~ira" (The Enchanting Woman), al-Shabbl. (1972:360)

asks love to recite its poetry to the nic;ht, ~which will

be thankful for that, (1972:307):

"

•• •. J":!.",&J I ,~L..:.J I •~

Let love sinq poetry to the niqht
how often does its tune intoxicate the niqht

A niqht passion draped with
the qrace of its soft, penetratinq maqic.

AI-Mala'ika's treatment of the nic;ht in her poetry

- -
differ~ from that of al-Shabbi in that whereas the former

predominantly uses the nic;ht as 8. vehicle for

externalisinq her states of mind and feelinq~, the latter

employs the nic;ht as a symbol for the political and

social oppression of his people at the hand of the French

colonial power. Thus, the darkness of the night for

al-Shabbi symbolises the gloomy conditions of his people

and hi~ country. Consequently, morning and sunlight

symbolise for him freedom and liberty. In this respect,

he differs from al-Mala'ika who associates freedom With

the night, and lack of freedom and oppression with the
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day.

-Shukri qlorifie8 the beauty of the night, and even

goes 80 far a~ to regard tho~e who fail to appreciate its

beauty a~ having denied the exi~tence of God,

and 423):

(1960:422

.;" .. '

The beauty of the night is a noble thing
whosed hatred amounts to a denial of God.

This sign in the beauty of the night
in conscience of the world is an emotion.

-Shukri goes even further and equates night with

magic and dreams, or a utopia which, however, do not

last, (ibid):

o night, nay! 0 magic, nay 0 dream
wo~ld that you did not vanish

In his poem -Al- Laylft (Night) Shukri explains his

relationship with the night. He likens the night to a

precio~ stone or gem of which his soul is a reflection;

both are dear to him and are to be protected and
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cherished. The curtains of the niqht envelop the poet

who cries like a little child, ('960: 448): -

•• L:-I ~ -~ .., ~~

o gem, of which my soul is a picture in my possession
you are kept in a well-protected place

My heart cries under its curtain
like a child listing to the call of his playmate

As if these curtains are
hung over the ultimate certainty

However, Shukri sometimes expresses his exasperation

wi th the niqht which s e ems to last for a long time, -thus

extendinq his sorrow and fee11ng of despair, (ibid:66):

~ ~ ~~I ~ '-.J ~ ,-..J ~I ~ l.....-:r '-

.,.....~, iJ-a ~I""":'~I~ .,:,1 .., .A iJ-a J.rL::- &J..aJ

t~ ,...; ~~~ .r ".; . , ,
~ J.::o-J ~,.).J

~ ,-..J ~I 1J.+.J ~ ~I ..,;;;., 1.,...1 ~ ~~

Why doesn't the mourninq of the niqht disappear
and why does not the eye of the horizon sleep peacefullY

It ~qht be afraid of my awesome presence,
to remove the wetness fr~ my tears stealthily,

Many a niqht whose darkness 90t bored With me,
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were it to pass by the eVil-doer, he would
not flinch

I entertained it with siqhs wrenched from my inner .. most beinq,
Why doesn't this niqht feel satisfied.

In ftLaylat Na~sin wa Laylat Sa'din ft (An Unlucky

Niqht, a Happy Niqht), Shukri describes the less pleasant

elements of the niqht as well as its more subli~

qualities. In ft~a~ al-Laylft (The Voice of the Niqht),

-Shukri describes how the doors of his inner soul and

conscience open up to the night, (19&0:118):

.r:!:..:..J I c$.;) l+J 1.5 J.,.:LJ I . . _ • •

You filled the universe with deep breaths,
80 everyone with a beating heart,

You spread glory over tranquility Which, like siqhing,
floods your darkness.

You are the com£ort of the great soul
if it listens to yo~ it enters into the hidden secret,

The sound of· the niqht is the same as the voice of the
conscience with solemn ~ssages like a quide carrying
a warninq

Whose echoes cause siqhs to reverberate in the
deep of the heart,
covering the soul with a dress of humility.
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-However, unl1ke al-Mala'1ka, Shukr1 welcomes the

sunr1se which puts an end to the lonq tirinq n19ht, even

thouqh he acknowledqes that the niqht has the abil1ty to

understand the secrets of the heart. -
In ·Ta~iyYa 11-1

Shamsi ~ind GhurUbiha" (Greet1nqs to the Sun when 1t Sets)
•

- the poet calls on the sun to rise, describinq the role

it plays in man's life, (19&0:33-35):

tl ,,,\ J~l ~

--..:..J I i.A.1.h ~ .,...,.:. 1

i , , v-..;A-J-J ~1

~ e L::o.".=. ~ ~

~ ~I ~'L5-,

~ ~~\ ~
t - I 'i 1

~.)~ 1 J.=-U I ~1 ~

L-J 1-, ~ l.AJ 1 i..J.......:.

~ '. .! I

, -, _' I r

, .' - • I

.; _ • -,oJ I

I j I I

o sunrise shine and spread your
light over the world,

You are life for the young trees
and jewels for the blooming qarden.

How could a soul not derive C~1ort

from your brilliant beauty.

As though the sun unveiled itself
in a veil of fire

It inched away from the distant horizon
as though it was an approaching lover,

Night is best privy to the secrets of the heart,
it is the cloak of the lover, the thief, and

the terrifyinq enemy.
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Let us now consider the views of .the three English

Romantic poets: Shelley, Wordsworth and Coleridge

towards the night, for the purpose of trying to show how

their treatment of this phenomenon differs from that of

the preceding Arab Romantic poets.

Shelley presents two contrasting views of night. To

him, night may be a source of joy as well as a symbol of

fear and terror. This view may be found in the following

lines from his poem "To night", (1907:630):

SWiftly walk o'er the western wave,
Spirit of Night!

OUt of the misty eastern cave,
Where, all the long and lone day

Light,
Thou wovest?? dreams of joy and

fear,
Which make thee terrible and

dear,
Swift be thy flight

Wordsworth extols the beauty of the night, but does

not best upon it the same significance as al-Mala'ika or

even Shelley. Wordsworth believes that one can

appreciate the. beauty of the sky, clouds, birds, stars

and moon most clearly at night. This attitude on part of

Wordsworth may be illustrated by the following lines from

his poem "The sun has long been set", (1904:359):
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The sun has long been set,
The stars are out by twos and threes

The little birds are piping yet
Among the bushes and trees;

There'S a cuckoo, and one or two thrushes,
And a far-off water that gushes,
And the cuckoo's sovereiqh cry
Fill all the hollow of the sky,

Who would 90 ' parading'
In London, and 'masquerading'
On such a night of June
With that beautiful soft half-moon,
And all these innocent blisses?
On such a night as this is!

Wordsworth returns to the theme of night in, for

example, ~An evening walk~, wA night piece~ ~I love upon

a stormy niqht~ and • It is a beautiful Evening calm and

free ~ In the latter poem the beauty of the evening is

said to enrich the poet's imagination and to make him see

nature in an aesthetically pleasing way, manner

(1904:205):

It is a beautiful evening, calm and free,
The holy time is quiet as a Nun
Breathless With adoration; the broad sun
In sinking down in its tranquility;
The gentleness of heaven broods o'er the Sea:
Listen! the mighty Being is awake
And doth .ith his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder-everlastingly .

Images relating to the moon and its light are often

found in English Romantic poetry. Coleridge makes

numerous references to this in his poetry, and he often

associates the moon with creativeness; he calls it
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The holy time is quiet a8 a Nun
Breathless with adoration; the broad sun
In s1nk1nq down in its tranquility;
The gentleness of heaven broods o'er the Sea:
Listen! the mighty Being is awake
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder-everlastingly.

Images relating to the moon and its light are often

found in English Romantic poetry. Coleridge makes

numerous references to this in his poetry, and he often

associates the moon with creativeness; he calls it

"mother of wildly working visions", (1907:2):

Mild Splendour of the various-vested Night!
Mother of wildly- working visions! hail!

The moon and its light are describe in the following

poems by Coleridge: aAncient Mariner", "Christabel",

"Kubla Khan", "The Nightingale", ·Cain" and "Dejection",

particularly the first two poems are 'bathed in the moon

light.
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Most Arab and Enqli8h Romantic poets are fascinated

by the sea, rivers, streams, and, brooks. This is

particularly true of Shelley as well as Shukri and

al-Mala'ika. One of Shelley's idiocyncrasies was that' of

making paper boats. He had almost died trying to swim,

and yet his interest in water sport continued, as is

evident from the fact that he sailed with his friend

Edward Williams across the Gulf of Spezia. For him the

sea represents life as well as change and renewal. It

also represents destruction and annihilation. Thus

Shelley's fascination with the sea was combined with

nightmarish terror.

It is worth mentioning here that Shelley'S life

ended at sea when, in 1822, he and his friend Williams

set out from Livorno and were both drowned.

Shelley mentions these two sides of the sea, in his

poem "A vision of the sea", the 8ea is regarded as a

symbol of love and beauty, on the one hand, and fear and

death, on the other (1907:594):

Death, Fear
Love, Beauty, are mixed in the atmosphere,
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Shukri's infatuation with the sea- is reflected in

his prose and poetry. His article " Ala ZahI al-Bahr"

(On the Sea Surface) describes his journey from Eqypt to

Britain in 1909. In this article, Shukri talks about the

majesty of the sea and how it separates places as well as

people from other s . Shukri admires the qreatness,

silence, and power of the sea. The chanqinq shapes of

the waves, and their enormous power reminds him of his

vulnerability and weakness as a human being.

In his poem "Bahr al-Hasad" ( The Sea of ~alousy),. .
-Shukri likens life to a sea full of jealousy in which

people swim. He asks people to arm themselves with

patience and fortitude aqainst the forces of jealousy.

The sea provides man with lessons which he would do well

to heed. One lesson is that of humility, as the

folloWing lines illustrate, (1960:616):

• ?' '

People swim in a sea of jealousy
so protect yourself against it with patience and fortitude

Riding on its back with hope,
swimming amidst its wave and foam.

Look at the sea waves on the beach, and
you will see that their tail ends retreat and scatter

If a wave of hatred ascends, be patient
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what wave bas remained in full awin9 for ever?

Shukri wishes that he was as boundless, free and

~rtal as the 8ea. The 8ea is 'likened to -time" in its

eternal nature; the sea i8 also free from the forces

which affect man such as age and physical weakness,

(19&0: 118-9) :

I wish I were as deep as you, full to the brim.
drinking from you as I wish

You are like time: You will Dot grow old,
or decrease, or be a loser.

-Shukri personifies the 8ea. Thus, the 8ea in its

d~fferent moods is said to resemble man in his different

moods. Shukri likens the sea breeze to the breath of a

human being and its waves to the pulses of his heart,

(il:id:119):
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Throbbing pushing, gusting and blowing
as though you were a11ve, having a.aensit1ve and feeling
.heart. . .

Your breeze 1s l1ke breath, and your waves beat like
the beating of a heart stirred bYharbinqers .

. And also (1bid: £>50):

As though the sea was alive, With a heart, and the sea
waves were the heart beat of all whose hearts beat.

He also likens the lover to the sea with its quiet

and tempestuous moods, (19&0:342)

J~'." , I~ ~ L..5 .tA~

You see the lover in his anguish like
the sea vacillatin9between calmness and clamour

Love has a majesty like
that of the sea.
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Shukri likens man'8 80ul to the sea in its fullne8s

and richness. Further, he likens poetry to the 8ea

The spirit is a rich sea
and poetry is one of its waves.

Shukri varies his ·water images" extending therr. to

include the river. In one poem, he mentions the feelin;

of solemnity which man undergoes when he sees the river

at. sunset. He also likens the river to a sheet. of

Jbercury. In the summer, the river might have been saie

to resemble pearls, or run like liquid, ~1960~638J;

. I
\oJ' L...

Many a time has the passer-by who went before us
displayed humil~lty on the river banks in the
late afternoon.

Tne river is like mercury in its sparkle;
it is like still water which doesn't gleaming

I reckoned it to be like diamonds in the summer
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if diamon~a coul~ run like liqui~.

In his poem -al-Shallal- (The Waterfall), ShUkri

considers the waterfall to be the brother of silence in

its majesty, 9~ory, and tempesrtuous moods. He likens

immortality to the tumbling water of the waterfall, and

his soul to the fine dust which is immersed in that

water. He alao wishes that life was as constant in its

progression as the waters of the waterfall,

(1960:512-513) :

0, you brother of silence, in majesty and beauty -
0, you twin-brother of calamity and recklessness.

I thought eternity flowed like your waters
and my soul like fine dust in it.

Would that life was like you, unabating
unlike lazy horses.

Perhaps life runs like water
between the earth and the sky.
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There are numeroU8 references to the aea and the

river in al-Kala'1ka's poetry. It is, however,- qiven a

symbolic value in al-Kala'1ka's poetry, in that it often

refers to the in~ecurity and vulnerability of the poet.

Thus, she sometimes describes her~elf a~ a lo~t person in

a remote and deep sea. She also talks about force~ which

play havoc with her life, comparinq these forces to the

surqinq waves of the sea which claim human life everyday,

I am lo~t, and life is a sea
whose beach i~ far and very deep.

0, my _~at, the sea is in a state of madness
its waves raging and surqinq

,Everyday it claims the life of a slain
man who won't wake up

-AI-Kala'ika likens her feelinqs and emotions in

their strength and viqour to the river in its

predetermined and unhindered course; both are un~topable,

( '981 : &38) :
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o River, I could not conceal my· emotions and feelings,
Who can stop the flowing stream from maintaing its course.

-AI-Mala'ika treats the river as a friend in whom she

confides, telling it all her secrets and divulging to it

all her sad and melancholic experiences. She asks the

river not to reveal any of these secrets and heartaches, -

(1981 :636-7):

iJ-:!A.J~ I ~ ~~I ,.::'\'...5,,) I ~1 .:J L......>..J
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~--I. -. de ; &
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C River, do not save my tears or the
terrifying sadness of my heart,

Hide your kindness from t.hcse. tears of mine which
have fallen in your waters,

Have mercy, you who privy to people, secrets
and who treats those in pain kindly,

And may the anguished heart
which your kind waves have enveloped
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I 90t rid of the Borrows of my heart, _,II of them,
at your banks,

I revealed the secret of my Boul, all of them under
the cover of darkness

As has been noted above, al-Mala'ika treats the sea

and the river as symbols of the forces which reveal man's

vulnerability and weakness. This is clear in her poem

"Marthiyyat -
Ghariq~ (An Ele9Y to a Drowned Man) in which

she talks about the body of a drowned person, being

tossed about by the sea waves, (1981:508-10):

~~ I ,.1.6 , ~rl..:. l.::t .r

.J..;,..-J I ~ L..:-J I I'"!' f
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~ ~ , ~ l.::t.JJ I ...=..:a..::. "..ul.)

J.) :,- ~ &J~ V-- L.:.....J I.,

A skeleton, drowning for a while, then floating
lost in the sad darkness of the ni9ht,
Is it a human being or an apparition?
I wish I knew, 0 ni9ht, What this mi9ht be.

0, my poetess, this is a drowned person
Feel sad for the rotten dismembered corpse,
lyin9, in the dark, unable to wake up,
And the hi9h terrain surrounding it
like a sleepless eye.
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.
Submerged Graveyard) and ·Oa~idat

This theme also

-al-Ghariqa" (The

occurs also in

al-Bahr" (The Poem of the Sea), which, incidentally close..
affinity to Byron's poem ·Child Harold's PilCjJrimage". ~ It

is also found in ·al-Faya~an" (The Flood), especially in

the section entititled ·Sawt al-Tasha'Um" (The Voice of

Pessimism) .

In "al-l'laghbara al-Ghariqa'" The Submereged

Graveyard) , al-Kala'ika describes an isolated CjJrave

standing on top of a hill, next to numerous other CjJraves

containing the bodies of poor people, as i-s·evident from

the layers of dust which cover these CjJraves,

and 526):

(1981:524

iJ~ 1 '. - . iJ'S L... -~ L..:o

In the darkness of the terrifying and awesome night
And in the midst of the violent storms,
Stands a lonelY and forgotten grave on the hill,
In the shade of the Doxthorn tree.
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A 9raveyard in which the wretched
Deposited the perishin9 corpses

of their dead,
0, corpses which calamities deposited in coffins,
Under layers of ephemeral dust.

The poet then addresses the river runnin9 in the

vicinity asking it to be merciful towards the dead who

have done nothin9 to deserve further punishment. The

river is seen as an unreasonable force here while it uses

its power indiscriminately, (ibid:526):

i.J _' -, -' .' I ~ ~ J.J .,.....:. l.::o

~ L..A.;, ..,.. .- L.. ~

~'-="
..,.. ,,::;,~..r- L.. ~

0, River, do not be harsh on the dead!
You have caused enough misery,
Yoy made many wretched people scatter.
Be kind to the innocent inhabitants of
this earth.

In her "translation" of Byron'S WChilde Harold's

Pilgrimage", al- Mala'ika describes the power of the sea

and the weakness of man in the face of nature's forces.

The sea 1s said to be stronger than man; it is even
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(1936:201):

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean-roll !!
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain;
Man marks the earth with ruin-his control
Stop with the shorei- upon the watery plain
The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
When, for a moment, like a drop of rain,
He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan,
Without a grave, unknell'd, uncoffin'd, and unknown

-In "Marthiyyat Gharig" (The Elegy to a Drowned Man),

al-Mala'ika asks a fisherman to remove the body of a

drowned man out of the water. The fisherman seems to be

unawe r e> of man's weakness and vulnerability. The

fisherman acts as a predator, but he himself will end up

being a victim for the forces of time, (1981:511):
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What is it you are f1shin; for in the Bea of time
Ki9hty destiny will catch you tomorrow.
We, 0 fisherman, the Bons of anxiety
In whose faces eternal wretchedness had dried up.

Al-Mala'1ka dwells on the theme of man'a weakness in

the face of nature'zs powerful forces. Kan's pOsition in

this respect is likened to that of the body of a drowned

man which is completely at the mercy of the sea waves or

the currents of a river. She compares man to a corpse

which is violently tossed about by the sea waves or

irretrievablY swept alon; by the ~iver waters. This

theme of the weakness of man in the face of the ·forces of

nature represented by the zsea and the river, is also

dealt with in al-Mala'ika's poem ·al-Faya~an~ (The

Flood). The (Pessimistic Voice) in this poem addresses

darkness, spellin; out the poet's problem$. It also

describes how the poet zstood near the bank of river and

listened to the heavin; zsound of its waters. She also

describes how she is overwhelmed by the forces of nature,

comparinq herself in this respect to a field completlly

covered by the flood of the river, (1981:&46-&47):

~ L::o..J.J I."'::"'=":' ..;.:..~ 1 ~ J
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o Darkness: Here 1s the Lover of the Niqht
staring peraistentlY in the cover of darkness.

She stopped at the r1ver bani to 11sten
to the siqhs of the Winds and waves

Feel1nq the deep sadness for a field, behind
the fence, sunmerged under water.

Kan's helplessne~s in the face of the deatruction

and carnage unleashed by the flood is effectively

described by al-Kala'ika, (1981:647-8):

L.." J

The abyss of death came to them at night,
so they became the victims of the powerful void of the sky

And they proceeded to roam about in the darkness of the night
but there was no one to rescue them from the tragedy

Cries ascended in the darkness,
carried by the winds to the tree

It is the voice of the living, held 1n the clutcbe~ of death,
slain by the waves and destinies.
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-AI-Mala'ika's attitude towards the sea differs from

-that of Shukri's, It also differs from Word5worth's

attitude who sees the sea and the river as sources of

inspiration through their beauty and calmness. This

attitude on the part of Word5worth may be exemplified by

the following lines taken from his poem " By the Sea

Side", (1904:356-7):

The sun is couched, the sea-fowl gone to rest,
And the wild storm hath somewhere found a nest;
Air slumbers-wave with wave no longer strives,
Only a heaving of the deep survives,
A tell-tale mot.Lon I aeon will it be la~d,

and by the tide alone the water awayed.

Wordsworth acknowledges the power of the sea in his

poem -Address to the Ocean~. However, he doeslnOt view

the destruction it wreaks on man with the same pessimism

and despair which one finds in al-Mala'ika's poetry

(1982:1-W- 161)

How long will ye round me be roaring?
Once terrible waves of the 5ea ?
While I at my door sit deploring
The treasure ye ravished from me.
When shipwreck the white surf is strewing,
This spray-beaten thatch will ye spare?
Come-let me exult in the ruin
Your smile is put on to prepare.
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Wordsworth also compares the immortality of the

river in comparison With man's transient eXistence in his

poem -After Thought-, addressed to his sister Dorothy

after her death. Wordsworth here describes how the fact

the river will run for ever, while man, notwith standing

his Wisdom, bravery and youth, will vanish, (1904:303):

I thought of Thee, my partner and my guide,
As being past away-Vain sympathies 1
For, backward, Duddon ! as I cast my eyes,
I see what was, and is, and will abidei
Still glides the Stream, and shall for-ever glide;
The Form remains, the Function never diesi
While we, the brave, the mighty,and the wise,
We Man, who in our morn of youth defie
The elements, must vanishi-be it so !
Enough, if something from our hands have power
To live, and act, and serve the future houri

We feel that we are greater than we know.

In his poem • Epistle to John Harrdlton Reynolds"

Keats, talks about the power of the sea as well as about

how the big waves feed on the smaller ones. This may be

taken as symbolic of the conditions which obtain in human

society, in which strong people always Victimise weaker

fellow human beings. The poet also talks about the

beauty of the sea Without, however, failing to recognise

its destructive power, (1908:317):

The rocks were silent, the wide sea did weave
An untumultuous fringe of silver foam
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Alon9 the flat.brown sandI I was at home
And should have been most happy,-but I saw
Too far into the sea, where every maw
The 9reater on the less feeds evermore.
But I saw too distinct into the core
Of an eternal fierce destruction,
And so from happiness I far was 90ne.
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IlATURE AHD CHILDHOOD

English and Arabic Romantic poets are similar to

each other in that they postulate a strong link between

nature and childhood, perhaps because of the presumed

sense of freedom which prevail in both. Children, by

virtue of their innocence, are generally thou9ht to be

closer than adults to nature. As far as English and

Arabic Romantic poets are concerned, Nature and childhood

seem to represent the innocence and the purity Which they

lost as they had 9rown older. Because of the cruelty,

bitterness and disillusion experienced by the poet as an

adult, he yearns for the innocence of childhood and seeks

refuge in 'beautiful' and 'pure' nature in an attempt to

recreate an 'ideal' world free from the oppression of the

arbitrary rules, restrictions and prejudices which

predominate in the adult world.

The Romantic poet tries to remember his childhood

perceptions of the beauty of nature. This helps him

relate to nature in his adult life in a manner

reminiscent of his relationship to it in his childhood.

In what follows, we will deal with this issue as

- - - -presented by al-Kala'1ka, al-Shabbi and Shukri in their

poetry.
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In her poem "'Ala Tal al-Raml" (On a Sandhill)

al-Mala'ika wishes she were still a young girl playing in

the sand on the beach. The poet also believes that

maturity made her less, not more, wise. This view is a

reflection of the romantic idea that the child knows

things instinctively without the need for formal

instruction, and that the older one gets the less

instinctively wise one behaves, (1981:30):

The place on the ancient hill where I used to sit
still listens to the songs of my past

I am still a child, except that I am more ignorant
of the essence of my life and soul.

As she remembers the hills, her childhood seems to

her to be like a paradise which has been taken away from

her by an evil hand, (1981:33):

-.) ,-, .. I d
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0, hills, here I am still the same!
So qive me back my lost paradise

Which sinful hand has usurped
the captivatinq beauty of your sands.

The poet's realisation that her childhood and early

happiness had qone for ever, makes her bitterly aware of

the frustrations of adult life. She declares that

everything in her adult world causes her pain and

sufferinqi she then describes how she tries to remember

her carefree childhood to help overcome the frustrations

of adult life, (1981:34):

My past and childhood had qone
my sensitive feelings compensated for the pleasures
of my yesterday

Everything in this universe hurts me now,
this life wounds my soul.
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The poet remembers when, as a child, ahe use~ ~o

play With her friends in the hills, buildinq sand

castles. She likens her childhood -to a story or a

melodic tune, (1981:421):

J" -. I J ~ .,)"....;.J I .,)~.J

" it)",'l "-.J

I pass through life heading towards my pa~t

and my feelings take me back to the hills
To where I used to sit alone on my beautiful hill

and to my wandering in the midst of the sweetly
scented tree~ and their shade

In the company of a young qirl
building on the face of the sand a throne of fantasy,

QuI. r~e is like a story and a song we sing,
it is like two hearts drawn on pure sand.

Like al-Kala'ika, al-Shabbi associates the purity of

nature with the innocence of childhood. For example, in

wal-Janna~ al-Da'ca h" (The Kissing paradise), al-Shabbi

remembers the time in his childhood when he fell in love

with a little qirl, and spent some time with her without
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beinq watched or reprimanded for his behaviour. Such

pleasant experiences in the poet's life are said to have

taken place in the midst of beautifUl natural scenery.

He compares the beauty and magic of such experiences to

the beauty of the flowers and the morning, (1972:361-2):

~I

How many sweet days we spent on the slopes of
the blooming wadi,

With silvery mornings, 90lden sunsets and dawns.
They were finer than flowers and bird songs
And sweeter than the magic of childhood

in the smile of the babe.
I spent with my beloved, without

anyone to watch or warn us
Except for childhood, all around us,

spending pleasant time with young love.

In another poem the poet compares his childhood with

his adult life. Childhood is depicted as a period of

simplicity and purity spent close to mother nature. In

contrast, adult life is said to be a time of anxiety and

undue concern over one's future, (1972:367):
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During the time of childhood,
simplicity and. purity,

I used to live llike nightingales, streams and flowers
Not caring whether the earth revolves around its orbit

or not.
But nowadays my nerves are frayed and my feelings agitated,
My emotions burning, paying attention to

the great and the contemptible.
Life tramples on my heart, and the

vast universe crawls over it too.
This is my destiny, 0 human race! How wretched

is the destiny!

This idea is re-iterated in his poem

al-Sakara' ("The Melodies of the Drunk"). The poet

imagines himself to be with his beloved, a~ if they both

were just two happy young children spending their time

playing in the mountains and valleys, (1972:400-1):
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We amuse ourselves in the shade, like two
happy children in the simplicity of childhood.

On the beautiful rock of the wadi,
experiencing unknown fears.

x x x
We go forth in the morning amidst the meadows

walking and singing with the tunefUl breeze,
Holding conversations with the spirit of nature

listening to its singing heart.

In his poem ·Salawat fi Haykal al-~ubbw (Prayers in

- -the Temple of Love), al-Shabbi associates love and nature

With childhood. The poet's beloved is said to resemble

childhood, dreams, music and the sweetness of the early

morning. She is also compared to a smiling sky, a

moonlit night, a flower or the smile of the innocent

new-born baby. The poet weaves a picture of innocence,

beauty, youth and Vitality which is said to characterise

both nature and his childhood, (1972:303):
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You are as sweet as childhood, dreams,
songs, new morning

Bright sky, moonlit night,
roses, and the smile of the new-born babe.

0, how astonishing is this gentleness, beauty,
and tender luxuriant youth.

Shukri also associates chilahood with innocence and

purity. In one of his poems, he explains how people wish

to return to childhood, as this period of man's life is

characterised by innocence, peace, trust, purity and

kindness. Childhood is said to be as pure as a Temple or

'place of worship' or as 'chaste' as life in paradise,

(1960:571):
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Every wise old pezson wishes
he could become· a child aqain, safe in his endeavours

But he doesn't realise that evil is approachinq
qivinq him anxiety and old aqe again,

This is only a respite the heart lonqs for
where there is purity, and life whose water is cold,

With no enmity, deceit, trickery, grudge,
treachery or crime.

Where life is as pure as a house of worship,
in the presence of childhood, the sanctified temple,

Flowers and children are the same Whenever
they combine; the purity of their beauty embraces
all things.

Wordsworth often speaks of childhood in his poetry.

He expresses his yearning for his childhood and for the

pleasant times he spent in the countryside. He believes

that a child can see nature around him with greater moral

purity than the corrupted adult. Furthermore, the child

can see God in His creation. Thus Wordsworth seems to

regard childhood, nature and God as different aspects of

one and the same 'reality'. However, man loses his

innocence and purity as he grows older, as well as his

ability to perceive eternal truths.
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In -The Prelude", the poet remembers his school days

and his childhood, and recalls the j9Y he derived from

his association with nature. The poet talks about the

beauty and freedom found in nature, associating the

freedom of the lakes and the wind with the freedom man

experiences in his childhood. He recalls the impact

which the sight of rivers and hills had upon him as a

child, ('904: 498) :

Was it for this
That one, the fairest of all rivers, loved
To blend his murmurs with my nurse's song
And, from his alder shades and rocky falls,
And from his fords and shallows, sent a- -

voice
That flowed along my dreams 7 For this,

didst thou,
o Derwent! winding among qrassy holms
Where I was looking on, a babe in arms,
Make ceaseless music that composed my

thoughts
To more than infant softness,qiving me
Amid the fretful dwellings of mankind
A foretaste, a dim earnest, of the calm
That Nature breathes among the hills

and groves

Wordsworth's views concerning childhood are also

vividly set out in his poem "Intimations of Immortality".

Here, Wordsworth explains how the child loses his

innocence - as he grows older. The separation of man's

soul from God is likened to the loss of innocence on the

part of the child as it grows older in a world full of
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anxieties and worries, (1904:460):

Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close

Upon the 9rowing Boy
But He beholds the li9ht, and whence it

flows,
He sees it in his joy;

The Youth, who daily farther from the
east
Kust travel, still is Nature's Priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;

At length the Kan perceives it die a way,

And fade into the light of common day.

DuIing childhood a person is free from the demands

imposed upon him by social conventions and norms,

(Ibid:461):

Thou little Child, yet glorious in the
might,

Of heaven-born freedom on thy being's
height,

Why with such earnest pains dost thou
provoke

The years to bring the ineVitable yoke,
Thus blindly with thy blessedness at

strife?
Full soon thy Soul shall have her earthly

freight,
And custom lie upon thee with a weight,
Heavy as frost, and deep almost as life!
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It is clear from what has been said above that there

is a 9reat similarity between al-Mala'1ka and Shabbi, on
,

the one hand, and Wordsworth, on the other, vis-a-vis

their views concernin9 the connection between childhood

and nature. Childhood represents innocence, spontaneity

and purity. In this. respect, it is similar to nature

which defies man's attempts to control it. Childhood is

a time of freedom, while adulthood is a time of cares and

anxieties which deprive man of his freedom and

spontaneity. Love in its purity is also associated with

nature and childhood. Wordsworth, however, differs from

-al-Kala'ika and al-Shabbi in that he regards God as one

element in a triad of relationships involving nature and

childhood. This, not surprisingly, is absent from the

poetry of al-Mala'ika -and al-Shabbi who, as Muslims,

would be reluctant to -downgrade" God to the level of his

creations, be they nature or childhood.

In conclusion, we can say that nature constitutes a

major tngredient in the poetry of the Arab.. and English.

Romantic poets we have dealt with in this thesis. These

poets describe the physical beauty of the mountains,

lakes, rivers, flowers, night, stars, etc; they also use

nature as a 'vehicle' through which they express their

emotions and philosophical concerns on such issues as

man's VUlnerability and weakness. This is most clear in

Al-Kala'1ka's poetry. Al-Shabbi regards nature as a

refuge to which he resorts in order to escape from his
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cares and anxieties, both personal and national. Shukr1

articulates different views concerning nature and 1ts

relationship to man.

Clearly, the works of these poets do not present a

uniform picture of nature. This is also true of English

Romantic poets. For example, Byron treats nature both as

a great lover and as a rebel. Coleridge regards nature

as a source of deep

while Wordsworth is

moral and philosophical meaning,

most concerned with the beneficial

influence which nature can have on man.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE

(1) See al-Mala'1ka's
(1979:126-132)

poem
..

f1 J1bal al-Shamal

wnich ex~st between
towards nature, there

more information see

(2) Al-Shabbl's family constantly moved over a period of
twenty years. During this period al-Shabbi travelled to
many places in Tunisia, including: Qabis, Tala, Slyana,
Qaf~a, Kajaz al-Bab and Ra's aI-Jabal. For more
information about the location of these places, the
reader may refer to Kerrou ( 1984:4)

(3) For more information about the mahjor poets'
influence on al-Shabbi see Kerrou (1984; pp 97-99).

(4) In spite of the similarities
J~bran and al-Shabbl's attitudes
are certain dissimilarities. For
Jayyusi: (1974:414)

(5) Another reason beh~nd al-Shabbl's hatred of city life
and his preference for life in tne countryside may be
owing to the fact that French colonialism was most
effective in the city. The city is not merely a p~ace of
crime' and human misery but also a place where one- could
see the mainfestations of colonialism.

(6) Al-Shabb1 was inspired by the beauty of the mountain
region and valley of cAin al-Drahim'( 20 Kl north of
Tunis) ~ write this poem,
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CONCLUSION

Nothin9 is stronger than an idea whose tin~ has

come. This maxim aptly applies to the potent force with

which Romanticism was unleashed in Arabic literature.

The impact of Romanticism on Arabic literature, with

its emphasis on freedorn of content and form in poetry,

coincided with a feelin9 for the necessity of political

and socio-economic independence in most Arab countries.

Romanticism thus found a favourable atmosphere in Which

to flourish in Arabic literature, and was perceived to be

in tune with the spirit of the times in most Arab

countries.

Romanticism, to a certain extent, freed Arab poets

from the clutches of a long entrenched classicism in

Arabic ~terature. The simplicity, naturalness and

spontaneity which the Romantic movement demanded of, and

9ave to, literature, enabled Arab poets to relinquish

formal and over-confined speech. The language of poetry

was popularly supposed to become more akin to the

vernacular, though this did not always materialise.

Bein9 relatively free from the shackles of

classicism, the poet felt enabled to express personal

feelings, desires and passions in a less formal and

stereotyped fashion,
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accessible lanqUAqe and simple style which brouqht poetry

within the reach of the majority of educated people and

not only within the qrasp of the chosen few.

From a comparison of the attitudes towards Death and

Nature displayed by al-Mala'ika, al-Shabbl and Shukrl,

with those of certain English Romantic poet, one can

therefore conclude that While the foundations on Which

they build differ, there are similarities in their

motivations.

The most fundamental points of coincidence of views

can be seen in the expression of feelings of 'love' and

'passion' towards nature. Both Arab and English Romantic

poets see the 'countryside' as symbolic of innocence and

beauty. Both groups of poets contrast the innocence and

beauty of nature with the oppressive force and

artificiality of the city they loath. The English

Romantic poet that most vehemently expressed this view

was Wordsworth. He constantly called for a return to the

countryside. Similar attitudes are taken by al-Mala'ika

and al-ShabbI, although the reasons behind their views

are not always the same as those expressed by their

English counterparts.

Nature 'qives', but the extent of the qiving depends

on the readiness of man to receive. According to

Coleridge, for example, man must
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apprec1ate the beauty of nature; ~f he 1s not, then he

may f1nd her a source only of sadness.

echoed 1n the poetry of al-Mala'1ka.

Th1s theme 1s

The 1dea of nature as moral 9uide often appears in

the poetry of Wordsworth. Man can learn lessons of love,

morality and forgiveness from nature more easily than

from his fellow man or from books.

Though there is no evidence that al-Mala'ika was

especially influenced by Wordsworth in this respect, the

idea is echoed 1n her poetry, most especially in her poem

"Shajarat al-Dhikra" (The Tree of Memory).

The attitude of the Romantic poets towards nature

was not always a positive one. A number of these poets

rejected the idealised picture of nature found -in

Romantic poetry at certain times, on the grounds that

nature d~s not always respond positively

sympathetically to man's feeelings, or to the turbulence

which periodically engulfs his life.

The centrality of ' night' in both English and Arab

Romantic ~try has been discussed in this thesis. For

most Romantics, , night' was seen as a source of beauty,

peace and inspiration as well as a time when man's-~pirit

becomes free from any limitations. In this context, we

have stressed the special importance which the night

- -occupies in the poetry of Nazik al-Mala'ika, so much so

that al-Kala'ika can be called
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excellence. Indeed, this is an ~pt description

considering that sbe referred to herself as -The Lover-of

the Niqht w• However, it is not easy to say that

al-Mala"1ka was influenced in this respect by the Enql1sh

Romantics.

The Sea is also a popular theme in Romantic poetry.

Generally speaking, the Romantic poets, both Arab and

English, regard the sea as a symbol of unbounded,

unfettered, freedom and power. Arab Romantic poets Who

dealt with this theme seem to have based their interest

on their innate romantic ideals rather than to have

developed it as a result of English influence. On~ of

the themes which is expressed in this context and which

is particularly clear in the poetry of al-Mals"ika is the

weakness and powerlessness of man in comparison with ~e

strength and power of the sea.

Romantic poets often associate childhood with

natUI~, seeing both as a source of innocence and beauty

in their natural states. This association is

particularly strong in

al-Kala"ika and al-Shabbi.

the poetry of Wordsworth,

Death is a major topic in Romantic poetry. Regarded

by most Romantic poets as both a source of inspiration,

and as a world of calm and peace. In this respect their

infatuation with death is similar to their infatuation
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with nature. They viewed death as • refuge from life's

miseries, sorrows and fustration. ~ such, death serves

a function similar to that of nature,in that nature,

nature, provides those who can understand and listen to

her with succour, releasing them from troubles and

sorrows associated with city life. This infatuation with

death is most clearly and strongly expressed in Nazik,.
al-Mala'ika's poetry. Unlike her fellow Romantic poets,

al-Mala'ika cannot strike a balance between life and

death in her poetry. Her attitude towards death,

typically, vacillilating between love and--hate. At

times, she talks about the ability of death to end her

life's miseries, and at others she describes it as a

voracious being, 'helt-bent' on destroying man.

Another theme dealt with by the Roman'tics is

-immortality. AI-Shabbi relates man's quest for

irrwnortality, and longing for as motivated by his

recognition of the impossibility of achieving it. This

realisation, and the inability of Arab Romantic poets to

come to terms with it, endows their poetry with a sense

of fatalism. It is therefore not surprising to see that

the three Arab Romantic poets, dealt with in this thesis,

all welcomed death in their poetry. In this regard they

are somewhat similar to Keats whose poem· Ode to a

Ni9htingale" seems to have exercised some influence on

the Arab Romantic poets. In fact al-Kala'ika wrote a

-cpoem entitled ··11a al-Sha ir Keats" (To the Poet Keats)
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which is directly inspired by Keat's Ode. Furthermore,

the similarity between al-Shabbi and Keats manifests

itself in the richness of the imagery with which they

deal with death, and their strong feeling, even

premonition, that they would die whilst still young.

Shukri'B treatment of death is the strongest romantic

feature in his poetry, and it is mainly because of this

that he is regarded as one of the Arab Romantic poets.
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